ACKED! Boxing Clever
WITH DEFINITIVE
TESTS
J-

We test Meridian's
all-in-one DVD
receiver system -

b

Krell Reference 505 SACD player
Jolida vs Saxon CD player shootout
PS Audio GCPH phono preamplifier
SonicGear and Audica micro systems
Arcam FR/11 DV139 Universal DVD player
Cambridge Audio Azur 640R AV receiver
Unison Research and Opera Super System

b

1

,

1

B&W Bowers&Wilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Incorporating B&W crossover technology

• -

811.11.P.

Audio signals are like spring water. The further they flow
from their source, the greater the risk to their natural
purity and vitality. Like aglass of cool, clear water, fresh
from the stream, nothing compares to hearing music with
the cleansing clarity it was created with.
At B&W, we like to get listeners as close to the
source as possible. The signal path in an 800 Series
speaker couldn't be any shorter, simpler or sweeter. By
optimising, in every detail, the mechanical design of the
drive units, we minimise the need for extra electrical
components in the crossover. Less quantity, more quality.
Every component we do use is handpicked after
painstaking listening tests. Together in the 800 Series
crossover, they deliver sound with every original nuance
and texture intact.
Not all water tastes the same. No other speakers
sound like the 800 Series.

\JV . b1N800 C 0 M.
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call +44 (0)1903 221 500

•

'Just like the benighted
soul who has talked
himself into aTVR,
there are audio types
who wouldn't dream of
purchasing hi-fi from
amanufacturer with
glossy catalogues'
Ken Kessler, [p5.4]
'Bass guitars drive
rock material with rare
conviction, while orchestral
climaxes set your nerve
ends tingling'
Ke:th Howard, [p42]
'Susie Suh is charged with
an articulate poignancy
that will have grown men
snuffling into aKleenex'
Richard Stevenson, [p46]
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Audio Exposed
Unwanted vibration is the bane of

foots around the Bristol show
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see page 54

On Location
We visit PMC Loudspeakers, Luton

HiFi Show Scrapbook
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We have acracking
collection of equipment
for you this month,
ranging from a £ 5300
system that uses
hybrid valve/solid-state
electronics, a headto- head between two
specialist CD brands
and some very high- end
amplification courtesy
of Bryston and Chord.
Krell's Reference series
CD/SACD player gets its
first lab test along with
Arcam's DV139 universal
DVD player and a new
speaker from Memphis,
Tennessee.
We know that
our readers love to
learn more about
their subject, so the
fascinating articles
presented by Jim Lesurf
and Keith Howard this
month will keep the grey
cells in tip-top condition.
On the other hand,
we've not been tempted
by ' exclusives' of preproduction gear, so
while our review of
Meridian's G95 DVD
receiver is not the first,
we don't make the
mistake of celebrating
its compatibility with
multichannel DVD Audio
when versions in the
shops will handle CD and
DVD media only.
As ever, all our
reviews of speakers
and separates are
accompanied by the
most in-depth technical
analysis available,
which means you get
a truly independent
qualification of each
product's specification
and performance.
At HiFi News we are
passionate about our
music and technology,
but equally passionate
about getting it right.
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PS Audio GCPH
Chris Breunig is so impressed by
this phono amp, he's bought one!
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SonicGear and Audica
Miniature hi-fi for the iPod
generation by Andrew Harrison
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Arcam DV139
A flagship universal SACD/DVD
player offering 1080p digital
video, reviewed by Paul Miller
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£5000 Super System
The reverend Steve Harris marries
Unison Research electronics with
Opera loudspeakers
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EMM LABS CDSA SE CD/SACD PLAYER
No ordinary dual-format player, the
£6995 CDSA SE represents afeat of
new digital technology. By employing
Meitner's Digital Audio Translator ( MOAT)
signal processing. CD's 44 lkHz data is
upsampled to twice the rate of SACO, or
5.6448MHz. The numbers game just took
on awhole new d mension.
www.emmlabs.com

ARS AURES MINI SENSORIAL
Formed in 1993, the Italian Ars Aures brand
now has three ranges of speakers, the Sensorial
representing its flagship collection. The mini is the
smallest, and most affordable at £ 4500, of this
esoteric range. www.arsaures.com

SECOND GEN BLU-RAY
PANASONIC UNVEILS PLAYER SUPPORTING 7.1 DOLBY TRUE HD AND MPEG-4
At arecent seminar in Milan held
under the banner ' Living in HD',
Etsuji Shuda, Panasonic's AV Business

too hot to hold' explained one of
Panasonic's design engineers. 'Also
recording 1920 pixels would need

Panasonic is now also joining the
ranks of Japanese CE companies
using exotic woods for speaker

Group Executive, repeated the
confident line started by the Blu-ray

more bit rate and reduce recording
time. We upscale to 1920 x1080 in

cones. Joint work between

Disc Group at CES - ' BD is becoming

the camera'.
The BD- 10A also supports anew

out of eight studios committed to
BD and only 10% of movie titles
available only on HD-DVD'.

enhanced version of the Viera Link

research Centre at Japan's Doshisha
University developed a ' green'
or ecofriendly material of 100%

system ( previously called HDAVI
Control) which lets one remote

bamboo fibre, as an alternative to
paper fiber made from softwoods

Shuda then unveiled the new
BD- 10A Blu-ray player. Cosmetically

control multiple components if they

for speaker diaphragms.
Bamboo grows three times n

the de facto standard, with seven

similar to the BD- 10, the new model
supports 7.1 Dolby True HD and DTS
HD lossless audio.
The 10A can also play discs
recorded in the new HDTV camera
recording format AVCHD. This

are connected by HDMI cable.
Early adopters who have bought
one of the first BD- 10 players are

height in aweek, and is more easily
renewable than softwood trees.

not left out. The BD- 10's firmware

The bamboo fiber also has ahigher

can be upgraded to allow AVCHD
playback and Panasonic also ' plans
to provide firmware that will allow

acoustic velocity than softwood
paper, Panasonic said. There was no
demo of the new cones, though.

standard, also supported by Sony,
uses the H.264 flavour of MPEG-4
compression to record HDTV at data

the BD- 10 to decode TrueHD and
DTS-HD and upgrade Viera Link'.
More information on the upgrade

follows atrend started by JVC, with
bookshelf speaker diaphragms made

rates of 6, 9or 13 Mb/s.
When quizzed Panasonic

will be available from the website
http://panasonic.jp/support/global/

from birch soaked in sake rice-wine,
which makes the wood pliable

admitted that there is not yet any

cs/bd/download/bd10/index.html
The BD- 10A, like the BD- 10, has

enough to be shaved and formed for

software that can edit an AVCHD
recording, ' but the major players

no Ethernet port for the enhanced

makes the speakers operate and

like Pinnacle and Adobe will have
software during the first half of

interactivity which Blu-ray promises
for the future. No hardware upgrade

sound more like musical instruments

2007', the company assured. Also

will be possible. Sales of BD- 10s

when asked, Panasonic's engineers

across Europe are now in 'four digit

admitted that the AVCHD standard

numbers' says Panasonic.
The new player comes with aBD

is currently limited to 1440 x 1080i
resolution, which is below the Full

8

Panasonic and the bamboo

HD standard of 1920x1080p. The
HDMI connection does not support

demo disc which does the format
few favours. Welsh pop-opera singer
Katherine Jenkins mimes out of sync

1440 x 1080.

on aconcert stage and white cliff

'If we used full 1920 pixel
resolution the camcorder would

top - mysteriously turning from
blond to brunette and back again

consume too much power and be

several times during asingle song.

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk
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Panasonic's development

cones. JVC claims use of the wood

than electromagnetic transducers.
Last year Pioneer introduced an
S800 speaker pair with cabinets
fashioned from the staves of oak
barrels that had been used to
age Scotch whisky. In the 1980s
Japanese companies were touting
exotic metal- compounds or plastic
composites as replacements for
paper as they attempted to break
the dominance of British and
American speaker firms.

ROBERT ADLER
INVENTOR OF THE REMOTE CONTROL
February 18th saw the death from heart failure at 93 of

BF' CONFIDENTIAL

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

Robert Adler, inventor of the remote control. While fellow
engineer Eugene Polley created the Flashmatic - awireless
remote using photo cells introduced in 1955 - Adler
introduced ultrasonics to make the device ( called the Zenith
Space Command remote control) more effective ayear later.
Still working in his 90s, Adler filed apatent application for
advances in touch-screen technology on February 1st. What
is most surprising is that while none of us could imagine life
without aremote, Adler rarely watched television himself so
never had the need for adevice of his own.

FLAT'S THE WAY...
USER-FRIENDLY HDMI FROM THE CHORD COMPANY
The Lo- Pro is anew flat
low- profile HDMI cable
from The Chord Company
designed to be placed against
walls or under carpets. The
cable features shielding in
combination with alowdensity insulation material
and oxygen-free copper
conductors. The plug moulding

MP3 IN THE MIX
What do you get if you mix three ( biggish) names in the MP3
business - iRiver, Musicmatch ( an online music service acquired
by Yahoo in 2004) and Diamond Multimedia ( remember the Rio?).
They hope to produce an iPod and Zune-beating player with what
they call an Internet radio ecosystem'. What's special about this
one is its wireless connectivity ( like the Zune) with 'traditional' USB
connections playing only aminor role in getting content to your
device, online radio station integration, socialization ( perhaps like
the Last.FM and Pandora services) and some sort of automatic
customization feature for recommending new music. Newly formed
San Diego- based Broadband Instruments hopes its yet unnamed baby
will grow into avery big lad one day soon.
COOL- LOOKING SPEAKERS
While MDF isn't perhaps the ideal
material to use for making speaker
cabinets, carbon fibre or aluminium
can be rather expensive. Some clever
engineering students at Michigan
Technology University in America
decided to knock heads together
and come up with the cheapest

is made as small as possible

alternative. They took advantage of

as Chord says alot of kit now
features closely spaced HDMI

the winter weather to make up an
array of 90 drivers, including adozen

sockets. The HDMI plug is

18in woofers, to create acomplex

gold-plated for improved

made out of snow. Not only did its

connectivity and longevity.

cabinet dampening Characteristics

Due to its flat profile the
performance of the cables

work well, but it prevented the drivers from getting hot when driven

cannot rival Silver Plus over
longer runs. Available in 1, 3
and 5m lengths, prices are

by 20,000W worth of power. Sadly the creation was disqualified from
the state-wide snow sculpture competition as the speakers weren't
made from snow, though they probably became quite soggy!

£49.95; £ 69.95 and £ 89.95

AND NOW, THE WALKPOD...

respectively.

When Iread the following Ihad to hit my head against the wall

www.chord.co.uk

three times and shout loudly just in case Iwas dreaming. Spreading
across the internet was news of the Sony/Apple Walkpod in the

A MATTER OF TIME.
MONOPULSE OFFERS TIME-ALIGNED DRIVERS

form of an iPod-looking cassette Walkman ( see photo below). The
promo was so good that agreat number of people ( including myself

Monopulse has unveiled

for three seconds, honest) were convinced they'd actually pushed
new boundaries in the present-day retro revolution. Not that Idon't

its new SSeries of

think it'd be agood idea. Imean, finally getting analogue- quality

speakers that feature

sound from the MP3 look- alike, complete with wow, flutter and hiss.

atrio of drive- units ' in

Imagine everyone scouring for their Meat Loaf and Burt Bacharach

full impulse and time
alignment'. This, the

cassettes that were consigned to that box in the attic. The clever

company claims, gives
unparalleled time-domain
accuracy resulting in

hoax included some modern technology, with a ' read- ahead' feature
said to allow users to save tapes to abuilt-in memory and so avoid
the bother of turning the cassette over! Could have seen Sony go
head-to- head with Apple.

'fantastic realism and
soundstaging'.
The Model 32S,
pictured right in electric
blue cloth and rolled
steel top, costs £ 895 and features 140mm Aerogel-cone
drivers to give ' bass down to 32Hz'. Sensitivity is aclaimed
88dB and nominal impedance 8ohms.
The slightly bigger Model 62S costs £ 1195, has 160mm
main drivers and offers abass extended down to 25Hz.
Sensitivity is said to be 91dB and nominal impedance 8ohms.
www.monopulse.co.uk

news.co.uk
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PAUL'S BRISTOL SHOW

SCRAPBOOK
Now in its 20th season, the Bristol Hi -Fi Show always gets the UK event calendar off to
an entertaining start. The corridors seemed as busy as ever with inquisitive newcomers
jostling with hardcore enthusiasts for the best seats. And, thanks in part to the
queues of CO 2spewing 4x4s ferrying pampered offspring to school every morning, the
weather was warmer this year. The Show was warmer too, not least because most floors
were peppered with hot little projectors and plasma displays, all tickling the eye as
effectively as the ranks of turntables and CD players that engaged our ears.

Pae/C

LEFT: ' We put this
together in the last
week' Iwas informed by
aremarkably frank Rega
engineer. The new P3
turntable is pitched at
£398 and comes complete
with arevised 12B300
tonearm featuring a
3- point mounting and new
horizontal bearing housing.
The Apheta MC cartridge
is extra. About £ 898
extra...

BELOW: Pioneer unveiled its '
G- Clef series of stereo separates, powered
by two new integrated amplifiers. The £ 400 A- A6 and £ 700 A- A9 are
rated at 60VV/8ohm and 75VV/8ohm, respectively, and are both inspired
by the near- legendary Pioneer A-400 amplifier. R&D has been 'extensive'
with fine-tuning performed under the watchful, er, ear of the engineers
at Air Studios. The partnering PD- D6 CD player will sell for £ 400.

ABOVE: With aworking title of ' 5T1',
this new 2.5- way speaker is the first
in aseries, three years in the making,
from Spendor. With trickle- down
technology from the 59, it features
adamped and vented treble chamber,
new drivers and new cabinet materials.

10
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BELOW: EL's B2 sub (£ 1395 in
black or £ 1495 in cherry, walnut or
rosenut) with 10in driver displayed
on top, sits in frcnt of the larger B1
model (£ 1795 in black). The subs
are equipped with 300W and 500W
amps, respectively.

ABOVE: Fresh in from Germany, via aBelgian distribution network,
the valve- friendly Einstein brcnd of electronics was making some
impressive sounds, thanks in part to the accompanying Rega P9
turntable and Totem loudspeakers. Viewed clockwise, from the
top, we have the £ 4000 ' Last Record Player' CO player, its £ 6000
'The Tube' preamplifier and £ 4000 ' The Light in the bark' power
amp. Look out for full technical reviews of these ostentatious but
innovative products in future issues of Hi Fi News.

e"— •
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ABOVE: ' It won't look quite like this when Sharp launches its
Blu-ray player under the Aquos brand', Iwas told by one of
Sharp's marketing bods. The picture shows Sharp's domestic
Blu-ray player for the home (Japanese) market. The UK
version should appear May- June for around £ 1000.

LEFT: In alogical extension of the all- in- one audio system,
AVI has crammed USB, digital and analogue inputs together
with 250W ( bass) and 100W (treble) amplifiers into apair of
diminutive ADM9 bookshelf loudspeakers. The right speaker
is connected via asingle analogue connection to the left,
which also includes IR remote input selection and volume
control. Price is £1000 with the option of apartnering sub.
MAY 2007
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PAUL'S SCRAPBOOK
BELOW: The agony of choice: Hadcock Export Cryo
and the linear-tracking Cartridge Man Conductor
tonearms fight it out onboard a £ 2400 Acoustic Solid
Machine turntable. The partnering stand costs £ 1200.

ABOVE: Perched atop Marantis awardwinning CD5001/PM4001 CD/amp combo is
the new DV7001 universal player. Could it
offer DV9600 performance at just £ 600?

BELOW: Another ' work in progress to tease audiophiles
as Living Voice gives voice to anew pair of monster horns
driven by the Kondo Sound Labs (Audio Note) KSL-M7
preamp and £ 48k KSL-Gakuoh 22W mono power amps.

ABOVE: The HC5000 is a3- chip LCD projector
from Mitsubishi, capable of handling 1080p
digital video natively. Full- HD at acrazy £ 2795!

ABOVE: Debuted at this Show, Naim's £ 2350
SuperNAIT 80W integrated amplifier combines
six analogue with five digital inputs.

ABOVE <Si RIGHT: Some 35
years s'nce its launch, Linn
announces the LP12 SE upgrade
series for its iconic turntable.
12
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LEFT: Pointing
the way ahead?
Arcam showed
both its 5.1
Movie Solo
player and this
£3000 music
server. The FM,T
M5250 can feed
up to four zones
independently.

"this system is something of amusical genius"
— What HiFi Sound and Vision
WHAT
SOUND AND VITÓC
I
*****
January 2007

Performance

series

L2 Series Loudspeakers
99 Series Electronics

QUA

A new breed
Quad

L2

series Loudspeakers

The Quad 99 series elecinmics and L2 series loudspeakers
are amatch made in heaven. I )etail, accuracy and refinement
all combine to present one ot 11w most musical and insightful
systems available — and with our new 99(1 ) 1)-.? , xviII integrate
seamlessly into your digital world allowing up lo 6* digital
sources to bowl il from our state-of-the-art DAts
(T)l'-2 includes 3xOptical and 2xCo-axial digital inputs.

QUAD
!he i'lr1NeN1 tipplYklell 1;1111C

.%*; 11111i1.

Quad Electroacouslics Ltd,
IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Iluntingdon, Cambs, PE29
6XU
Tel :- 01480 447700, Fax :- 01480 411767

www.quad-hifixo.uk

ON LOCATION
ON

LOCATION •

LUTON •

ENGLAND

Let them
entertain you
Pete Thomas's first speakers were so good they were bought by the
BBC. Unfortunately Pete worked there, which meant that if he was to
continue designing and selling speakers for aliving he had little choice
but to leave. The result was PMC... Andrew Harrison went to meet him

L

ooking back at the history of hi-fi loudspeakers, we
can see several key brands that have had an interest
in designing and manufacturing professional

monitors. Yet only one company has gone so far as
to nail its colours to the mast with the words ' professional'
and ' monitor' in its name. Since its birth in 1990,
Professional Monitor Company has built its reputation on
supplying robust and accurate loudspeakers, not only to
the broadcast and pro- audio trade but increasingly to
discerning music lovers, with its consumer business now
accounting for over 60% of its sales value.

BIG BOX ROCK
The story of PMC starts as aspare-time project by
co-founder and former BBC engineer Pete Thomas.
Having worked his way up the ranks within the BBC from
trainee radio engineer to manager of Outside Studios,
he found himself responsible for managing the Maida
Vale music studios and the sourcing and development of
new loudspeakers. Through the 1980s, aneed became
LEFT: Pete Thomas with PMC
co-founder Adrian Loader
BELOW: The PMC Wafer the world's thinnest
transmission- line loudspeaker
TOP RIGHT: PMC 061 speakers
RIGHT: New Luton factory

apparent within the BBC for aloudspeaker that could
comfortably handle the higher sound pressure levels that
were being demanded for pop and rock monitoring, for
example for Radio 1. The BBC's incumbent full- range
monitor, the classic LS5/8, had the required fidelity and
voicing for broadcast monitoring, but was less happy
playing at loud rock ' n' roll.
After trying many models from the consumer and
professional trade, and visiting manufacturers and talking
to their designers, he set about making his own ' Big Box'
full- range design, based on his preferred transmissionline principle. This subsequently saw light as the BB5
model, which was eventually bought by the BBC for use
in Maida Vale - at acost. Thomas was told that aconflict
of interest in specifying product and making the same,
meant he had to make achoice about whether to remain
with the BBC, or work as asupplier for it.
'It was made clear to me that Ihad to leave,' says
Pete, ' Icouldn't stay at the BBC, and sell to them. Spencer
Hughes [founder of Spendor] did it before he left. I've got

14
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agreat report somewhere, where the BBC buys in some
BC1s and they go [ adopts ' 50s BBC voice]: " Surprisingly,
it's got an identical crossover to a 3/6!" I'm surprised they
didn't take him to court. Good luck to him, he did weal'
So in 1990, Pete Thomas made the decis.on to leave
the BBC and start his own company — PMC. Working with
another former BBC engineer, Adrian Loader, who had
been involved in the BB project from the outset, they
set to work to make more manageably-sized monitors,,
TOP LEFT

the HFN-sponsored Heathrow show in September 1991

to. Iwas surprised when Iwent around all these other
companies to find how few do that! Isuppose that's

and reviewed in HiFi News in May 1992.
Pete Thomas picks up the story: 'We did do well with

something Igrew up with at the BBC. I'm fairly confident
that Ican go out there, pick any speaker, plug it in and it

the [ Bi. We pushed it for two or tiree years, did all the
hi-fi shows and everything. But where it all kicked off was

will sound like the original, because it's compared with
that original reference. And of course for the professional

Assembly
of passive
crossovers for

when Tom Barron [ PMC's consumer sales manager, ahi-fi
enthusiast friend of Thomas' snce the ' 70s] joined us.

buyers — for example, the BBC have bought hundreds

amp modules

of speakers from us — they want them all to sound the

are fitted into

same because people will do some work in one room,
some work in another, and you can't have them all being

some pro- audio
monitor designs

leading to the [ Bi two-way design. This was launched at

We brought out the FBI, our first floorstanding consumer
speaker. We had some great reviews, and after Tom
joined us we had the Robbie Williams advert. Robbie just
bought some of our speakers and we placed this aavert
quite widely in magazines. Tom was going around all the
dealers and they were going "Ah, Robbie Williams!".'

COMPANY DISTINCTION
In acrowded marketplace, there were some important
factors that raised the PMC profile among its peers, not
least of which was careful quality control, aid the ability
to play loudly and cleanly without strain.
'We train all our staff so they can listen. Even though
we could build 150-200 speakers in one go we still build
in small batches and the staff do the whole work r
.
ght
through to the listening. The important thing is that
every speaker that leaves the building has been listenea

AND ABOVE:

DB1+ speakers;

different. You can't have the high tolerances which a
lot of consumer manufacturers work with. Imean ours
are plus or minus 2% generally, which is very tight for all
the components. But that means that you can take one
speaker from one pair and one from another.' And this is

'I'm fairly confident that Ican pick any
PMC speaker, plug it in and it will
sound like the original, because it's
compared with that original reference'
how the BBC would work, with its stockrooms of speakers
such as the LS3 / 5A...
'What they do, they put them all in store, and when you
get afaulty one, they don't change apair, they change
one. So forget the pair matching. They're not pair
matched — they're all matched to each other!. And that
was the problem with the Bextrene [the infamous Grade
2 monitor's cone material]. They didn't match the earlier
designs so you just couldn't live with them. Apart from
the fact that they sounded [ cups hands around mouth]
abit like that. When compared on speech, the originals
were lovely and open and smooth, and these newer ones
had this kind of Bextrene quack to them. But ; t's still a
good design, it still stands up reasonably well.
'Tnere were some classic BBC designs that were really
way ahead: LS5/5, 5/8. 3/5... and the 3/6 which turned
into the Spendor BC1. The 3/6 was alovely speaker.'
More iecently, Pete Thomas has made efforts to
preserve some of the heritage of important British
loudspeakers and broadcast monitors, assembling an
enviable collection of classics at the PMC listening room

LEFT: Robbie
Williams in the

in its new factory in Luton.G+

ad campaign

MAY 2007

company's 1999
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'Some I've had along time, but I
just saw that aiot of the classics were
disappearing fast off the market so over
the last few years Ibought quite afew.
The thing that was concerning me is that they were
disappearing and those that were appearing had been
'got at'. People had rewired them. Iwanted them as they
were originally.
'What's interesting, and reassuring, is that some of
those designs thatIalways regarded as really good
sounding speaKers, even now when you put them up
you go " Yeah, that still sounds good." So although your
audio memory is poor Ithink you still know deep down.
The speakers that you knew weren't very good, but were
regarded as classics — they still don't sound as good.
Those KEF Reference 104s, they were aclassic in their
time. Ihated them when Iheard them. Iput them up now
and Istill hate them! They're flat, two-dimensional and
TOP: PMC's
extensive

lifeless! Dreadful! So your audio memory can actually be

collection of

quite good, even after 30- odd years. As an overall view
of adesign... well, Ithink that's important when you're

classic British
speakers and

designing speakers — you're not just listening to how

broadcast

height, depth. It's tne whole thing, the big picture.'

monitors,
including KEFs,
QUADs, B&Ws,

IN THE STUDIO

good the top, mio and bass is, or the image or the width,

and BBC LS3/5As

On the professional side, PMC monitors are seen in
recording and mastering studios around the world, in

to name afew!
ABOVE RIGHT:

venues like BBC Maida Vale Studios 2, 3and 4; Abbey
Road; and Metropolis Studios. Many of these speakers

Pete Thomas as

are partnered with Bryston amplification, which PMC

he is today

distributes in the UK. or even use Bryston-sourced amp
modules inside with active crossovers.

ABOVE: PMC's
listening room

Thanks to the late Adrian Loader, Pete Thomas'

with new EB1 to
RIGHT: PMC

original business partner who passed away in 1998,
PMC had made inroads into the prestigious Hollywood
post- production facilities of Los Angeles. After leaving the

DB1+ bookshelf

BBC, Loader had worked as atechnical sales engineer at

loudspeaker,
showing internal

broadcast audio supplier Bauch.
'He was very good at heading up sales. He broke our

transmission- line
configuration

market in Hollywood. At the tine it was abig, big market
that was untouched for along time. He knew alot of C->

the fore
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What's remarkable about the new series of LP12 SE upgrades is not that
it's taken 35 years to develop them, or that they can be retrofitted to any
Sondek LP12 turntable, but the fact that they retrieve even more music

LINN

from your vinyl collection than ever before.

Experience a revelation in turntable performance.
For more information and details of demonstration events in your area visit
www.linn.co.uk, or call 08000 277 181.

ON LOCATION

Pete Thomas
begins designing
speakers

1990
Prototype
LB1 and BBS
completed

1991
Pete leaves BBC
to found PMC

1
1992

ABOVE: Pro PMC monitors in the

First factory, in

mastering suite at Metropolis Studios
LEFT: The BBC's Maida Vale studios,
PMC's first client

Watford

1993
—akes

on Bryston

distribution

1994
First sale into
USA film scoring
market

recording studios through his work at Bauch. It was abig

mby Ilove transmission- lines. It's not hing to do with how

loss. But sometimes that makes you change direction. We
got more into consumer after that. Consumer is now a
bigger part of our business than the professional.'

you're up to 5-10% and you can't get it lower than that.

DOMES 'N' DISTORTION
So what is the attraction of using domes for micband
reproduction? And why transmission- lines for bass?
'ATC developed the 3in dome and quite rightly they
are associated with the dome. In fact, Iwas probably

Development of
flat carbon- fibre
piston driver

1998
Adrian Loader
(Pete's founding
partner passes
away
1

1999
Robbie Williams
takes delivery
of his first PMC;
Robbie advert

responsible for getting ATC monitors into the BBC! Domes
have good radiation characteristics, but one of the
most significant things is tne power handling, keeping

Launch of GB1

Launch of wafer
on/in-wall

2007
Laurch of EB1
and wireless
speakers

18

good news. Domes allow you to get down to points of a
percent in the midrange; and transmission- lines, you get
down to 1or 2% distortion, which is very low.
'Also the dispersion — you can walk around amidrange
and the balance doesn't change, arequirement from the
pro industry. You get guys sitting at a48 channe' desk,
and they move up and down it. They don't want midrange
suckout, so you've got to get very good

metre. If you think about it: the normal cone,

down, and often standing up. So you've got

you're driving it from asmall voice- coil: witn
adome you're driving it around the outside
with acoil of the same diameter. The coil in
our midrange is the same size as in a 15in bass
unit. And the whole thing's being moved, the
whole dome. When you move acone from
the centre it's got to flex, it's got to break
up at some point. It doesn't matter what you
make it from — Kevlar, titanium, diamond, any
esoteric material — forget all those materials.
It will bend, don't believe it won't! You're
basically moving it one spot in the middle,
whole thing. That's not to say there aren't
problems; the dome can vibrate, and cave
—you don't get something for nothing. By

2006

It's all about distortion, ' cos speakers are the worst bloody
things in the world for distortion. Iknow the distortion's
different and it doesn't quite equate, but it's still not

distortion down. You can get alot of level out
of adome midrange, up to 125dB SPL at 1

whereas with adome you're moving the

2004

low the bass goes, it's to do with distortion. With reflex

having such incredible power handling, you
get high efficiency because you can put a
powerful magnet on abig coil. The domes
we manufacture will produce 95dB from 1W,
which is 6dB more sensitive than the average

dispersion laterally. Sometimes they mix s'tting

'Adrian Loader's death
was abig loss. But
sometimes loss makes
you change direction'
the vertical dispersion also to consider. That's
another reason why Ilike dome midranges,
'cos it's easy to integrate them with the
tweeter and woofer, to get good dispersion.'
PMC continues to expand its range — last
year saw the novel application of transmissionline- style loading within awall- hung speaker,
the PMC Wafer [ see HFN Ian ' 06], whi ethis
year sees the introduction of anew wireless
slim floorstander called The Free in conjunction
with the company Digital Plumbers. There's also
anew consumer flagship model known as the
EB1. Like its IBi and IB2 pro monitors, the PMC

hi-fi driver, and means you can use aquarter
of the power. Ilike it because it just keeps
distortion down — and that's also the reason

EB1 uses aNomex flat piston bass driver, this
time up to 10in diameter.

RIGHT: PMC has designed awireless speaker

An initial preview of the EB1 at the PMC
listening room showed that this could be one to

called The Free for Digital Plumbers

watch for 2007! ô
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HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET AN
BETTER THAN THIS...
YOU FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
TO LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVVVVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEIVIA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

ENGINEERED

SOUND

F80
BCKDTHROYD. STUART

/MERIDIAN

DAB

128kb , s

Stereo

4

Chill
ge

Band

NOW Cambr idge
V Station A

High Fidelity, redefined.
www.thef80.com

THIS MONTH: Chord's £ 10,000 reference preamp, sub-£ 1000
CD players go head to head, Funk gets the Linn in aspin and more...
O Meridian G95 DVD receiver system

22

KRELL EVOLUTION 505

50

EGGLESTON1NORKS
FONTAINE II

26

CHORD CPA 5000

30

MERIDIAN G95

54

IC/LIDA 1D100A/SAXON
CD700 MK2 SE

34

VELODYNE SMS-1

60

PS AUDIO GCPH

38

FUNK FIRM LP12
VECTOR LINK

64

SONICGEAR I- STEROID &
AUDICA MPS- 1

42

BRYSTON
BP26-DAC/MPS2/4B SST

68

ARCAM FM1 DV139

46

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 640R

72

UNISON RESEARCH/
OPERA SYSTEM

26 Chord Electronics CPA 5000 preamp

OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

Hi Fi News scores all audio
equipment by four key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the most
FEATURES
out of 5
comprehensive and
trusted test regime of
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
any hi-fi magazine in the
BUILD
QUALITY
out of 5
world. Each month we offer
VALUE FOR MONEY
out of 5
aclear evaluation of all
types of audio equipment
-two- channel audio from
Hi Fi News
turntables to amplifiers
OVERALL RATING out of 20
and CD players through to
multi- channel DVD-A and
SACD players. Hi Fi News'
lab tests are conducted using the six- channel
QC Suite testing station developed by Hi Fi
News' Editor, Paul Miller, and now tne audio
industry standard test equipment. It gives
i AT
F
EU RIS
Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its testing of
It
all stereo and multi- channel kit so our tests
SOUND QUALITY
are respected around the world.
4

VelOdYne

subtle result
BUILD QUALITY

jazz and classical t
Hi Fi News Golden
Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and

VALUE FOR MONEY

smoothness in spades.

Hrti news

OVERALL RAI INC,

11111

20/20

SMS-1 processor

50 EgglestonWorks speaker

67 Arcam DV139 DVD

NEXT MONTH DEFINITIVE TESTS:

RS AU RES LOUDSPEAKER
EEMA ACOUSTICS CD PLAYER
Results are combined to
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
RATING out of 20. Our
OVERALL RATINGS mean
the following:
10 & below = Poor
11-12 = Below average
13-14 = Average
15-16 = Very good
17-18 = Excellent
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold

MERIDIAN PROCESSOR
EMM LABS SACD PLAYER
QUAD PHONO STAGE
HARMAN KARDON AV RECEIVER
ROTEL PRE/POWER
ROKSAN SYSTEM
AUDIO ZONE PRE/POWER
SPEAKER GROUP TEST
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Current Affair
KRELL EVOLUTION 505 (£8777)

Joining the brand's new Evolution series is a
multichannel SACD player that also
offers aCAST connection for
stereo music fans

22
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Tested by Ian Harris

I

nthese rather fraught days for the two-channel
sector, the launch of anew stereo-friendly range
by any manufacturer is awelcome event. When

the manufacturer is Krell, and the range is as far

reaching as the Evolution series, the welcome event
bc omes amajor celebration.
OK, the Evolution 505 SACD/CD player is actually
amulti- channel component, offering 5.1 replay on
suitably encoded SACDs, but the relative paucity of any
flavour of SACD makes it likely that the 505 will spend
the vast majority of its time playing in stereo. Which was
agood enough reason for me to leap at the chance of
reviewing the 505 in my two- channel set-up.

SHOUT FROM ON HIGH
The unit's construction is all that you would expect of a
component from Krell. The thick and lustrous aluminium
faceplate, with its stainless steel centre- piece and vivid
blue dot-matrix display, exudes quality and positively
shouts of the player's high- end status. Although
undeniably attractive, in aesthetic terms the plethora of
controls gives the unit a ' technical' rather than atruly
elegant look. In an era where we've all seen someone
execute several laps of the living room searching for
aremote (without even considering using on- unit
controls), it's amoot point how many of the 30- plus
buttons on the 505's fascia are ever going to be used.
While my personal preference would be for asimpler,
less crowded control zone, I'm sure there are those who
will applaud the flexibility of on- unit control.
A quick look at the rear panel shows that connectivity
of almost every form is catered for fully. Analogue
outputs include balanced and single- ended, as well
as Krell's proprietary CAST topology ( see ' Current Fun'
panel on p24). Both optical and co- axial digital outputs
are also present and correct ( CD only), along with a
wide range of control options. AC input is via astandard
16 amp connection, allowing substitution of the mains
lead to one of the user's choice, if required.

'If its bass made an immediate impact,
it was due to its quality, rather than any
hint of inappropriate tonal balance'
ABOVE: A
plethora of

Operationally, the 505 was amodel component.

buttons on the

While initial TOC reading was alittle slow ( often the
case with hybrid CD/SACD transports), commands

Evolution 505

from the supplied aluminium-cased remote handset

means you can
safely lose your

were accepted from conveniently wide angles, and

handset and still
take control

the display was clearly readable from my four- metre
listening position. Transport loading was smooth and
reassuringly positive and, while the unit generated
enough heat to suggest asubstantial class A output
stage, the casework never reached temperature levels
which might complicate installation.

SOUND QUALITY
While an initial listen often provides the purest
impression of anew component, immediately
'outstanding' qualities sometimes can speak of subtle
over- emphasis. In the Evolution 505's case, however, if
its bass made an immediate impact, it was indisputably
due to its quality rather than any hint of inappropriate
tonal balance. While aspot-on combination of speed
and weight is expected at this heady level, the Krell
also provided an unusually musical low-frequency
presentation. However deep bass lines resided in the
mix, they universally blossomed into tuneful strands of
counterpoint in their own right.
Another positive aspect of the low frequency
reproduction was the fact it ' did' both subtlety and
power equally well. At one extreme, in the title track
from Gordon Lightfoot's If You Could Read My Mind, the
bass line is initially picked out on an acoustic guitar, but
as the track builds, an electric bass kicks in, providing
asubtle sonic change of gear. While it may seem trite
to comment on avery serious player distinguishing
between an acoustic and an electric bass, the degree
of timbrai detail the 505 uncovered, without making ->
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the effect seem contrived or disjointed, was deeply

CURRENT FUN

impressive. At the other extreme, during Peter Hook's

The Evolution 505 features Krell's Current Mode and Current Audio

driving bass line from Joy Division's 'Transmission', the
changing dynamics of the strings as their arcs reduced

current-to-voltage conversions on the audio signal. In afull CAST system,

were clearly audible, highlighting the variations in
intervals between notes. This bass phrasing was exposed

Signal Transmission ( CAST) technologies, aimed at reducing the effects of
the signal remains in the current domain until one final I-V conversion

to adegree I've rarely heard before, adding both drive

in the power amplifier. Krell claims that as there's noise involved in such
signal conversion, one incidence should be cumulatively quieter than

and substance to rock material.
Moving up to the midrange, what impressed most

three ( source, pre and power stages). Transferring the audio signal in
the current domain is also claimed to reduce the deleterious effect of

was the Krell's ability to reproduce accurately the whole
gamut of instrumental and vocal textures. Whether it
was the authoritative rasp of atrumpet, the shimmer
of an orchestral string section or the rotary chirp of a
Hammond organ, there was areal sense of the actual

interconnects. In atraditional system, signal flows from low impedance
to high ( source to pre, or pre to power), and the impedance of the
cable can provide an effect on the audio signal. Using two current
mode devices, signal flows from high impedance to low, masking the
influence of the interconnect. Krell suggests that maintaining the signal

mechanics involved in creating each sound.

in current mode throughout means the whole system acts as one unified

Insight and coherence were also from the very top
drawer, during Eric Bibb's ' Get It While It's Hot', both the

component, rather than anumber of interlinked ones. Krell Current Mode
refers to the circuit topology within each component, which retains the

subterranean rumbling of asousaphone and the squeal

signal in the current domain from start to finish. Like aplayer with dual

of aharmonica were wonderfully drawn, without ever
obscuring the more subtle differences between guitar
and mandolin further down in the mix.

valve and solid-state output stages, the Krell offers both acurrent output
(via the CAST terminals) and avoltage output (via the others).

HIGHLY EXPLICIT
In terms of vocal and instrumental presence, the Krell
provided impressive image solidarity, along with a
spatially explicit soundstage. As well as generating
images well outside both left and right speakers, the
505 also maintained asolid sense of finely graduated
depth, even when the image in question was directly
behind aloudspeaker.
With transducers as visually imposing as the
MartinLogan Prodigy, this is quite an achievement,
and the Krell certainly meets the gold- standard when

•1111.1111•11.

'The Krell provided impressive
image solidarity, along with ahighly
spatially explicit soundstage'
it comes to expansive and detailed soundstaging.
High-frequency reproduction was equally impressive,
with tremendous transient speed and impact, along
with sométimes startling amount of detail. Cymbals
shimmered realistically, and even details as ephemeral
as triangle strikes had apiercing sense of presence.

Ultimately, though, it was the sense of consistent
excellence throughout the frequency range which
impressed most. If it was bass which stood out
during Soul II Soul's Club Classics Volume 1, it might

BELOW: The 505
includes stereo

be midrange which caught the ear listening to Ella
Fitzgerald. Critically, you never felt the player was
emphasising one aspect of arecording, or force-feeding

outputs on XLR
(balanced) and
CAST, plus 5.1

you detail. While the Evolution 505 definitely had the
knack of digging out new sonic gems from whatever

multichannel
outputs

material was being played, they were always presented
in awholly natural manner.

o
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Power supply regulation for the
505's transport and digital circuit!.
This runs from aseparate trans'ormer
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KRELL EVOLUTION 505

1g3 -777)

FEATURES

While nominally multi-channel, a
lack of suitable material will likely

•

SOUND QUALITY

make stereo the Evolution 505's
staple diet. In this guise, the unit

Krell's proprietary CAST stage is
located beneath these fully bake ced
(stereo) analogue outputs, occupying
the lion's sha..e of this large PCB

11111

excels, with aclever combination of
subjectively flawless sonic accuracy
and enough soul to really bring music

,

to life. SACD facility is awelcome one
for those with appropriate software,

One of three Burr- Brown PCM1732
DACs that service each of the tort,
centre, surround and LFE channels

3ecause the 505
sbased on KrelFs
525 universal DVD
3layer, this transport
mechanism also
eads SOME OVO and
DVD-A media

BUILD QUALITY
I Milli
VALUE FOR MONEY

adding alayer of naturalness and
musical flow above and beyond CD
playback. Strongly recommended for
those with deep enough pockets.

()VERA LRATING

17 20

Review system breakdown

Aseparate maws trar sformer and
extensive power sir:10y regulation is
specified for the analogie stages

AMPLIFIERS: Musical Fidelity kWP preampi kW power amp
LOUDSPEAKERS: Martin Logan Prodigy

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds TEL 020 8971 3909
WEB: www.krellonline.com

Hi-fi News lab report
SACD playback undoubtedly
moved the quality up yet another
level. While some listeners bemoan
alack of dynamic ' edge' to the SACD
sound. this viewpoint was hard

it is possible to exasperate yourself
figuring out which setting is most
appropriate as you change between
tracks and discs.
Of course, it would be

to reconcile with the vital sound
the 505 was emitting. Listening
to Eleanor McEvoy's Yola, Brian

disappointing if the Evolution 505
was not alittle special. In terms of

Connor's Steinway piano had a
stunning in- room presence and
impact. Dynamic range here had

genuine excellence now available
at substantially ' owe' price points,

amuch more genuine feel than
the superficial excitement

conundrum, where everything,

sometimes heard on
edgy CD tracks,
meaning that
-while fortissimo
notes might pin
you to your seat
-the effect was
never fatiguing.
FOUR
FILTERS
The 505 offers
four filter options

value, the Krell is subject to both the

and that strange transatlantic
from CD players to cars,

FOR:
Clean,
accurate,
musical
AGAINST: Substantial
cost, that's all

for use when playing
back SACDs ( against two for

(1)

seems to have the
same ballpark figures
on the price
tag, whether
accompanied
by aUK Sterling
symbol or aUS
Dollar one.
Even taking
this into account,
the Evolution 505
makes avery strong

case for itself. Its
performance with Red
Book CD is good enough to

The first two digital filter options have an important impact on
the performance of Krell's 505 with co media. The first behaves
like astandard, brickwall FIR filter offering some 80dB rejection
of stopband images together with aresponse that rolls almost
imperceptibly to -0.2dB at 20kHz. The second filter employs afar
gentler slope to reduce what are known as ' pre and post echoes'
with transient data while also reducing any group delay. This is
achieved at the expense of increased digital ' images' (just - 7.7dB
immediately outside of the audioband, indicated by ( 1) on the graph,
above) and amore rolled-off treble response (- 3.2dB at 20kHz).
Otherwise, the 505 offers acombination of low distortion
(0.0005% through the midrange, rising to 0.005% at 20kHz),
excellent low-level resolution and awide 107d8 S/N ratio.
Incidentally, the full four filter settings all have an effect with SACD
which rolls-away to - 15dB, - 19dB, - 13dB and - 14.5dB at 100kHz,
respectively. Full QC Suite Reports for the 505's CD and SACD
performance, with the alternative digital filters, are available at
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications

CD) and, notwithstanding amarked
change in gain between positions

put it very close to the state of the

Maximum Output Level

art, while SACD performance is quite

A-wtd SIN Ratio

107.1dB

two and three, they can be used to

simply tremendous.
In the context of my non.
Krell ( and, therefore, non-CAST)

Distortion 1kHz, OdUsi-311:113Fs

0.0005%10.004%

Distortion 20kHz,OdBFs

0.005%

set-up, the 505 earns astrong
recommendation for those with

Frequency Response (CD, Filter 1 & 2)

+0.01 -0.19dBR. +0.0/ -3.2dB

Digital Jitter, CD/SACD

710psec/240psec

deep enough pockets; as the source

Resolution @ -100dB, CD/SACD

±0.1dB1±0.0dB

for afull Evolution CAST set-up, it

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>104dB

play off ultimate dynamics against
warmth and insight.
Some users will find asetting
they prefer for all material, others
will switch depending on mood and
material. Either way, the options do
add to the unit's flexibility, although

3.96Vrms (balanced outputs)

deserves to be the default choice. (.5
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Chord Electronics has crowned its
range of Reference audio amplifiers
with aflagship preamplifier

Tested by Andrew Harrison

A

good pre- amp should do nothing and it
should do everything. Sitting between a
choice of source components and the power
amplification, it needs to provide easy, intuitive

control over incoming audio signals, allowing allimportant volume adjustment of that signal - and at the
same time it should do nothing with that signal, neither
adding nor subtracting from the music. It sounds easy,
yet it's remarkable how much impact this crucial link in
the chain can make to the final sound.
Chord Electronics' first preamp was the CPA
4000, amodel that remained the company's flagship
preamplifier from 1994 until the appearance of this
new ' Reference' branded design. The ' 4000 offered a
choice of balanced and unbalanced ins and outs, two
headphone sockets on the front, and an interesting ' Bus'
system that allowed two different sources to be routed
to either of two record outputs. The ' 4000 remains in
the line-up, but it is bested in many functional areas
by the new CPA 5000. Like its antecedent, the ' 5000
pre-amp is precision built from aselection of machined
aluminium sections, making asturdy stronghouse to
accommodate the sensitive circuitry inside. Along with
most of Chord Electronics' range now, circular cutouts
on the top plate allow an eery indigo blue light to spill
out, showing off electronic components within.

'Within the front display window is
something rarely seen nowadays stereo bargraph-style VU meters'
ahigh-frequency switch- mode unit. Chord Electronic's
speciality was in the use of such supplies for high- power
amplifiers, but given its expertise in such technology,

ABOVE: Chord

it's not surprising to see it employed for aline- level

Electronics offers
the CPA 5000 in
silver or black

component, where it still confers the advantages of

finishes, with

freedom from normal mains- borne colorations. To
minimise any intrusion from RF noise and to ensure that
incoming signals are similarly stripped of potentially

side rods and
solid milled feet

detrimental hash, alow-pass filter in the preamp shelves

GOING TO POT
There's alarge blue- lit fluorescent display, normally
showing the selected source in big capital letters, which
momentarily turns into avolume display when the large

off unwanted signal above 200kHz.
Other new features include the addition of two
more XLR line inputs, to make atotal of four - although

chrome-finished knob is turned. Volume is controlled
by afour- gang pot behind this flush- mounted volume

the CPA 5000 has lost the second set of preamp XLR

dial, with the potentiometer itself screened off inside
the chassis by alarge metal can. With asealed and
dehumidified atmosphere within, this is said to provide
an hermetic seal to the pot, extending its longevity. Also
inside and visible through the high-tech porthole is a
screening can for the preamp's power supply, which for
the first time among Chord's full-size pre- amps, is now

outputs seen on previous models. There is an extra
set of inputs to make life easier constructing ahome VOLUME STRATEGIES
Adjusting gain in apre- or integrated amplifier can be accomplished in
several ways. Traditionally, avariable resistor in the form of athree-tag
potentiometer is used as apotential divider, with awiper sliding across
aresistive track of carbon or plastic. Using fixed resistors is another
practice, these selected by arotary switch or via electronic relays. In
the digital world, level can be adjusted only by shaving ' bits' from the
digital signal, leaving this as the least desirable route for maintaining
audio qual.ty. Atechnique that can provide peerless performance is
through tapped transformers, although this requires very high precision
manufacture of wound components to get the required results. Chord
has choser to use ahigh-grade motorised Alps pot in its preamps,
with amicroprocessor reading the track to provide numerical user
feedback. ' here is atiny lag between movement and display change but
nevertheless the simple potentiometer is felt by some to provide the
finest sounding solution, and is seen on other reference preamps such as
the Naim Audio NAC552.

Ael
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subject to being
replaced shortly,
is alearning
unit with
touchscreen
control
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PREAMPLIFIER TEST

High frequency
sv‘iitch -node power supply
is enclosed within this
screen ng can

Volume pot is screened
off below this can, with
balance pot on alower
circuit board

CHORD ELECTRONICS
CPA 5000 (E 10,000)
,

FEATURES

Aflagship product at an elevated

1

II

price, the CPA 5000 nevertheless
demonstrates clear high-end
transparency, unique styling and

SOUND QUALITY

aesthetics. Aselection of XLR and
RCA inputs is only compromised
by the absence of asecond set of

BUILD QUALITY

outputs to facilitate bi-amping. A
large remote-controlled volume dial
is the gateway to aclear and fresh
sound that enables the pre-amp
to work without sonic intrusion

Input!boards we arranged
as malo pair, with left
chanisel visible cn 'sop

Review system breakdown

cinema system around this stereo
preamp, namely the '
NV' XLR

its hallmark on the overall musical
picture. It proved exceptionally

balanced inputs. And within the

clean and tidy in its presentation,

front display window is something
rarely seen nowadays - stereo

adding absolutely no detectable
noise, hiss or hum to the sound
(as you would expect at this

bargraph-style VU meters, which
ir use recall the meteis of aclassic
cassette deck. These give aclear
representation of the music's
dynamics - not essential by any
means but afun piece of eye candy,
which can be switched off by a
panel button if not needed.
ON THE BUSES

level, yet not always the case
with similarly priced offerings).
Images were holographically
locked in space, and if it was not
as nakedly unveiled as is possible
by, for example, bypassing a
preamp entirely, then it can still
be warranted as an incredibly

Some care is needed

the music's
gone... until you
realise you were

SOURCES: Linn LP12 Vector/LVIIB/Orpheus, Ancient Audio Lektor
Grand CD transport, Chord DAC 64 D/A converter
AMPLIFIERS: Ypsilon SET 100, Chord SPM 1200C
LOUDSPEAKERS: 88,W 802D

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Chord Electronics TEL:01622 721444
WEB: wvvw.chordelectronics.co.uk

Hi-fi News lab report
Chord CPA5000 P.-.ny Chstorhon vs Frequency ( Left & Pet armpit)
1.000

0.100

transparent control unit.
Stereo width was
fractionally narrowed,

FOR:
Clean and
transparent
with style

when using the record

setup which can
you leave you
wondering where

1111

between the very best sources and
highest resolving of loudspeakers.

b

out system, w th its
Bus A and Bus B

VALUE FOR MONEY

listening to the
'wrong' bus. For
most users who are not

AGAINST: Slippery
volume dial and single
XLR outputs

having to tackle recording
from two different sources at
once, you can safely ignore the
second Bus and treat : his oreamp as
asingle tape out unit.

not enough to
worry soundstage
precision, just
part of the
tidying effect
already noted.
Front-to- back
depth remained
admirably deep,

obvious in layered

mixes like ' One
And Only' from Beady

Belle's Cewbeagappic. Overall
voicing showed awell- lit acoustic
space, lean and free of smear and
overhang. This was very much

The volume dial took alittle

a ' resolving' preamp, able to let

familiarisation. Instead of grasping
acylindrical protrusion, you need

flow the subtlest of detail at the

to drag the slippery dial around
with your fingers. The ' law' of the
control is such that across the
middle of its range, Ifound gain was
only changing rather slowly. This
does mean, of course, that small
increments of volume change are
very easy to accomplish, which may
be preferable to a ' coarser' scale.
Like any other preamp, the CPA
5000 inevitably leaves something of
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lowest level. Not through spurious
highlighting of leading edges and
the gentle lifting of treble, but
through sheer resolving power,
like passing aprecision-ground
magnifying lens over apicture.
In control terms it makes a
technologically attractive interface
between your hi-fi and the music.
And in sonic terms, this preamp
does little or nothing to the signal,
as is required!

0.010-

1.011-

0.000

20

rée

10k
»

ZOk

E

This preamplifier has four selectable gain settings. notionally offering
x1 (
je, no gain), x1.5, x1.75 and x2 although, in practice, these
amount to -2.6d13/-8.9dB or x0.74/x0.35 (balanced/unbalanced
outputs), 3.0d131-3.3dB (x1.41x0.7): 7.6dB/1.3dB (x2.4/x1.2): 9.7dB/
3.5dB or (x3.1fr1.5): 11.6dB/5.4dB (x3.8/x1.9) and 13.0dB/6.8dB
(x4.5fr2.2). Our tests were conducted via the balanced outputs at
the + 3.0dB gain setting, which offers sufficient headroom to drive
most conventional power amplifiers from a2V line-level source.
Distortion is remarkably low at - 0.0003% through bass and
midrange, only climbing to 0.005% at the highest treble frequencies
(1V out, 20kHz, see graph above). The second-order nature of
this distortion is equally benign. In fact, the slight penetration of
'grassy noise' ( --100dBV at - 15kHz), possibly an artefact of the
switch-mode power supply, has agreater impact on its spectral
if not subjective purity. This has no enduring effect on the wide
95dB A-wtd SIN ratio or other areas of its superlative technical
performance, including the flat and extended response (just - 1dB
at 95kHz) and 0.08dB channel matching. Readers may examine the
Chord CPA 5000's performance in more detail by logging onto www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.com. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Input sensitivity for iv output

726mV

Overall gain (unbalanced outputs) -8.9dB to 6.8dB
A-vvtd Stél ratio

95.0dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz

0.0003% to 0.005%

Frequency response. 20Hz-1001cHz +0.01dB to - 1.55dB

Stereo separation 20Hz-20kHz > 69dB

O
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Unlike traditional speakers, which create
an image that tends to recede between and
behind the speakers, the Planets provide
asoundstage that filled every inch of the
listening room's width. Images outside the
speaker cabinets were the norm, providing
atruly exhilarating sonic panorama.

1
1111110

In short, the Planets offer aspatial
performance nothing less than revelatory
at the price, and its dispersion provides
asurprisingly coherent sound. It is an
excellent ambassador for the
(omni-directiona)) genre. "
Ian Harris, HiFi News, April 2007

I
was intrigued to hear really vivid
soundstaging - the Planets painted asuperb aural
picture and it was possible to shut my eyes and
hear my favourite band laid out before me.
I
found the Planets eminently enjoyable to
audition and, returning back to ' normal'
loudspeakers afterwards was abit of a
comedown. They have superb abilities in terms
of imaging and lifelike presentation, cast amuch
bigger soundscape than their size suggests and
offer aunique and enjoyable perspective on all
types of music...

Duevel Planets

Adam Smith, Hi-F1 World, April 2007

£800 ( pair) : Silver, red, green, blue,
charcoal grey and black
£900 ( pair) : Maple ( real wood veneer)
£1000 ( pair) : Piano Black
Other colour options available, please
call for details.

ee.d

Shanling, Hyperion, Duevel, Horning, AMR, Supravox, A2T, Metaxas, Heart, Bias King, 3D Sonics

Tel: 0870 909 6777 • infoarealhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com
To find your rearest

eat hi -fi

Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.

Dealer enquiries very welcome.

DVD RECEIVER SYSTEM TEST

0

One-box
Wonder
MERIDIAN G95 (£4195)

Meridian squeezes five amplifiers into its
G91A DVD surround processor to create
an all- in- one home entertainment
package for the audiophile
30
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Tested by Paul Miller

W

hether through foresight or fortuitous
coincidence, Meridian has had the
genesis of this fabulous all- in-one music
and movie playing solution right under

its nose for some time. I'm not exactly sure when the
penny dropped ( see Modern Day Music Centre, p32),

but some bright spark has finally shoe- horned five very
efficient, cool- running power amplifiers into its G91
DVD-playing surround processor. There have been some
compromises to complete the package, including the
loss of DVD-A playback and individual digital outputs
for each of the front, centre and surround channels.
Nevertheless, these sacrifices were well-judged because
the emergent G95 is hardly bereft of features.

MASTER OF DISGUISE
Meridian describes its £ 4195 G95 as the ' most powerful
and versatile member of the G Series family', but you'd
never suspect this from the deceptively self-effacing
fascia. The 30kg bulk also comes as asurprise when
you first attempt to lift its cunningly- contoured chassis
from the deck. It also has anew slot- loading CD/DVD
drive and although Meridian's proprietary digital output
regime is lost, the remaining HDMI output still supports
multichannel audio as well as digital video. And this little
socket is the first - on an all- in- one solution at least - to
offer video resolutions all the way up to 1080p.
Standard Dolby Digital and DTS decoding is provided
(for both bitstream inputs and DVD media) instead
of the EX/ES variants as this is a5.1 and not a6.1 or
7.1 channel receiver. Meridian offers an FM/DAB tuner

'You'll see these described as ' Digital'
amplifiers by any magazine that
reprints the press release verbatim'
BELOW: Coaxial

DRIVING THE G95
While Meridian provides its hugely comprehensive,

module upgrade for another £ 100. Well worth having,

and optical
digital ins plus
5.1 channel

unless you already listen to digital radio via aSky box.
All digital inputs to the G95 are upsampled to 96kHz

analogue outs
allow the G95 to

prior to any subsequent processing, just as all analogue
inputs are digitised using 96kHz/24-bit ADCs before

function as an

menu usmg five of the seven buttons on its fascia.
These are ' soft keys' whose function is indicated on the
dot-matrix display immediately above. Load aDVD, for

joining the same signal path. This digital data is then
returned to the analogue domain before reaching any
or all of the five, cool- running amplifier modules nestling

preamp. Comp.,

under the bonnet ( see our inside shot, page 33). You'll
probably see these described as ' Digital' amplifiers
by any magazine that reprints from Meridian's press
release verbatim. Actually, they are high-speed analogue
switching amplifiers developed by the clever people
at Hypex Electronics. Meridian, typically astickler for
accuracy, has promised to delete the ' Digital' from its
website and literature regarding the G95.

AV processor/

tabletop remote control, it is still possible to navigate
your way through the G95's setup and any DVD title

example, and the five middle buttons are configured for
left, right, down, up and enter, allowing the disc's menu

S-video are

to be navigated at astroke.
Press the hard-coded ' More' button, and these soft
keys are econfigured for Audio ( mode), single and AB

joined by an
HDMI socket
offering both

video angle are provided. Repeating the process brings
up DSP mode, video input assignment and display

component
(BNC) and

multichannel
digital audio
and digital video
scaled to 1080p

repeat. Press ' More' again and options for subtitle and

brightness followed by DVD, Radio, TV, VCR1 and Aux
input selection; DVD, Tape, Game, Sat and Disc input
selection followed by (finally) two batches of disc
transport controls.

WAIT FOR IT...
The setup menu only appears as an option once you've
stopped the disc in play, though it will resume at the
same point once the setup menu is closed and the
'play' soft key pressed. If you are using the G95 as an
outboard DAC/AV processor then it's worth noting that
none of the video, audio or source setup nor playback
options is updated on-the-fly as they are with most
competing solutions. Instead, you must return out of
the setup menu, wait agood few seconds before the
G95 unmutes (that's arelay you'll hear click in the
background) and implements your latest settings.
The features are generous, including display aspect,
black level, closed captions and TV standard options
within the 'Video setup' menu with further sub- menus
dealing with ` Scaler setup' and ' HDMI options'. The
former offers native de- interlaced, 720p, 1080i, 1080p
and auto digital video scaling with 0.8 to 1.1 gamma
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correction and avariable sharpness control. The HDMI
options include auto switching and the choice of either

MODERN DAY MUSIC CENTRE

RGB or component (YCbCr) colour space configurations.
If your display supports acomponent colour space, then

had pretty much had its chips, before Linn and then Arcam reinvented
the concept with the Classik and Solo, respectively. Arcam's affordable

For agood couple of decades, the all- in- one record- playing music centre

select this option along with the OIRE black level and

combination of CD player with FM/DAB radio and stereo amplifier proved
amassive hit with consumers looking for high quality sound without the

1.0 gamma correction mode from the other areas of
Meridian's video setup menu.

headache of multiple boxes, interconnects and associated paraphernalia.
You know, the stuff that makes hi-fi afun hobby for enthusiasts... Anyway,

MENU A LA CARTE

the likes of Primare and Musical Fidelity followed in short order with their

The Audio setup' menu specifies the G95 as an

CDI10 and kW250S (
HFN July ' 06 and Aug ' 06 respectively) while Naim
upped the ante with amultichannel one- box solution, complete with

analogue or digital ( HDMI) two- or multichannel
application and whether the HDMI link carries native or

DVD/CD player, HDMI digital video output and five ' digital' amplifiers

internally decoded audio data. Similarly, the ' Speakers'
sub- menu determines whether each of the Left/Right,
Centre or Surround channels is set to Large, Small or

to tempt reluctant fans of both music and home cinema. The Naim n-Vi

Off and whether your system has asubwoofer or not.
The menu currently allows you to select ' inadmissable'

door sufficiently ajar for Meridian to crown the breed with this hugely
sophisticated and necessarily high-end home entertainment solution.

was reviewed in June ' 06. Arcam has taken its time to respond with the
inevitable Movie Solo (full technical review next month), leaving the

configurations such as Front/Centre/Surround Small and
Sub Off, but the selection is not executed in its software.
All this from acombination of two ' hard' and five
'soft' keys is impressive and more reminiscent of the
approach taken by the likes of Rohde & Schwarz
or Agilent Technologies in the design of their test
equipment, rather than astrategy for apiece of
domestic hi-fi. But it works and works well.

VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
Living with aproduct as comprehensively specified and
potentially diverse in application as the G95 calls for
avoyage of discovery rather than astandard review
process. My journey began with the G95 in two-channel

'You get acomplete musical
picture painted into the room,
rather than ajigsaw with gaps'

The silence of the background acoustic was impressive
too, acleanliness that helped both her voice and
accompanying acoustic guitar stand out in aclear but
enjoyable, almost slightly cosy, relief. There's plenty of

mode, playing CDs, and with the swift realisation

BELOW: The

that this compact box was just as capable as Naim's

G95 includes

n-Vi in casting asurprisingly open and transparent
sound into the room. Surprising, that is, if you buy

five 100W

into the conspiracy theory that all Class D amplifier
technologies necessarily lack that spark of ' musicality'.

power amps to
drive the main
channels of a

warm, stringy and resonant detail here but it's never
delivered in afashion that puts the music's technical
structure ahead of the integration or comprehension of
the whole performance.
You get acomplete musical picture painted into the

by Rotel, TriPath's Class Tby Naim and now the Hypex
switching amps in this G95 all firmly suggest otherwise.
Iwas struck by the G95's resolution of Amy Wadge's

home theatre
or multichannel

room, rather than ajigsaw with gaps. So while its bass
may not trawl the rib-tickling depths of what's possible
and the high treble may lack that last suggestion of
alpine freshness, listen to the wholesome and richly

audio system.
Asub would be

ambient sound of Bach's Magnificat [
Telarc 60651] and
you'll not be left with the nagging feeling that parts

warbling piano tone through tracks including ' This is
Me, This is You' (
No Sudden Moves, Hatman 2022).

driven from the
G95's preamp

of the performance were missing. Once again, it's the
wonderfully dark quality of the G95's backgrounds

So far, the sympathetic implementation of ICE Power

that serve to illustrate the character of, in this case,
the soaring soprano, the delicate whisper of flute and
distinctive timbre of the oboe. This is apassionate piece,
delivered with real emotion by the G95.

MULTICHANNEL AVENUES
Of course, the G95 has not two but five amplifiers to
service amultichannel system. For most users this will
mean ahome theatre system, not least because the lack
of support for SACD and DVD-A means those particular
avenues of multichannel music are firmly shut. And, as
the G95 has no 5.1 channel analogue inputs, neither will
an external SACD/DVD-A player be of particular benefit.
While Meridian's own Trifield surround emulation
regime ( along with Dolby's PLII) will synthesise a
multichannel performance from atwo-channel source,
my preference would still be for Dolby or DTS-encoded
music videos. Fortunately, with specialist hi-fi labels
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Oottonal FM eDAB tuner
modules apopular
Réchosc3pe 9olution

One o' two Motorola processors
used to hardle Dolby/DTS
decodinc., bass management and
other 3udio functions
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4NIEFUDIANA395(£4195)
FEATURES

Mil

Meridian's G95 is an elegant, one- box
gateway to a brave new world where

Genesis ( Faroudja) FL2310
video de-interlacer and scaler

S icon I
nage SiI9030
dnives the HDMI digital
videolac dio output

audio enthusiasts aren't afraid to

SOUND QUALITY

admit they rather enjoy watching

1111

movies too. The more general, but
well-heeled, consumer will suffer no

BUILD QUALITY

such hang-ups in the first place but
will appreciate the G95 for what it
delivers: exquisite digital audio and
A substantial toroidal transformer feeds
the numerous linear power supplies for
the G95'; digital and analogue circuits

VALUE FOR MONEY

video with the minimum bother.
1111 —

Hi-fi news

OVERALL RATING

I

Review system breakdown

Two Hypes Electronics switching
power amplifier moduies feed
the Lit stereo speaker outputs :

DISPLAYS: 51m2 Domino 80, SIM2 C3X, Fujitsu P5OXHA58E plasma
LOUDSPEAKERS: B&W 802/804/HTM1 ( centre)/ASW850 (sub)

[
Three Hypes Electronics
switching power amplifier
modules feed the L/R surround
and centre speaker outputs

such as Linn and Nairn also moving
into the realm of home theatre,
we are also seeing the release of
some superb DVD music software,

Slot-loading CDIDVD drive
distinçuishes the G95 %off'
related procdcts lite the G91

UK DISTRIBUTOR: Boothroyd Stuart Meridian TEL: 01480 445678
WEB: www.rnendian-audio.com

As amovie player, this little box
excels itself and no DVD provides
abetter illustration of its qualities
than the Signature version of
Gladiator. The powerful score that
accompanies ' Hel, Unleashed' might

including the recent live concert
of Antonio Forcione's Quartet
[naimdvd100].

lack the punch and resonance that
bigger amps will bring, but there's

The prospect of sitting back
to watch this performance via

no mistaking the haunting presence

Meridian's scaled digital video

that still fills the room. This is a
home cinema solution that

output while being
immersed in the
sultry sounds of
pipes, strings and

FOR:

distinctive
percussive
style from
every angle
of the room, is
not to be passed
up. Iam glad to
report that the G95

rather than special
effects and, as

AGAINST: No DVD-A,
SACD or 6- channel
analogue inputdeo"

such, typically
makes abetter
fist of the sword
and sandals
epics than SF
spectaculars
like War of the
Worlds or Batman

Begins. The G95's
pictures are crisp and

finely detailed, while any

did not disappoint, rather
its slightly warm but transparent
delivery brought asmile to all

loss of smoothness on swift
pans seems less obvious with 720p

who sat to watch, listen and enjoy
this performance. It will also
be educational for many, as an
opportunity to put both face and
sound to the character of less wellknown instruments. Try doing this
with an audio- only format!

than 1080p HOMI output settings.
With aproperly calibrated display,
and Meridian's gamma correction
set to 1.0, its greyscale reproduction
looks very smooth indeed with detail
in both shadowy and near- black
pictures revealed as cleanly and
without obvious highlight as that
in the brightest daylit scenes.
So the G95 celivers impressive
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True high end home
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Meridian's amplifier modules do achieve their 100W/8ohm rating by
the skin of their high-speed switching transistors (from a- 0.13ohm
output impedance) although there's no significant increase into
lower 4ohm impedance loads. Stick to 8ohm-rated speakers of good
sensitivity for best results. Distortion is unspectacular at 0.045-0.08%
(dotted trace, above), but not bad for this switching amp technology.
In practice, because all inputs to the amplifiers are re-converted
back to analogue at 96kHz, the response is some - 2dB at 40kHz
after which it drops away very steeply indeed. Nevertheless this is
perfectly sufficient for all media supported by the G95.
The digital decoding and multichannel (analogue) preamp outputs
are of far higher performance. Distortion with LPCM digital inputs is
held to within 0.0008-0.0025% over afull 20Hz-40kHz span while
even Dolby Digital decodes (from DVD or via the optical digital
inputs) remain below 0.002% from 20Hz-20kHz (see coloured traces,
above). Digital jitter is no more than 265psec from disc or 460psec
through the digital input while low-level linearity is good to ± 0.8dB
over afull 100d8 range. Full QC Suite Reports for the G95's CD and
DVD, analogue amplifier, LPCM and Dolby Digital performance are
available at www.milleraudioresearch.com Iavtech. PM

ews lab specifications
Maximum Multichannel Output, 8/4ohm

105W/110W

Dynamic Power Output, 8/4/2/1ohm

120W/115W/60W135W

A-wtd S/N Ratio (Digital/Analogue OdBW)

102.1dB/ 86.7dB

Dist. 20Hz-20kHz (Analogue, IOW/Bohm)

0.045-0.078%

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs (Digital)

0.0008%10.005%

Distortion 20kHz/40kHz, OdBFs (Digital)

0.0015%/0.0025%

Freq. Resp. CD/DVD (20Hz-20kHz)

+0.0/-0.73dB

Freq. Resp. 96kHz DVD (20Hz-45kHz)

+0.0/-1.1dB

Digital Jitter, 16bit CD/24bit DVD/SPDIF

265psec/240psec/460psec

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>100dB

Ille•U°
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•

•

Good
Vibrations
VELODYNE SMS-1 g575)

What's this? A single- box digital
correction system for powered
subwoofer owners, and all for around
£500? It's time to banish that boom...
34
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Tested by Keith Howard

A

sthe observant among you may have noticed,
in recent issues I've begun the process of
assessing arange of digital room correction
products which, in their different ways, aim

to quell undesirable room acoustic effects. This is a
controversial area, and one which lends itself to a
diversity of design approaches. The two examples I've
looked at so far - Copland's DRC205 and Lyngdorf
Audio's RoomPerfect - are both full- range systems
and quite costly. Velodyne's SMS-1, the subject of this
review, is very different. SMS stands for Subwoofer
Management System, which gives the game away that
the SMS-1 confines its activities to low frequencies and
-unlike the Copland and Lyngdorf products - demands
that you have apowered subwoofer in your system. At
£575 suggested retail, it is also significantly cheaper
than the other two.
SEPARATE BOX
As anyone familiar with Velodyne's Direct Drive
subwoofers will recognise, what the SMS-1 does is take
their software equalisation system, put it in aseparate
box and thereby offer the same facilities to owners of
subs from other manufacturers. In effect the SMS-1 is
alow-frequency digital parametric equaliser, offering
control of level, frequency and Q ( sharpness) of eight
filter sections across the frequency range 15 to 200Hz,
although the upper end of this frequency capability will
rarely be used. Setup is facilitated by the provision of a

'Properly setup and equalised, agood
subwoofer has aliberating effect on
music that lacks obvious bass content'
be replayed over both the satellite speakers and the

ABOVE: Best

subwoofer, which is connected to the SMS-1 via one of
its three LFE outputs. These paralleled outputs permit

obtained by

results will be

up to atrio of subwoofers to be controlled at once,
although each receives exactly the same equalisation. If
you wish to use more than one subwoofer but equalise

setting the sub's

them individually then you can daisy- chain multiple SMS-

SMS-1's volume

ls via the Thru output.

setting low

DIRECT TO SPEAKER

gain quite high
and keeping the

measurement microphone which plugs directly into the
SMS-1, and avideo output ( composite or S-Video) which

connections become alittle more complex. If your main

LEFT: If you
have an AV or
processor then

speakers are to be fed via the SMS-1's Output sockets,

connect the

allows the measurement results and setup parameters
to be viewed on atelevision screen or small display

the correct setup configuration ( not clearly described
in the manual) is to connect the input to your main

to one of the

device - Iemployed the 5.5in TFT monitor that earns

system to these and loop apair of phono leads from the

SMS-1's stereo

its place in my listening room for navigating DVD player

EQ output sockets back to the Input sockets. This will

inputs

and disc menus.

account for the fact that the Output feed involves a ldB

Because it will find itself in avariety of different
system contexts, the SMS-1 can be hooked up in various

filter at 80Hz, which direct connection of the EQ output

If you don't have an AV receiver or processot then the

ways. Unfortunately, the user manual doesn't describe
these as well as it could, and lacks the wiring diagrams
which would make the various options that much
clearer. The same applies to the elaborated third- party
Outlaw's Guide which can be downloaded from the
Velodyne web site.
If you have an AV receiver or processor in your
system, the hook-up is simple: connect its LFE
(subwoofer) output to one of the SMS-1's stereo inputs,
and the SMS-1's EQ outputs to aspare input on the
receiver or processor. This allows the sine sweep signal
generated by the SMS-1 during the setup phase to

unit's LFE output

insertion loss and incorporates afirst-order high-pass
to your main system will not.
Alternatively, you can eschew the Output phonos
and take the main system feed from the Thru sockets,
which are unfiltered. This has the disadvantage that the
satellite speakers now receive afull- range signal and
so are not relieved of any bass excursion requirement,
and that the effective frequency range of the SMS-1's
equalisation will be somewhat curtailed. But it has the
benefit of sidestepping the Output feed's disappointing
distortion performance. Once setup is completed, the
loop connection can be removed and the Input sockets
connected to the signal feed for normal use.G>
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VELODYNE SMS-1
(E575)
The SMS-1 also provides

At first sight this may appear
acrude process compared to the

for speaker level connection,
although no suitable cable is

FEATURES

Because it only functions with a

fully automated setup procedures
offered by the Copland and

subwoofer, has its equalisation

which even provides aclamp

Lyngdorf products, but it brings
asignificant practical benefit in

working range and doesn't offer a

and table stand for the supplied

that it makes it possible to change

full automated setup procedure,

subwoofer and/or listening position
and see the result on the in- room

the SMS-1 is not the complete and
system. But it is keenly priced and,

functioning of the SMS-1, there

response almost immediately. This
facilitates rapid optimisation of

being no manual controls on its slim
front panel other than an on/off

both the subwoofer and listening
positions prior to applying

provides quick visualisation of in-

equalisation - something which is
important to achieving the

of satellite, subwoofer and listening

included in Velodyne's otherwise
comprehensive kit of accessories,

measurement microphone. A
handheld remote control drives
the setup process and normal

switch and up/down volume buttons
for the sub.
Best results will be
obtained by setting
the subwoofer's
gain quite high
and keeping the
SMS-1's volume
setting low. My

equalisation

and effective

is applied
exclusively to

measurements

Lab report (see
opposite) - show

the subwoofer
feed, it can only

AGAINST:

Your system must
have apowered
subwoofer

high distortion on the
SMS-1's LFE output, but that
this can be minimised by keeping its
output level low.

provide room
correction over the

subwoofer's working
range. Usually this will
mean that more than half of

the room's modal range (typically
around 200Hz) will not be
amenable to correction. But as the

SINE HERE PLEASE
With the SMS-1 in setup mode, as
already mentioned, it generates
asine sweep through both the
subwoofer and satellite speakers.
The measurement microphone
captures the in- room response
and this is then displayed as a
rolling update on the display

most troublesome modes generally
occur below 100Hz, this is by no
means acrippling weakness.

'

universal digital room correction
within its remit, effective. Plus it

VALUE FOR MONEY

room response to allow optimisation

RIRIE

positions before EQ is applied.

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Pioneer DV- 939, Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A
AMPLIFIERS DACT: stepped attenuator passive pre-amp, Exposure
XVIII Mono power amplifiers
SUBwOOFER: REL R-505
CABLES: Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects, Townshend Speaker cable

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Redline TEL: 0131 555 3922
WEB: www.red line.co.uk

Hi-fi News lab report
El

Velodyne SMS-1 Chstorbon & Output Level (Volume s60m

On the contrary, Iachieved
excellent results using the SMS-1
with aREL R-505 sub. Properly
equalised, agood subwoofer does
much more than add weight to

configured manually via the remote
control or the SMS-1 offers an

bass guitar lines and organ notes
-it also has aliberating effect
on music that lacks obvious bass
content, particularly if it was

automated setup procedure, albeit

recorded in anatural acoustic. By

one that cannot alter all three filter
parameters - level, centre frequency
and Q - to optimise the result. So
the best EQ is configured manually.

helping achieve even, boom-free

screen. Equalisation can either be

Mill

BUILD QUALITY

is that, because
the SMS-1's

Inexpensive

by Paul Miller's

SOUND QUALITY

restricted to the subwoofer's

best results.
The downside

FOR:

-confirmed

Mill

low frequency output, the SMS-1
-used sensitively - maximises
these benefits. ()

10

10.
00
Ftednefor InputiOulput Level »

tri

As Keith suggests in his review, optimising both the input level
and volume setting of the SMS-1 is crucial to obtaining the best
performance. For example, with a200mV input, distortion reaches
1% at volume position 66 for a3V balanced output. By contrast, a
2V balanced input yields 1% distortion on the output for avolume
setting of just 26 ( 2.7V balanced out). The graph (above) illustrates
the increasing distortion on the SMS-1's outputs vs both input (in
red) and output level (in black). Perhaps if the processor were not
endowed with such ahigh +40dB overall gain then performance
might be less sensitive to input level and volume setting.
Otherwise, in preset 6 ( EQ bypass) mode, the SMS-1 has atailored
response that's inherently flat from 25Hz-55Hz, rolling off to - 1.5dB
at 20Hz and -3.3dB at 100Hz to -25dB at 200Hz. Under optimised
conditions, distortion decreases from 0.14% to 0.075% across this
frequency decade. Noise is well managed, incidentally, with a20Hz2kHz A-wtd S/N ratio of 96dB and an unweighted, residual noise
(including hum) of just -89dBV or 0.035mV. Readers may view the
complete QC Suite report for Velodyne's SMS-1 by logging onto
www.milleraudioresearch.comlavtech.com. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
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input sensitivity, 1V out (Volume 99)

10mV

Overall gain (100Hz)

+40.1dB

Mind SIN ratio (20Hz-2IcHz)

95.8dB

Distortion. 20Hz-201cHz (re. OdBV)

0.14%-0.075%

Requency response. 20Fiz-200Fiz

-1.5dB to -25.1dB

GEN002
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t. + 44 (0) 1900 813064
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TURNTABLE TEST

Funk It Up
FUNK FIRM LP12 VECTOR LINK (
E7519)

•

e

Breathe new life into the classic
Linn LP12 with this radical
new way to drive its platter
using three pulleys
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upgrade), but The Funk Firm has advanced afew more
ideas since 1990, culminating in the Vector Link system.

Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

Like the Pink Triangle Anniversary turntable, the motor is

t's over 30 years since the Linn LP12 appeared, a
celebrated product that in spite of its idiosyncrasies
is still enjoyed by ahuge body of music lovers the

fixed to the sub- chassis, only this time the inner platter
is driven with the help of two passive pulleys that form

world over. Now The Funk Firm, headed by ex- Pink

aroughly equilateral triangular layout with the motor

Triangle technical director Arthur Khoubesserian, has
produced its definitive statement to address all aspects

pulley. They're not positioned exactly 120° apart:

of the Sondek's performance. In Funk's words, 'Vector is

triangle after some undisclosed calculations.
By driving the platter on three edges, there is less
tendency for the motor to pull the spindle against the

instead Khoubesserian has settled on aslightly skewed

asensitive, holistic re-evaluation for the LP12'.
Various stages of upgrade are offered, from the

bearing sleeve. A diagram that aptly demonstrates this is

simple addition of anew platter mat up to the full
Vector Link upgrade here. The latter includes anew
carbon-fibre top plate, are- shaped carbon-fibre-skinned

that of aballerina being spun around by apartner whilst
being supported around her waist, combatting any

sub- chassis, anew DC motor and external supply unit,

eccentricity in aspinning platter system. And previous

and crucially, an asymmetric triple- pulley drive system.

worries about unwanted moments caused by motor/

There may have been aftermarket components for
the LP12 before, from new sub- chassis and armboards
to different motors and power supplies, but what
distinguishes this reinterpretation of the Sondek is
the core change of motor type, its mounting, and the
unusual three-point pulley drive. The whole ' holistic'

'The inner platter is driven with the help
of two additional pulleys that form a
roughly equilateral triangular layout'

system is based on many years of original thinking,
going back to the Pink Triangle days.

bearing/cartridge geometry are at once dismissed by

PINK POSITION

keeping the motive force actually on the sub-chassis.
With amotor fixed to the sub- chassis, its operation

One of the supposed drawbacks of the conventional

BELOW: The

must be very quiet, free of any vibration that could

Thorens/AR/Ariston suspended sub- chassis arrangement,

three-point drive
system with the

be directly transmitted through the platter, along the
record, to the stylus. A low- noise ironless DC motor
is the solution, compliantly mounted on soft rubber

carried over to the Linn LP12, is the position of the
motor. Since the deck's centre of gravity and centre

new DC motor to
the left and the

supports below the sub- chassis. The latter is constructed

two slave pulleys

from lightweight end- grain balsa sandwiched with

the subchassis to yaw about the platter, with platter and

to the right.
At the top left

carbon-fibre, creating alow- mass, rigid platform
to support the main bearing, motor, slave pulleys

arm/cartridge moving semi- independently. The result
is said to be audible, imprinting ' phase distortion' ( or

of the picture
can be seen

frequency modulation) on the audio signal. The solution
previously devised by Pink Triangle was the Pink Link, an

seen an original
Linn motor and
pulley, which

and armboard. The motor takes power from asmall
external black box incorporating what TFF calls K- Drive,
promising abattery- like DC feed to the motor. Current

of suspension do not coincide, an unwanted ' pull' is
inherent when the motor's sited in the rear left corner
of the plinth. This motion, relates Khoubesserian, leaves

upgrade involving its Pacesetter AC power supply for
the original motor, and ablack top plate with the motor
crucially sited at the front- left corner of the deck.
There is still an option on the kit's carbon-fibre top
plate to fix amotor in the Pink position ( aka, Stage 1

were used for

feedback keeps the motor on-speed without the aid of
tacho feedback. Two speeds are available by turning its
knob to the left for 33, and right for 45.

comparison
purposes during

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

this test

Fitting the full Vector Link upgrade is not for those
unable to take on afull nut- and- bolt rebuild of an
LP12. The instructions clearly state that you will need
specialised tools and setup jigs, and athorough working
knowledge of the deck's setup procedure. Iused my jig
and tools from my Linn days to strip down both aloaned
29-year-old Sondek and later, one of my own, rebuilding
the first using acustom top plate that included acut-out
for an AC motor in the original Linn position. Setup thus,
and fitted with aLinn Ittok LVII tonearm and MusicMaker
cartridge, Iwas able to readily compare the Vector Link
drive with an AC motor in the normal position.
For most people, the Vector Link will be fitted by
an experienced dealer, who will probably charge for
their time above the £ 1519 kit price. It's worth noting
that the fitting of this upgrde is entirely reversible if
needed, as no structural changes are made to the deck.
Components are also priced separately in case anyone
wishes to try, for example, only anew sub- chassis.
My first encounter with The Funk Firm's Mr Hyde was
at last year's Heathrow show, where Khoubesserian
was playing astock LP12 and another running full
Vector mods. There, my attention was drawn to awider
frequency response, perceptibly extended in both
directions, and of more resolution. Rather like digital,
only without sounding ' digital'. And this audible in the

MAY 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk I 39

TURNTABLE TEST

FUNK FIRM LP12
VECTOR LINKIE 1
51 9)
FEATURES
At around £ 1500 as akit of parts,
plus fitting charges, this is not the
cheapest of upgrades, yet it can

11111
SOUND QUALITY

also be seen as the most complete
package to date for transforming
the venerable LP12 into astatement

BUILD QUALITY

for 21st century vinyl reproduction.
Gone are some of the warmer and
'tune- enhancing' colorations, to
be replaced by amastertape-like

11
VALUE FOR MONEY

sound that seemingly extracts alot
more music from records. Sound is
smoother, more detailed, insightful
and plain addictive.

ABOVE: The full kit includes acarbon-fibre top plate and sub- chassis, abearing
mount, aDC motor and PSU, and an Achromat ( not illustrated)
worst case setting of a
noisy hotel show!
MATURE
Given more
time to play,
Icould really
appreciate the
extraordinary
improvement

deck would find pieces

FOR:
Sublime
and neutral
sound

wrought by
the transplant.
Soundstaging was
significantly broadened,

AGAINST: Needs
skilled labour to
install

suggested aplaythrough
of Yes' Fragile, making the AC
motor setup sound like amono 78
against the Vector's stereophonic
LP cut. With AC motor spinning
the platter, there may have been
energy and life and dynamics to
keep the ear and feet engaged,
yet the result was an overly ` loud'
presentation. This liveliness made

of arecording to
highlight at the
expense of others,
the Vector deck
was doing less

of the entire
recording.

widened the gamut,

Sondeks bloom, revealing subtle
bass timbres. Treble, meanwhile,
was sweeter and more ' easy'.
The Funk Firm Vector LP12 can
be created from any age of Sondek,
transforming the turntable into a
-sonically - wholly new machine.
Gone is the classic Sondek sound.

pulleys, amore mature sound was

perfect, honest- sounding record
transcription source that opens up
LPs you thought you knew. For this
listener, there's no going back.

AC CONVERSION
When the earth revolved at amore sedate 33 and athird revolutions
each minute, most turntables used AC synchronous motors. AC motors
are cheap, reliable and spin at apredictable, constant speed. Their
speed is derived from the frequency of the incoming current, typically
mains 50Hz. Their main drawback is frame vibration, or cogging noise,
caused by the motion of coils through discrete magnetic poles. The most
common type was branded Airpax, a 110V 25Orpm ( 50Hz) 24- pole unit.
With arotational frequency of 4.1Hz and 24 poles at work, it has its main
vibrational impact at 96.4Hz. Even with perfect mechanical isolation
between motor and sub- chassis, some of this vibration can still feed
down the drive belt, resulting in acoloration detected by the cartridge
at around 100Hz. DC motors have no such cogging noise but can suffer
other problems, namely speed drift and audible 'whispering' noise.

also been busy
with upgrades

putting less energy
into the bass range where

associated opacity and colorations.
It rises, phoenix- like, as apitch-
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RIGHT: Linn has

The Vector truly

colour, but also big ' n' blousy.
Slipping abelt around Vector's three

with all the lines of music in better
relative balance. Where the AC

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: The Funk Firm TEL: 020 8697 2705
VVEB: www.thef unkf r
m.c o. uk

REFERENCE SOURCE: Linn LP12/Origin Live Conquerorayx R1000
AMPLIFIERS: Ypsilon PST 100 pre-amp and SET 100 power amps
LOUDSPEAKERS: B&W 8020

presenting a
fuller picture

Post- upgrade, the deck loses its
'characterful' euphony, along with

17 20

Review system breakdown

editorialising,

the LP12 appear full of fun and

heard; less jumbled, absolutely,

1-11-fi nevvs

OVE RALL RAT ING

c'D

to the Sondek,
resulting in the
LP12 SE. Look out
for afull review in
these pages soon...

with
age
comes
wisdom
peak consult (- 0 years)

accuphase ( 33 years)

spectral ( 29 years)

leben ( 12 years)

nagra ( 55 years)

viola audio laboratories ( 5 years)

davinci audio labs (
10 years)

siltech ( 23 years)

NEW from Nagra
Nagra introduces a CD player to complete
its range and offer afull system. After
20 years, CD is a respected and mature
format, it brings excellent performance and
disks are available from virtually infinite
catalogues.
Our ambition with this new family is to
bring you the finest CD player so you can
reproduce, at home, the originally recorded
quality of a concert or studio recording,
often made using a Nagra recorder - the
absolute reference.
‘, The Nagra CD player is ajewel, built using only the finest
materials and employing Nagra's traditional precision engineering.
This unique object will fit naturally into your environment.

0•.her CD Players attempt to take you close
to the original recording but only a Nagra
CD Player can take you all the way...

The CD Player
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(20 years)
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UK Distributor: R.T. Services was established in 1986

Tel: +44 (0) 1235 810 455 IFax: +44 ( 0) 1235 810 324 IE-mail: info@rtsaudio.co.uk IWeb: www.rtsaudio.co.uk
Accuphase, DaVinci Audio Labs, Leben, Nagra, Peak Consult, Siltech, Spectral, Viola Audio Laboratories

Bomb-proof
Bryston
BRYSTON BP26-DAC INC.
MPS2 8c 4B SST
(£3750 & £2950)

Bryston is so confident
that its amps will
run and run, that it
offers a20-year
warranty. So is
this an upgrade
for life?

Tested by Keith Howard

W

edon't see much Canadian hi-fi product
in the UK but Bryston is abrand whose

reputation precedes it, particularly in the
professional audio industry. When it was
founded in the US in 1962, the company had nothing
to do with audio ( it manufactured blood analysers) but
after its acquisition in 1968 by ex- NASA scientist William
Russell and relocation to Canada, its direction changed.
The first Bryston pro power amplifier appeared in
1973 and just three years later the first generation of
the company's most successful product, the 4B, entered
production. Its latest incarnation — the 4B SST — is one
half of the pre/power combination reviewed here, the
other being the BP26 preamplifier plus its partnering
MPS2 multi-outlet power supply.

WARRANTS PRAISE
When Ibegan writing about hi-fi almost 30 years ago,
an early mentor warned me not to be too impressed
by the term ' professional' when attached to audio
equipment. It just meant, he said, 'that it can be
picked up by its mains lead'. What he was trying to
impress on me was that the most important attribute
of professional audio gear is ruggedness and reliability
in the face of misuse that would cause most domestic
equivalents to curl up and die, and that the pro label
does not necessarily say anything about sound quality.
But let's not be too audiophile precious about this.
Wouldn't you want all the audio products you buy to
carry a20 year warranty? That is precisely what Bryston
offers, and from acompany of this reputation and
longevity it really means something. What's more, the
warranty is transferable, so even if you never keep audio
components this long it will still work in your favour
when you sell on.
In truth you can't pick up either the 4B SST or the
BP26 by their mains leads — because the latter doesn't
have one and the former's connects via an IEC socket.

'Bass guitars drive rock material
with rare conviction, while orchestral
climaxes set your nerve ends tingling'
4B SST in particular is built like the proverbial brick
outhouse and has an air of understated, no-nonsense

ABOVE: As well

capability. About the only discordant note is the touchsensitive membrane on/off switch in the middle of the

knob, the
preamp's fascia

chunky brushed aluminium front panel, which Ifound

as avolume

But the dreadnought build quality you'd expect of a

curiously out of keeping and not touch-sensitive at all

sports controls
for both source

piece of genuine pro gear is in ample evidence. The

—you have to give it quite ashove.
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AMPLIFIER TEST

This impression of quiet menace is reinforced by
the prodigious power capability of the 4B SST's QuadComplementary output stage, which is rated at 300W
(24.8dBW) per channel into an 8ohm load, rising
to 500W ( 27.0dBW) into 4ohm. Power bandwidth,
remarkably, is specified as being from below 1Hz to over
100kHz. The 4B SST also offers the provision of mono
bridged operation via arear panel switch, in which case
the specified 8ohm power rises to 900W ( 29.5dBW).
Few of us are likely to clip this amplifier in domestic
usage but, just in case, the twin LEDs on the front panel
-one per channel - offer visual indication of both
clipping and thermal shut-down.
Input sensitivity is switchable on the rear panel, as is
the choice of unbalanced input via phonos or balanced
input via XLRs. ( For this review, unbalanced connections
were used throughout.) With this power capability, build
quality and warranty reassurance, the 4B SST is almost a
bargain at £ 2950.

EXPANDABLE PREANIP
The base BP26 pre-amp, with line- level inputs only,
costs £ 2750 including the MPS2 power supply but is
extensible in various, albeit mutually exclusive, ways. If
you specify the optional cartridge input module, which
can have either MM or switchable MM/MC sensitivity,
the price rises to £ 3200 or £ 3650 respectively.
Interestingly, the MC input uses astep-up transformer

ABOVE: The

or AES/EBU balanced digital input. Bryston specifies

preamp offers

the DAC module - which brings the price up to £ 3750

to boost the input signal to alevel suitable for the twin
proprietary DOA- 33 discrete op-amps that serve as
the RIM equalisation and gain stage for the MM input.

balanced and
unbalanced ins

-as supporting any input sampling rate from 16 to
108kHz, but the compatibility with 24/96 sources is

and outs; power

illusory to the extent that, through an integral sample

Or you can specify an internal DAC module, which
accepts unbalanced S/PDIF inputs via two switchable

supply feeds up
to four Bryston

phono inputs only - there is no Toslink optical option

line- level units

rate converter, the DAC operates at afixed sampling
frequency no greater than 48kHz, as indicated by Paul
Miller's measurements opposite.
Why Bryston should offer 96kHz compatibility but

DISCRETE OP-AMPS
Both the B26 and the 4BSST make use of proprietary Bryston discrete
operational amplifiers. Although today we tend to visualise op-amps
as monolithic integrated circuits, discrete op-amps - constructed from
discrete electronic components - have along and distinguished history.
One of the best known, the JE990, was described by Deane Jensen
of Jensen Transformers in 1980 and is still in use today in avariety of
mostly professional audio products. Discrete op- amps can outperform IC
op-amps in two key areas: noise and distortion. Lower noise makes them
particularly suited for use in low-level preamp circuits where the source
has alow output resistance, eg in moving coil head amplifiers. Lower

remove any advantage of the higher sampling rate is a
conundrum that won't only puzzle me.
Analogue in/out provisions are five line- level
unbalanced inputs on phono sockets (which reduce
to four if the optional cartridge or DAC module is
fitted), two balanced inputs on XLR, twin unbalanced
outputs and asingle balanced output.The BP26 is quite
compact but has aweighty, solid feel consistent with
the 4B SST's. Likewise, the MPS2 power supply, which
can power up to four Bryston line- level components via
locking multi- pin XLR sockets.

distortion results from discrete op-amps being able to operate in class A
with higher standing current, whereas many IC op- amps, for reasons of
power consumption and dissipation, operate in class Bor AB.

PURE POWER
Ibegan my listening with the 4B SST. Bryston's
product literature stresses the power amplifier's lack
of harshness or grain, and that was amply borne out
in practice. But this amplifier is as notable for what it
does as what it doesn't do. In the first place, it exudes

•

di

an aura of command and control. There is the sheer
unflappability that comes with ample power capability,
coupled with asense of order that has aplace for
everything and everything in its place - and keeps it
that way whatever the music is doing.
Underpinning this strict regimen is abass of such
extension and power that music of all types takes on an
architectural quality that lesser amplifiers just cannot
reconstruct. Bass guitars drive rock material with rare
conviction, while orchestral climaxes set your nerve
ends tingling with their visceral impact. I'd swear that
Iwas lifted bodily from my seat during Everest's flawed
but impactful Night on aBald Mountain [
Classic Records
HDAD 2017]. This emphasis on order and weight has its
corollary in amusical delivery that some listeners will
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The optional DAC board is built
aroumd Cirrus togic's CS8420
24/96-capat ledigital data
transceiver and asynchronous
sample rate converter
(see tab reperti...

...and the same company';.
high-performance CS43122
24/1•;2-capat le DAC

BRYSTON BP26-DAC,
MPS2, 4B SST ( E6700)
FEATURES
Built to withstand operating

II Ilia

conditions that few domestic users
would entertain, these are solidly

SOUND QUALITY

built and conservatively specified
products which promise decades
BUILD QUALITY

of discreet and reliable service.
The sound may lack ultimate
transparency but is free of grain, has
unusually solid bass and, whatever

VALUE FOR MONEY

you throw at it delivers its music
with an unflappable sense of order.

RATING

Revie

'MIMI

J
.
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s stem breakdown

SOURCES Pioneer DV- 939A, Perpetual Technologies P-3A
SPEAKERS B&W 805S
CABLES Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects, Townshend Speaker cable

‘Itillal»-

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR:PMC Limited TEL:0870 444 1044
WEB: www.bryston.ca

Hi-fi News Lab report
Britton BP26 prawn', end 4B SST poucerenec Distortion se Frequency
1.000
Briritan's p-oprietary DOA-33 discrete
oo-amps serve as gain blocks throughout the
13.26, wich three per channel in the line-i -iput
va Lana aid five per channel with the optional
cartridge ir put. Fully complementary anc
direct coupled. each DOA33 compriser eight
transistors, foLr diodes, three capacitors and
nise resistors

find, for all its impressive aspects, a
shade lacking in musical insight and
presence. We could debate for an
age whether this quality is real or an
artefact of precisely the failings that
the 4B SST aims to eliminate, but it
is something on which every

0.100-

0.010M
0.001 -

line- level inputs. Via the DAC input
Ifelt the 26B held ts own against
aPerpetual Technologies P- 3A ( a
well- regarded outboard DAC of a
few years back) on CD source, but
on 96kHz material from
DVD-A agap opened
between them, the
26B missing out

potential buyer of this
amp will have to take
astance. The 4B
SST is an iron fist
in avelvet glove,
and that won't
suit all listeners.
Comparing
the 26B pre-

FOR:
Well-ordered, on that extra
sense of air and
weighty sound; transparency
higher
build quality; that
sampling
rates confer
warranty

amp to my DACT
stepped attenuator
passive pre, Isoon

AGAINST: Not the last
word in transparency

found myself making
notes about aBryston
family sound. The 268 is very like
the 4B SST in the sense of restrained
control it brings to the proceedings,
with no hint at artificial edge or
exaggeration. Likewise, versus
the passive pre - always asevere
test for afull-function pre-amp - it
softened leading edges just alittle
and thereby diluted the immediacy

0.000

of the sound. This was via the

- resumably

because of
its internal
downsampling

(see lab report).
Used as apair, the 26B and

20

100

1k
Frequency »

10k

20k

These electronics are models of rugged, low-noise, low distortion
engineering. The BP26 preamp actually enjoys adistortion level
that's up to 10x lower than Bryston's own measurements suggest
(see graph, above), ranging from 0.0002% through bass and
midrange to just 0.001% at the highest treble ( 20kHz, all 1V out).
The A-wtd SIN ratio is some 10dB better than average at 95dB
while the response is flat to -0.06d13/20k1-1z, rolling gently away to
-1.6dB/100kHz. The DAC module added to the BP26 preamp offers
exceptionally low distortion (as low as 0.0003% at - 10dBFs), a
wide 110dB A-wtd S/N ratio and will accept 44.1kHz-96kHz digital
inputs. Unfortunately, these inputs are downsampled to an effective
bandwidth of just 20kHz while digital jitter is disappointingly high
at 1480psec (48kHz) and 1275psec (96kHz). The partnering 4B
power amp is alow distortion monster, delivering acontinuous
380W/8ohm and 600W/4ohm before punching-out 435W, 865W,
1.6kW and 2.0kW (44.8A of clean current) into 8, 4, 2and lohm
loads, respectively, under dynamic conditions. Distortion, meanwhile
is good to 0.001% beyond its rated 300W specification, the
response is impressively flat and the output impedance usefully low
at

- 0.015ohm.

For afull QC Suite Report on this Bryston combo,

readers are invited to www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

Power Output, 8/4ohm (<2%THD)

380W/600W

Dynamic Power, 814/ 2/1ohm

435W/865W/1605W/2010W

While they just fall short of the
highest standards of transparency,

Output Impedance (20Hz-20k&)

0.007-0.12ohm

Freq. Response (20Hz-100IcHz)

+0.01c18 to -0.88dB

their ordered, slightly understated
and weighty sound will delight

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/full output)

98mV/1707mV

the 48 SST only reinforced what
I've said about them individually."

listeners for whom other solid state
amplifiers can be too declamatory. C)

A-wtd S/111 ratio (for OdBW/full output)

87.3c113/112.6dB

Distortion (lW/8ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0002-0.005%
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at the audiophile on
abudget. With no
fewer than seven
100W amps, is
this the bargain
it looks?

Tested by Richard Stevenson

T

LEFT: The

he Azur range has wholly revitalised
Cambridge Audio's fortunes in recent years
and singularly rekindled its revered, nay loved,
status for budget audiophile bargains not seen

partnering
remote control
provides input
selection,
volume and

since its ' 80s heyday. With multi-channel receivers one
of the best sellers in the Azur range, launching anew
model in the all-important mid- market (£ 400-£800) was
key to CA. Important enough to warrant adedicated

bass/treble
control, 7.1

two-year R&D program. Enter the £ 600 Azur 640R.

channel direct
plus selection

Straight out of the crate it is immediately apparent
that this is asolid, weighty and beautifully put

between

together beast. The chassis is robust, ' acoustically

the various
Dolby and

damped' and, particularly in the silver finish, has an
extraordinary dimensional and cosmetic kinship to
Arcam's £ 1500 AVR-350. A claimed 100W for each of

DIS surround

its seven channels, afull complement of Dolby and DIS
processing and unfettered HDMI pass-through switching
is likewise strangely familiar. If CA did not aim at the

modes ( digital

processing
inputs only)

AVR-350 benchmark when designing the Azur 640R I'll
eat my subwoofer. Still, no harm in aiming high.

WHAT THERE'S NOT
Unlike the majority of middle- market AV receivers, the
640R is not acatalogue of gadgetry. It doesn't have
auto set-up, there is no Room EQ system (thankfully),
there is no video scaling and you can't break audio of
any variety out of the HDMI inputs. The on- screen menus
are stoically block text rather than afancy GUI and the
fascia display uses vivid blue scrolling text, unfortunately

'Susie Suh is charged with an articulate
poignancy that will have grown men
snuffling into aKleenex.'

reminiscent of aLondon Transport bus sign. Moreover,
the depth of its multichannel tweaking options are basic

receivers with much more grandiose power claims.
My personal penchant for rock arid classical music

to afault. The fault, in my room at least, being that you

on the more vigorous side of the genre is well served
by the 640R, lending Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto

cannot set the centre speaker further away from the
seating position than the main left and right speakers.
That said, the 640R is not completely devoid of
operational niceties. Alongside two-zone audio and
video output, IR repeaters and coaxial control bus
inputs for multi- room duties, it has twin Ethernet ports
for integration into an ABus ' whole house' distribution

on multichannel SACD plenty of drama. The opening
Allegro has excellent pace and projection into the
room and the surround soundstage is crafted with an
admirable lack of obvious speaker positioning. There
is the merest hint of smearing and congestion in the

system. Better still, CA offers awide range of affordable

midrange that robs the piece of some of its pin- point
instrument positioning but - pinch myself again - this

ABus control hubs and interface devices under its
Incognito sub- brand.

is a £ 600 AV receiver not several thousand pounds of
multichannel exotica.

The ten minutes it takes to set up the 640R using
its rather fetching aluminium topped remote control
means your first audition is likely to be some six to 24
hours too soon. While it isn't an acoustic catastrophe
from cold, the performance simply gets much better as
it warms. Hooked up to the Tannoy TD12s is something
of abudgetary mismatch, but the 640R is far from
financially embarrassed.
Using the 7.1 analogue direct function ( which turns

LEFT: 5.1 to

ROMPING HOME

7.1 analogue

The performance immediately inspired an excited romp

inputs ( and

through my music collection ( always agood sign) to

pre-outputs)
are joined by

enjoy the 64OR's eminently musical nature. Elton John's
re- mastered acoustic version of ' Candle in the Wind' on
the Yellow Brick Road SACD is recreated with superb
transient edge to the percussive piano notes and a

it into ahigh- quality all- analogue multi-channel amp) it

rich detail that adds an historic texture to this 1970s
recording. The top end is incredibly well extended

offers adynamic scale and drive that could embarrass

for an AV receiver at this level and the 640R unearths
everything with bloodhound tenacity
-from Elton's breaths between

^71.

lines to the analogue master
tape iiss.
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It is this facet - creating
avista of emotional detail
across awell balanced
background - in which the
640R really excels. Star
tracks from Susie Sub's

1 eponymous first album ( US

,,
1— --__

import), including 'All IWant'
and ' Light On My Shoulder' G.

four stereo and
one tape input.
Five optical
and coaxial
digital inputs,
three HDMI
inputs ( one
output) and no
less than three
component
video inputs
are included.
Composite
and S-video
inputs are all
transcoded and
converted for
the component
output
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AV RECEIVER TEST

CAMBRIDGE AZUR
640R (£ 600)
FEATURES
Proof of the Azur 64OR pudding is in
the listening and if the disc-strewn
chaos of my listening room at 4am is

SOUND QUALITY

spot with both movies and music.

11111

It combines asupremely natural,

BUILD QUALITY

any clue, this is an amp that hits the

emotion-filled balance with music,
come across simply charged with
expression and the sort of articulate

does not disappoint either, for
here it mixes adry and tight bass

poignancy that will have grown men

with plenty of dynamic attack and

snuff ing into aKleenex. Diana KraII's
reworking of Cry Me A River on

arich panorama of top end detail.
Dialogue is snapped tightly to

SACO continues with amarvellously
neutral balance that sounds oh-so
sensual right through her entire

the screen and the 640R simply
excels at crafting the moodier,

vocal range. Ihave heard renditions
of this track with more spatial scale

suspenseful moments in films
like Mission Impossible 3. This
is areceiver that appreciates

and warmer bass but this does not

reasonably enthusiastic use of its

detract from the successful overall
presentation.

volume to really get the sound
projecting out into the room and

Moreover, Leonard Cohen's Ten

with it comes asuperb dynamic
urgency even if the bass

sets about creating
just that - low
frequencies at
the front of the
mix with huge
reverb and

never really gets your
trousers flapping.

FOR:
Beautifully
balanced music
and movies

overhang. One
must conclude
that the 640R is in

AGAINST: Limited video
tools; that blue display

fact highlighting the
balance of the recording
rather than its own character
-atrick usually reserved for

Compared to
the 7.1 direct
analogue inputs,
the processing

can live with the bus sign display and
without video trickery, then the Azur

Hill news
OVERALL R \T

64OR's otherwise
impeccable
smoothness and a
gentle increase in highfrequency hardness at ASBO-

dedicated two channel amps with
more zeros in the price tag.

inducing volumes. Combined with
the dry bass one could perhaps
level a ' slightly lean' description
at the 64OR's movie abilities

AT THE MOVIES

-but this really is being incredibly

Engaging the 64OR's DSP and

picky about what is otherwise an

switching to movie soundtracks

excellent all round performer. (.5

A GREAT BRITISH SUCCESS STORY
Like alot of British hi-fi makers, Cambridge Audio's fortunes have waxed
and waned over its near 40-year history. From humble beginnings in the
late 1960s, the original P-Series amplifiers soon set new standards for
budget audiophile designs and, along with other great marques of the
era like NAD's 3020, brought true high-fidelity audio to the mass market
for the first time. At the beginning of the ' 90s, cult CA products like
the DacMagic DAC saw the company flourish, but it later began to lose
ground to feature-laden Japanese competition in the AV sector.
Pheonix-like, Cambridge Audio's 2003 Azur range has been astonking
success, representing one of the biggest purple patches in the company's
history. Profits from these incredibly well executed and affordable
designs have been ploughed back into R&D and CA now finds itself back

19 20

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Sony SCD1 SACD Player, Denon DVD-3910 Universal DVD
LOUDSPEAKERS: Tannoy Dimension TD12, TDC, TDB, REL R-505
CABLES: TCI and Puresonic interconnects, Tech+Link HDMI

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Cambi idge Audio
WEB: www.cambricige dudio.com

TEL 020 7940 2200

Hi Fi News lab report
Cernbvidgs Audio Aar 840R: Doty Meal Dislorben vs Frequency

dB
-60
45

introduces some
minor rough
edges to the

VALUE FOR MONEY

640R leads the field in the budget AV
receiver market.

-70
Distortion s>

New Songs CD is recorded
with afat and bulbous
bass and the 640R

atightly detailed movie sound with
impressive multi- room abilities. If you

75
80
-85
90
95
lk
Frequency vs

101‘

Rated at 6x100W/8ohm but capable of so very much more, the
640R clocked-up afull 2x155W and 7x125W/8ohm in the lab,
with dynamic power outputs increasing still further to amaximum
of 300W/4ohm with all seven channels driven. This really is alittle
powerhouse and more than capable of wrestling with speaker
combinations far outside its anticipated league. The amplifier's
frequency response shows an extreme HF roll-off (-5.9dB at 100kHz)
and the output impedance is amoderate 0.11ohm. Distortion is
consistent at - 0.007% through the midrange, on all channels, from
1W through to 100W but picks up slightly to 0.05% at 20kHz. There's
abigger difference via its digital inputs where, thanks to the topclass CS43122 DAC used in stereo mode, distortion is lower on the Lt
Rchannels through the treble (0.009%) than via the centre/surrounds
(0.1%, see graph above) which use aCS52526 multichannel CODEC.
Bass management is correctly implemented with LF content from
'Small' channels being re-directed to the sub or. in the event of the
sub channel being set to 'Off', delivered in parallel with the main
front channels. Readers may download full QC Reports detailing the
64OR's analogue, LPCM and Dolby Digital performance in more detail
by logging onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.com. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power output Into 8/4ohm (<1% THD)

2x155W/220W

developed and introduced features such as the Incognito ABus multi-

Multichannel power output into 8ohm

7x125W

room system, ClassXD amplifier technology and Adaptive Time Filtering

Dynamic power output, Into 8j4i2ohm

190W/300W/240W

-alongside the continuous improvement of its fundamental audiophile

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (Analogue, 10W)
Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (Digital, -10d8Fs)

0.007%-0.05%
0.003%-0.009%

into one of the UK's biggest hi-fi concerns with over 70 staff, including

Frequency response, 20Hz1001cHz

+0.0dB to -5.9c13

20 design engineers, at its London HQ and sales in excess of S40m

Output impedance, 20Hz-20kHz

0.11 to 0.12ohm

worldwide. Now that is what Icall aGreat British success story.

Multichannel separation. 20Hz-20kHz

>55dB

at the cutting edge of hi-fi and AV technology, in the last two years it has

design credentials. This heady mix has ensured success and turned CA
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sounds
Tel: 01435 865 212

Fax: 01435 865 213
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road
Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21 OQL.
By appointment only please

•8 Demonstration Suites
•One of the best product selections in the uk
•Free all- day parking to the door
•Over 50 years of experience
•75% upgrading buy back scheme, if
upgrading within 2 years*
•One- month home trial scheme"
•Extended Guarantees for free
*subject to conditions

ABSOLUTELY
Although we have worked with this much revered
and respected distribution company over the last
10 years, we are proud to now present to you
some superb new products from the Absolute
Sounds portfolio.
Over the last few years, manufacturers such as
Krell, Audio Research, Martin Logan, Wilson and
Sonus Faber have presented the Hi Fi world with
some truly remarkable milestone products. All
these products form arange of electronics that
make tor aprestigious line up.
Our now well established superior premises at
Cross In Hand, Sussex, is excited to have on
demonstration these world reference ranges in
our now famous 8demonstration room facilities.
Couple all this with our also famous one months
extendable home trial, extended guarantees, room
tuning service, free delivery and set-up and one
of the most comprehensive ranges ( see our web
site www.sounds-of-music.co.uk) of superior
products in the UK, do you really want to buy your
Hi Fi anywhere else???

ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!
WE THOUGHT YOU'D AGREE.

o
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copland

koetsu

martin logan

krell

sonus faber

audio resea -ch

prima luna

wilson audio

All the
Way from
Memphis
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II

(E2995)

If you have agenerously sized room
and arack full of rock recordings
then this Memphis- born speaker is
sure to impress. Classical music?
That's adifferent matter...

Tested by Christopher Breunig

E

gglestonWorks: the name suggests acrumbling
old mill set in Northern England. In fact the
Memphis, Tennessee, headquarters is within

walking distance of Sun Studio, where Elvis
Presley made his first recordings. The company makes
behemoth speakers ( Savoy, Andra II) clad in Italian
granite; its second Fontaine incarnation is amore
modest, dual- ported floorstanding monitor design with
two 150mm Morel drivers and a25mm Dynaudio Esotar
silk dome high-frequency unit - protected by aHannibal
Lecter grid over a 140mm faceplate.
Used in all its models, the Israeli- sourced Morel 166
is apolypropylene, double- magnet driver with large
(75mm) diameter voice-coil: this allows heavy gauge
wire windings for improved excursion control. The
smooth 6dB/octave rolloff at the extremes and massive
power- handling mean that in some EW models, there
is direct connection to the amplifier with no crossover.
The Esotar was selected for its large aperiodic damping
chamber and vent on the pole piece, allowing free- air
operation with negligible back pressure. The LinkwitzRiley 2nd- order crossover for the Fontaine II has amild
12dBloctave slope centred at 2kHz.
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Attention to detail and finish are paramount for
EgglestonWorks. The cabinets are constructed from
adouble laminate of MDF with viscoelastic damping

by 5° to time align the drivers' voice-coils, but this also

ABOVE: Designed

(a Swedish import product) to give awall thickness of

has an aesthetic effect. There's acurious optical illusion

to be single-

32mm; the complicated form is cut using aCNC milling

whereby the back/side panel junction seems to have a

wire only in

machine. The asymmetric trapezoidal top reduces the
visual impression of mass - this is only a220mm wide

subtle emphasis and Ihad to reassure myself with an
architect's tee-square that this was not the case!

operation, the

enclosure, 1010mm in height. The side panels are

All external faces are in 4mr-ipolished black acrylic,
which prompts all kinds of room reflect:ons. Ever the
two port tubes, 50mm diameter x170mm deep, seem

360mm in width and the front and back slope away

to have this finish, where other manufacturers might
have opted for acouple of low-cost plastic pipes. The

crossover used
has a2nd-order
(12d13/ octave)
slope centred
at 2kHz

mitred joins in the acrylic are almost invisible, forming
aseamless, glossy coat. But for those who don't want
black there are custom gloss finishes in other colours.
The Fontaine Il is the only speaker Ihave tested
where you can sit with the drivers exposed and not find
them ugly. He -e, they blend into the design to form

'With the Erato Peter and the Wolf CD
the drums in the introductory section
made an awesome noise, with the tail- off
to silence in the Lyons hall very clear'
aunified whole. Even better, the optional ' gable end'
shaped black gauze grilles are not only semi-transparent
(visually) but they show almost no sound coloration
if fitted. This, incidentally, is not by the usual peg- in

LEFT: The grilles

arrangement as the grilles are held by h.dden magnets
under the acrylic. The face projection is less than

are held in place
by magnets

4mm and agel- like coating behind the frame prevents
scratching the cabinet.

the polished

The only other visible front element, atiny gold
EgglestonWorks logo strip, is similarly amodel of

hidden behind
black acrylic
of the cabinet

discretion - it is even recessed flush. These are real
American Beauties, if without cascading rose petals.

front. Once

At the rear, the Cardas binding posts sit in a75
x80 x20mm radiused recess. These are substantial (7,>

are no unsightly
peg holes

removed, there
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

gold-plated screw-down terminals, which would allow
spanner tightening (!) or banana plug connections, but
there is no option for bi- or tri wiring. Shine atorch into
the upper port and you can see the crimped polyester
strand Acousta Stuff filling material, selected after much
experimentation by EgglestonWorks.
The speaker feet comprise threaded 15mm stubs into
which are screwed four very substantial 20mm diameter
spikes. Given the quoted 62.6Ib/28.4kg weight of the
Fontaines you need to ascertain their room position
before thinking about these!
The Fontaine II is specified as anominal 8ohm
speaker ( 6.27ohm minimum) with aclaimed 89.6dB
sensitivity at 1W/metre. It is designed for 200W of
continuous power, with transient response up to
1000W. Frequency response is said by the company to
be 41Hz-24kHz ± 3dB.

GREAT FOR ROCK
A quick channel check with Reference's RX-1000 test
CD and the track six ' studio walkaround' gave aglimpse
at the tonal accuracy of the Fontaine II and its ability to
project deep, detailed soundstages, when the walking
narrator strikes awood block or cymbal. With the
deleted DG LP of Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale, the two
different studio ambiences for the Boston Chamber
Players and the spaced voices of Gielgud, Courtenay
and Moody were clearly separable, and the articulacy
on voice sharply-focused. With the Ravel Album of the
Month (
HFN March ' 07) the 1905 Erard pianoforte used
in the Left Hand Concerto had areal ' period' sound.
Weather Report's Night Passage (
CBS) and Pink
Floyd's ' Money' (
Dark Side Of The Moon/EMI) suggested
that rock listeners will like these speakers, with the
deep bass extension they have. There was always the
temptation to turn the gain up
that you lost much information
this was aslight problem in my
conjecture that

to realistic levels ( not
at low levels) and
listening room - I'd
you need to sit at least

12-14ft from the Fontaines. My
final setup was with a 1.9m

'Modern digital recordings sounded
better than older analogue material
because the speakers are so revealing'
ABOVE: One of
the two 150mm
Israeli-sourced
Morel 166
drivers used in
each cabinet

centre to centre spacing, fronts 1m from the rear wall
and atoe- in of 14'; but the listening seat was only 2.4m
away - much too little given the energy that comes out
of the tweeters. The UK distributor had suggested that
stuffing one of the rear ports could be helpful if closer
wall coupling was involved; with the Fontaine's freestanding, doing so with rolled cashmere woollen gloves

TRADITION AND TECHNOLOGY
A stone's throw from ' the birthplace of Blues

subtracted too much from the tonal balance.
Without wishing to give too negative an impression,

and rock ' n' roll' the Memphis EgglestonWorks

Ialso felt that on Classical material there was a
subjective slowing of the flow of the music. Idid

is asolid building almost 100 years old.
Old fashioned values prevail, but with up-to

reference check with ATC's tiny SCM7s. For all their

motto? 'The essence of music is emotion.'
And live music remains the ultimate reference.

tonal and other inadequacies, undeniably they sang like
canaries! Perceived speed is one of the more difficult
subjective aspects of listening where, in effect, you

Five years ago, its speakers were used at
the Russian Tea Room New York launch of

hear all the sounds but fail to grasp the overall form

the SACD reissues of the Rolling Stones'
recordings; San Francisco- based conductor
Michael Tilson Thomas has apair of Andras;

of the music playing and aconsequent fatigue sets
in. Ifelt something of this with my Ellington warhorse
compilation from the early 1940s, In A Mellotone (
RCA).

and the company worked with Bob Ludwig

With Ivie Anderson's solo every nuance was there, voice
tremor, sibilants, etc. Yet Ididn't get the emotional

of Gateway Mastering Company, Maine, to
create 'the ultimate reference speaker': the
76in/1900mm high Ivy, atower which boasts

message of the music.

23 drivers, including nine 300mm woofers and

TANGIBLE IMAGING

12 mid/bass units. (You can buy them here for

However, there is no doubt that when it comes to
soundstage focus these EW designs are remarkable.

£69,000!) The design and construction work
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become rather preoccupied over this and made aspot

date technology and associations. Company

embraces CAD software and elbow grease

Instruments could be pinpointed exactly within the

-eight hours hand finishing is involved for the
cabinets. The selected drive units are common

ambience, even abass drum (from the 1961 Karajan/
EMI Skater's Waltz) illustrated it.

to all models, so that in home theatre use the
sound characteristic should be consistent.

With the Erato Peter and the Wolf CD the drums
in the introductory section made an awesome noise
with the long decay tail-off to silence in the Lyons hall

MAY 2007
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EGGLESTONWORKS
FONTAINE II ( E2995)
FEATURES

The rock or home theatre enthusiast
with plenty of listening space will

SOUND QUALITY

find the Fontaine II afairly- priced
speaker able to accommodate
high levels, creating wide, deep
soundstages with dramatic transient
capability. Classical buffs might
find the phrasing slightly slowed,
otherwise the Fontaines make the
most of fine modern material. Be
warned - they ruthlessly expose

Ella
BUILD QUALITY
Haul
VALUE FOR MONEY
MIME

aged, limited or poor productions.

RAT IN G
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Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Linn LP12/0L motor; Origin Live Conqueror; Zyx 1000RH; Meridian 508.20; Denon DVD-2900
AMPLIFIERS: DNM 3D-Six/PA3S; AVI Lab Series integrated

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Signature Audio Systems TEL: 07738

007776

WEB: www.signaturesystems.co.uk

Hi Fi News lab report
very clear. With

to listen to 1950s

the very fine
Avanticlassic
SACD including

Decca 'ffrr's, for
instance. And
Isuspect that
gradually there

Debussy's
Violin Sonata
[5414706
10232] although
the Fontaines were
not that kind to the

would be an

AGAINST:Needs a

large

violin, when Martha
Argerich played you felt you

MOM

accumulation
of recordings on
the shelves which
had lost their former
appeal because of

limitations in sound quality.

could step up and touch the piano
frame. This was one the best results
Ihad, modern digital recordings

Ishould add that the modest
output of the DNM power amplifier

sounding rather better than older

outcome than with the briefly tested
170W AVI. Evidently, the Fontaine Il
is not adifficult load.

analogue material.
This was because these speakers
are so revealing. You wouldn't want

2•84 !es
18a11

322
1CCO
Clmilatbm Spotral 0444, i Ireemer - Ilt

still allowed amore musical

HOME THEATRE TOO
A long, ecstatic appraisal from a
US publication was shown to me
by Signature, where the reviewer
used The Matrix Reloaded and
Independence Day as references.
One could easily imagine four of
the Fontaine Ils and afifth monitor
in atheatre context: they would be
tremendous. Or just apair in awell
insulated loft apartment... perhaps
partnered with agood valve amp.
Beautifully finished and engineered
to ahigh specification these
speakers are worthy of critical
audition; the ability to reach high
levels effortlessly is impressive. In
my own personal context, though, it
would be analagous to starting up a

EgglestonWorIcs' claim of 87dB sensitivity for the Fontaine ll is alittle
optimistic by our measurements which show avalue - averaged
across both of the review pair, 200Hz-20kHz - of 85.0dB. In fact
there was abroadband 1.5dB disparity between the two speakers
(not included in the pair matching figure), which is enough to shift
the stereo image alittle towards the more sensitive of the two. Apart
from this the pair matching was good at ± 1.3dB.
The high-frequency response errors for both speakers are the
result of anarrow, deep suck-out at crossover due to the bass-mid
drivers and tweeter being connected with opposite polarity (see dip
in waterfall plot, above). This was checked with the manufacturer
who confirmed that the review speakers were wired correctly and
claimed that they sound better this way - asurprise given that
switching the tweeter polarity would both remove the notch and
ensure that all diaphragms move in the same direction on transients.
This is an easy speaker to drive, with aminimum modulus of just over
7ohm and low phase angles. For the size of cabinet, an LF extension
of 67Hz (-6dB ref 200Hz) is alittle disappointing. KH

Hi-fi News lab specifications
SensitivIty (
SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

85d8

Impedance modulus mm/max

7.1ohm @ 186Hz

(20Hz-20kHz)

19.5ohm @ 98Hz

Impedance phase minimax

-38.2° @ 112Hz

(20Hz-20kHz)

+26.7° @ 20Hz

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

t1.3dB

LP/HP extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

67Hz/32.4kHz

THD 100HzilIcH4101cHz

1.0% / 1.3% I 0.3%

(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

Ferrari in abackyard. (I)
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JOLIDA JD100A/SAXON CD700 MK2 SE (£ 699/£995)
The sub-£ 1000 CD player market may be dominated
by the hard-hitting Brit- pack but there are alternative
marques out there. Two contenders go head to head

Separate mains transformers for the digital/
tra -isport and valve- based analogue output stage

Tested by Ken Kessler

The analogue output stage is driven froml2AX7A
triodes rather than solid-state op-amps

A

recent conversation in the office turned to the
theme of affordable but 'tweaky' CD players
and the fact that ( relatively) below-the- radar

companies are able to compete, and do so

realistically, with older/larger/better-known makers of

the Arcarn/Marantz/Quad variety. With good reasons,
such brands own the sector above ' entry-level', but
below ' insane' pricing: experience, advertising muscle,
large dealer networks - the list goes on. And on a
personal note, Iwill admit right here to spending more
time using and enjoying the sub- E1000 Quad CDP99
Mk II and Musical Fidelity X-RAY v3 than Ido any of my
dearer machines.
Conversely, you don't need amarketing wizard to
tell you why the likes of Talk ( or, more precisely, its sister

A BurrBrown PCM1716 DAC is
located under the board

range Saxon) and Jolida have their own special appeal
over what we will call `the usual suspects'. Bluntly,
some of you do not want to be ` Me, Too!' consumers.
[See ' Swimming Upstream', p56.] Fair enough: that's as
good areason as any to make apurchase, regardless of
the product type, provided that you're not sacrificing
desirable traits just to be different. That would be mere
masochism, not individualism. Or even eccentricity.
While the Saxon CD700 Mk2 SE from Talk and Jolida's
1D100A share the appeal of being lesser- known brands,
their styling, in so far as one can differentiate between
silver boxes, is in the modern, Arcam-y vein. With all due
respect, they could wear any badge on the market: I
could easily mistake the Saxon for Roksan's Candy, while
the Jolida is simply Bauhaus in its non-design.

Independent power supply regulation for
the tansport. digital and valve stages

Philips CDM12
Linear-tracking CD mechanism

ABOVE: INSIDE THE JOLIDA 1D100A

'The Jolida player shows far less stress
when dealing with bombastic material,
be it rock, classical, or funk'

DISTINCT IN DESIGN

the regulated PSUs employ low ESR and solid aluminium
capacitors for optimum performance. A nice touch is

Equally, they differ radically from each other in many

the generous, three-year guarantee ( excluding the laser

ways. Jolida, for example, uses avalve output stage and

and carriage) and the £ 100 option of an all-inclusive

single-ended phono connections, while the solid-state

five-year guarantee.
Jolida's JD 100A carries the Phillips CDM12 Transport

Saxon allows the user to employ balanced connections.
Jolida, as would any hardcore audiophile brand, provides

System, a24-bit/96kHz-capable Burr Brown DAC, two

acoaxial digital output while Talk/Saxon went for

transformers and - most importantly, as it's the Jolida's
raison d'etre - again stage incorporating two 12AX7A

Toslink. Prices also further separate the two: Jolida is
asking abargain £ 699 for its player, while the Saxon,
unfortunately sharing its name with aheavy metal band,
retails for £ 995. Isay ' unfortunate', because ' heavy' it

BELOW: The
players may

most certainly is not. And its price tag puts it smack up
against my personal fave, the Quad CDP 99 Mk II.

share asimilar
styling but the

vacuum tubes. Proudly stated, the player ' does not
utilise op-amps.' And at £ 699, it's one of the more
affordable valve- output stage CD players in the market.
Both are roughly equal in build quality, both

solid-state Saxon

possess all the taken-for-granted facilities relating to
programming, and both come with remote controls. For

mechanism with sample- rate conversion to 192kHz
feeding twin-differential Wolfson DACs. The digital and

sports balanced
connections

the latter, Saxon's is ageneric type while Jolida went for
abespoke metal object.

analogue sections have separate transformers for their

while the Jolida

14 different regulated stages with ' over 30,000pF of

offers avalve

IN ACTION

smoothing for the analogue stages alone.' Meanwhile,

output stage

To ensure that everything was equal, Iused two

Saxon's CD700 Mk2 SE uses aPhilips CD transport

identical mains cables, the same mains block, identical
interconnects from Atlas, and CDs of which Ihad
two copies. The most revealing turned out to be
saxon

Keb' Mo' Peace...Back By Popular Demand because
1) it's sublimely recorded, 2) it possesses perfect-forassessment acoustical elements, 3) Keb' Mo's voice

41111111111111>

is heavily textured ( and, yes, I've heard him live and
CD 700 MkII

met the man!) and 4) there's enough bass on this to
emphasise the main sonic difference between the
two. Ialso used material from Led Zeppelin, Prince,
Kodo drummers, the Shins, assorted George Clinton
incarntations and Julie London. Beyond that, the players

'0(kouo.A

were inserted into my reference system, with only

de

e

one caveat. Because you have achoice of balanced
operation with the Saxon, which adds the usual extra
few dB of output and - for some of us - atighter sounc„
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CD PLAYER TEST
Two Wolfson WM8740 DACs

Transformer, arid sepa rate regulatiom behind,

operating in atwin differential mxle

for the ( weer.)3nalocue board t.) the right

the Saxon can have its improvement enhanced over
its single-ended playback. For this review, everything
was set up to be equal, and Ididn't bother assessing
the players' digital outputs because Iwouldn't imagine
anyone buying these to use just as transports. Suffice
it to say, though, that with careful level matching, the
Saxon's performance relative to the Jolida remained
pretty much the same. As you will see.

NO -ONE SAID THIS WAS GONNA BE EASY
But back to the conventional usage. Working from the
position that both are very enjoyable players indeed,
and represent decent value, and that Icould probably
live with either with little complaint, A/B comparisons
and long-term listening both revealed the same
character traits. And they're strong enough to sway a
potential owner either way.

Burr-Brown SRC4190
sample rate converter

Put it another way: if you prefer detail over warmth,
you'll prefer the Saxon despite the extra cost. If you
would rather have valve sonics and more ' bloom', the
Jolida will win you over despite its lack of XLR outputs.
Instantly and vividly, the Jolida sounds ' bigger' in every
way. The soundstage is wider, deeper and more open,

Philips

CD transport and àdFgital funciods are
driven from this second transformer

but the main trait that separates it from the Saxon is a

er
;
• ti
•
"•

DL1210 CD mechanism

ABOVE: INSIDE THE SAXON CD700 Mk2SE

'The Saxon - despite its Spinal Tappish
name and the suggestion of the
capability to go all medieval on you
-may have the edge in detail'

Qci
tim e
Sta nd

by

-

LIND I.

41
DID
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Oeffle.

CE
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WOE
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DM Of ELECTRIC 111100%

POW.I.001,131.061,10e.
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0111101110

11.11.1%111E,

•

distinct sense of fullness. Or maybe that
should be ' richness'. Ifound out later that
the Saxon has odd measured performance at the low
end of the frequency scale, and you won't need a ' scope
to convince you of this. But that behaviour determines
much of the overall character.
Whether or not you care about deep bass, the
difference is palpable even with non- raucous material.

SWIMMING UPSTREAM
The smaller the manufacturer, the more dependent it is on buying in
alarge part of the package, usually allowing it to spray its scent only
through the output stages, cosmetic changes or anything else it can
do after the laser. But this is no bad thing, and there are countless

Feed it hardcore funk, and the Saxon shows athinness

precedents in other areas where small companies source major parts

not present in the Jolida. But audition it with something

from, yes, larger competitors. So where does that leave companies
smaller than even established companies like Arcam or Rega? Easy:

more subtle yet no less extended, such as the Keb' Mo'
recording, and you can almost pinpoint the frequency
where one player stops and the other just sails on.
Of course, this is meaningless if you use small
speakers, which is why the effect is not really
debilitating. Moreover, some people might prefer
the lighter sound. But it does also affect impact and
dynamic swings. Like Isaid, the Jolida sounds richer.
But the Saxon has afew tricks up its mail-clad sleeve.
It seems to lower the noise floor substantially, and
it proved to be more informative with quieter discs,
the kind that turn you into an introspective listener. C+,
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they do what independent car and watch companies do. They build in
personality, or identifiable performance characteristics, or mystique.
Just like the benighted soul who has talked himself into aTVR, there
are audio types who wouldn't dream of purchasing hi-fi equipment from
amanufacturer that actually has things like aslick, up-to-date website,
glossy catalogues, and employees that aren't family members. Now I'm
not suggesting that Talk or lolida are that small, but Arcam or Marantz
they ain't. And for some of you, that's reason enough to follow Robert
Frost's advice of taking the road less travelled. How boring this hobby
would be without them.

on3nuiu

The new 288 SST ' C Series' Mono power amplifiers - 1000W ea.

NOT TOYS 8( NOT FOR BOYS
Ring 0870 4441044 if you are interested in seriously good amplification

www.pmc-speaker.com

unprecedented audio
realism. unrivalled HD
crystal clarity and
holographic imaging.
this is Aurousal.
acoustically optimised, full- range,
flex- contoured light metal alloy
technology, finely tailored flex
affords an effectively infinitelyvariable diaphragm diameter.
frequencies are seamlessly
integrated from 45Hz to 22KHz,
with no crossover components to
degrade the dynamics.

find out more at

www.aurousal.corn
or email

sales@aurousal.com
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CD PLAYER TEST
JOLIDA JD100A (£ 699)
SAXON CD700 MK2 SE (£ 995)
With the more sparse material from Julie

Let's get this out of the way: anyone

London, for example, minute details came

PRODUCT

JOLIDA

SAXON

buying either the Jolida or the Talk

ON TEST

10100A

CD700MK2 SE

through that were harder to decipher with

player will be very happy indeed

the Jolida. And while the latter produced a
much bigger soundstage - which was also

-they're both musical, competent

abit more forward into the room than the

the £ 600-£1000 sector. And maybe

Saxon's - the Saxon recreated agreater
sense of air.

they do confer upon their owners a

SLAM VERSUS DETAIL

the absurd TVR instead. Yet there's

However lazy it seems to match a

a reason why Arcam, Denon, et al,

component to amusic type, it is ahandy
device. And there's no doubting that the

they're safer, more consistent and in

Jolida shows far less stress when dealing

possession of no debilitating traits.

I'll

FEATURES

and certainly competitive within
SOUND QUAUTY

sense of individuality - like ignoring
the obvious Porsche and buying

are regarded as default choices:

BUILD QUALITY

VALUE FORMONEY

Mill

1 MI 1

"I'

with bombastic material, be it rock,
classical, or funk. It simply has more slam,
more power, more impact.

Hpfi news

Trying to be ahalf-full kind of guy,
though, Iwould then emphasise that the
Saxon - despite its Spinal Tappish name
and the suggestion of the capability to go
all medieval on you - may have the edge in
detail and ultimate refinement.
Which brings us back to the original
premise: can they compete with the status
quo? It goes without saying that they've
already proven that in part, simply by
producing competent, fully-functional,
attractive players at competitive prices.
In other words, their mere existence
begs a ' yes' answer. They're here, they're
real, they work, and they work well. But
then you get back to the safe choices.
And nothing here makes me want to retire
the Quad CDP99 Mk II, or even the nowobsolete Musical Fidelity X-RAY v3.

17/20 15/20

OVERALL RATING

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player. Quad CDP99 Mk II, Musical Fidelity X-RAY v3
AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh C2200 preamp, McIntosh MC2102, Quad 909, Audio Research REF110
LOUDSPEAKERS: Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage
CABLES: Kimber, Yter, Atlas

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Jolida - RPM Audio; Saxon Audio - Talk Electronics TEL: lolida 07790-907737; Saxon
08456 123388 WEB: olida www.rpm-audio.co.uk; Saxon Audio www.saxonaudio.com

Hifi News lab report
Jolecla J01006 CO Player Distortion vs Digital Signal Level () kHz vs 20kHz)
t3

&won CD70001k11 CD Royer Distoroon vs Dgere Sksnel Level ( IkHz vs 20kHz)

20

°

So the answer of which choice to make,
as ever, genuinely is to be found within
you. If you go to Burger King and ask for
your Whopper sans onions, or if you book
your own holidays rather than accept a
package vacation, nothing will convince
you to go with the usual suspects. You
would delight in the ownership of that
TVR/CinettalMarcos/Westfield, no matter
how many times it left you stranded by the
side of the road.
So for those of you who vote Lib Dem,
read the Independent and watch BBC 4,
here's ahearty welcome to two ' unusual'
suspects. And long may they continue. c')

*..
)
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Jolida's 1D100A is embued with more than ahint of
colour from, presumably, its two 12AX7A triodes as
distortion rises up to 1.5% at its 2.4V peak output
(up to 2% IM distortion). The light ' fuzz' of power
supply-related jitter at 680psec and 16-bit SIN ratio
of - 98dB may well have some impact. This said, the
player's performance is optimised for digital levels
between -20 to -40dBFs which is where most of
the musical action should take place. Unless you
listen to compressed rock and pop, of course.
As we can see from the graph, distortion is
somewhat higher at 20kHz (dark blue trace) than
through the midrange (black trace), but also that
the right-channel (dotted black trace) enjoys
up to 10dB less distortion than the left. The left

IDecreasing) Digital Signal Level»

e?LAYER

won

2.4Vrms

Mvtd SIN Ratio

98dB

107.6dB

Distortion Wiz, OcIBFs1-30dBfs

0.16%10.007%

0.0065%/0.0045%

1.7%

0.008%

Distortion 20IcHz, OdBfs
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Maximum output level

1011114)
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channel response is also + 0.25dB up at 10kHz, the
right flatter. The higher HF distortion is actually a
reflection of the ultrasonic requantisation noise
produced by the PCM1716 DAC which contrasts
with the far cleaner HF output of the Wolfson DACs
used by Saxon in its CD700Mk2. The latter has a
wider 108dB SIN ratio, alower and more consistent
pattern of distortion and lower 140psec jitter.
Unusually, however. the 700's response shows a
low bass roll-off amounting to -3dB at 20Hz, exactly
the same as its more affordable CD500 model. This
intentional filtering is designed to promote a ' light
and punchy bass', according to Saxon. Other than
this, the CD700 turns in aset of measurements that
are far closer to 'average' than the 1D100A.

Hi-fi News lab specifications

um%
neadvnt

t -60

3.98Vrms (balanced output)

685psec

140psec

Resolution @ -100dB,

±0.6dB

±1.0cIB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>62dB

>105dB

Walrus
Exciting New Products
From Around The World.
Available Now At Walrus.

Phone: + 44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax : + 44(0)20 7724 4347
Shop : 11 New Quebec Street
London VV1H 7RVV
Web : www.walrus.co.uk
Email : contactùwalrus.co.uk

'Dieses ¡ st nicht emn

We've just taken delivery

Dalek aus Deutschland?!'

of the latest Basis Audio

Of course not! This is

2500 Signature

the MBL 111RC

Turntable, as if there are

loudspeaker.

not enough turntables at

Here at the shop, we

Walrus already! No

have the even more

doubt some of you might

amazing looking full-

think it looks and sounds

range mocel, the MBL

just like another brand

111E Radialstrahler-

of fashionable turntable

Hybrid System 1

in acrylic these days!

loudspeakers available
for audition.

Well, you'll be wrong.
For an example, what

Also available for demo

look like 4 ordinary

too is MBL's top of the

aluminium legs turn out

range CD Player, the

to be very sophisticated,

MBL 1531.

user adjustable, oil-

'Wirklich eiundervoll,

damped suspension

yah...!'

towers...
Remember when you
were taught never to
judge aperson or an
object by its look? The
Horning Agathon
Ultimate is aclassic
example. The technology
involved with these
loudspeakers is so
complex that we decided

Emilie is a new brand

Musically satisfying...

from Korea. As it turns

modern yet romantic is

out the Emilie KI-240 is

what comes to mind

one of the best sounding

when describing the

its best for you to read

The Music First Audio

about them on the web.

Passive Magnetic

No doubt you'll also

Preamplifier has been

come across the

winning awards and

excellent reviews too.

accolades for the last

Wait till you see the

year or so. Walrus was

back of the loudspeaker;

one of the first dealers

looks nothing like the

in the UK to

back of your fridge...

demonstrate its virtue

sound of this new valve
driven line stage
preamplifier, the Melody
Pure Black 101D.
Emilie KI-240
The real Simon Yorke

The new Shanling CD

with his S7 Turntable

la

Player, CDT- 500, is

'

and Tonearm system.

t

ak

visually so striking that
we thought it best for
you to come and see it
in the flesh. Meanwhile
we can show you what
the national flag of
China looks like!

PS AUDIO GCPH (£ 799)

Vanishingly low noise and
an RIAA response that's
flat to 100kHz — has
PS Audio invented the
perfect phono headamp?

Tested by Christopher Breunig

y

ou could get six of Graham Slee's Era Gold
phono stages ( 2006 HFN Awards issue) into the

volume occupied by PS Audio's GCPH phono
pre- amplifier, one of aseries that includes

similarly styled Gain CelITM amplifiers and aDAC. It
looks more like apiece of laboratory equipment with
its slate grey casework measuring 215 x305 x65mm

(wdh) and sculpted brushed anodised fascia, machined
from lOmm aluminium. The curved shape, thin at the
middle, is profiled to meet the unusual shallow dished
top- plate - a ' ripple' runs front to back and at first sight
you might not notice it.
You won't miss the massive gold plated earth
terminal at the back of the unit, projecting 30mm, nor
the finish quality at this end: gold-plated RCA phonos in/
out with alternative ( or dual-feed) XLR balanced outputs,
an IEC mains socket and two four- position rotary
switches. This is apreamplifier for both moving- coil
and moving- magnet cartridges, so there are four
stepped loading choices ( 100, 500, 1k or 47k ohms)
and gain positions ( 48, 54, 60 and 66dB).
The provision of afront variable gain control
means the analogue purist could simply hook up to a
power amplifier, bypassing any system preamplifier.
For best sonics, says PS Audio, this should be around
the 12-2 o'clock setting, although there's neither
indent nor guide marker on the knob!
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
There are two other significant features: you can sum
the cartridge L/R outputs to play mono records and
you can reverse the phase of the signal to discover the
absolute phase of any given recording. There's quite
an emphasis on the latter in the owner manual and it's
perfectly audible. Small tell-tale LEDs remind you of the
switch latch choices.
The GCPH is built around apassive RIM curve and
discrete Class A amplification. This involves alow noise,

'The PS Audio is an outstanding
design. It gets more from LP than
anything I've heard to date'
has amassive toroidal transformer, large capacitors and
multiple regulators on the principle of ` high current

ABOVE: The front
panel includes
buttons to create

power supply for low current draw'.
PS Audio is aware that some moving-coil enthusiasts

high gain and low distortion input stage, equalization,

will like to opt for the 1k or 47k ohm loadings but

amono signal
and reverse

then aGain Cell for the output. The 1954 RIM standard

warns that this may result in over- brightness, possibly

its phase. The

equalization curve for LPs is explained in some detail in
the manual. It may be implemented inside ( active) or
outside ( passive) the preamplifier feedback loop; the
advantage of the latter is that uniformly low feedback
may be maintained at all frequencies. The power supply

remediable by VTA adjustment. Such experimentation
requires system volume controls at minimum to avoid

rear offers four
stepped loading

thumps through the speakers. fThis doesn't apply to
the mono/phase switches which may be actioned ' on

positions and
gain settings

the fly'.) My Zyx cartridge is the one tested in HEN
September 2006, and as suggested in the measurement
section the 100ohm setting was the optimum.
LISTENING INSIGHTS

Phono Preamplifier

Even from cold, Iwas struck by the extraordinarily clean
character of the sound, albeit somewhat dry. And with
the pickup arm raised Icould turn the DNM preamp gain
to maximum with no trace of hum or noise.
After afew days ( powered continuously) the GCPH
showed its true colours, with huge detailed soundstages
spilling beyond the width of my ESLs and through the
party wall behind. ' Newgrange' on Clannad's Magical

LEFT: Variable

Ring [
RCA] was one example, the classic Britten/Decca
War Requiem another. The solo double-bass at the

gain control on

start of Rickie Lee Jones's ' Easy Money' [Warner .
lhad
aspringy, natural quality with exactly the appropriate

Gain

the front of the
GCPH means it
can be hooked

scale; and her great shout 35 seconds into ' Last Chance
Texaco' was completely unstrained.
Similarly, the full-toned vibraharp on the MJQ's

straight up to
apower amp,
rendering a

'Golden Striker' [
No Sun In Venice/Atlantic] had clean
attack and wonderful decay; on John Lewis' plaintive C
->

preamp
redundant
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PHONO PREAMP TEST

PS AUDIO GCPH
(£ 799)

-

(Relatively) oversized
:power transformer

FEATURES
Those with line amplification who
have perhaps only now realised

SOUND QUALITY

the benefits of vinyl, or committed
LP collectors who want the best
possible sound need not hesitate

111111

over the PS Audio GCPH. It has all the

BUILD QUALITY

flexibility you could ask, including
variable output (ablack mark,

'Mill

though, for an unmarked control

VALUE FOR MONEY

knob) for direct connection to a
power amp, or through the system
preamplifier. Styling is functional

Mal

rather than friendly and the only real
One proprietary Cairn
Cell for each channel

drawback is the space it takes up.

Very lovv noise power
supply -egulation

piano part in ' One Never Knows' the

again, to the background rapped

slow melody arced in agentle curve
just as one would have heard it live.
These examples of transients

knuckle rhythms on the MlQ
'Golden Striker' track. Vocal

showed that what we assume to be

consistently correct; and old Decca

cartridge mistracking may really be
phono stage inadequacies. With the

whiskery string-tone became

and instrumental colours were
monos, with their often acidic,

piccolo on Karajan's first Berlin

musically involving. Direct

Tchaikovsky Fourth [ EMI]; I

FOR:
Sound
quality;
flexibility

had believed his third'
movement part was
poorly played, but
with the GCPH it
was - er - ' clean
as awhistle'.

TOP TIMING
AGAINST:
The shelf space
required, that's all

Timing was
fantastic on
everything tried,
from the disturbing

connection to the power
amp brought added
transparency and
tonal accuracy.
This is an
outstanding
design. It gets

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Linn LP1210L motor: Origin Live Conqueror: Zyx 1000-RH
AMPLIFIERS: DNM 3D-Six/PA3S
LOUDSPEAKERS: Quad ESL (' 57')
CABLES: DNM interconnects, mains and speaker cables

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Signature Audio Systems
WEB: www.siq rlaturesystems.co.uk

TEL: 0208 480 3333

Hi-fi News lab report
channel)

PS Augur GCPH Phono Pre-arnpbber I:esterben vs Frequency (
Left & -

13
1.000

more from LP
than anything

c=1:13:1=2,••••••

0.100

I've heard and
consequently
brings one closer to

r 0.010
o

understanding both

electronic fantasies of

the music itself and the
manner in which it is played.

Pink Floyd's ' On the Run' [
Dark
Side Of The Moon/EMI], which

It's a ' must have' - now, what did
Les Dawson say about BlanketyBlank chequebooks and pens? (t.

had real drive, images thrown
well beyond speaker boundaries
WHAT'S A GAIN CELL?

A former radio disc jockey, Paul McGowan had made his first phono
preamplifier in 1974, demonstrated it to one of the sponsors of the
station and in turn met Stan Warren. They started PS Audio, sold
2000 units by mail order at 589.95 each, then began to make other
products. Stan was followed by designer Bob Odell, whose innovative
200C amplifier became legendary. PS Audio also produced the first
marketable DAC, the Digital Link. The company was sold in 1990, folded
eight years later but is now back with McGowan.
The current GCP series incorporates the Gain Cell ( pictured left),
McGowan's brainchild nurtured over a25 year period. A preamp
module with neither balance nor volume controls, it is afully

20

ióo

1k
Frequency

10k

20k

E

Engineering amoving-coil phono headamp is arguably tougher
than designing acompetent pre- or power amplifier. Huge gain
requirements of up to 70dB are combined with the challenges of
mere microvolt input levels and the desire for wide (>80dB) SIN
ratios. PS Audio has risen to, and exceeded, these challenges with its
GCPH phono amp, offering an RIM-corrected response that's flat to
within ± 0.1dB over afull 20Hz-100kHz bandwidth together with an
A-wtd S/N of 86dB (5mV in/1000mV out).
Distortion, too, is fabulously low at between 0.003-0.005%
through bass and midrange, only rising to 0.02% at 20kHz. Most
phono cartridges will be delivering distortion that's 100x to 1000x
greater than this, so the GCPH is almost entirely transparent. Input
overload headroom is equally generous at - 100mV. Do note that
the gain setting is roughly 6dB less for the single-ended outputs
than the balanced XLR outputs. Readers may view the complete
QC Suite report for PS Audio's GCPH by logging onto tivww.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.com. PM

balanced and purely analogue circuit with 11 surface
mount components on a25 x75mm PCB; there are
no coupling capacitors near the signal. Each Cell
is hand tuned before sealing, but fine ( 0.1dB
between channels) adjustments may
then be made via three trim pots.
Gain is adjustable from - 100dB to
+30dB with afrequency response
from 1Hz to 50kHz ± 0.1dB.
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Input sensitivity, 1V out (48dB, 66dB)

8.74mV, 900pV

Overall gain (48dB, 54dB, 60dB, 66dB)

+40.9dB. +47.7dB. + 55.0dB. + 60.8dB

A-wtd SIN ratio (48dB gain, 47k load)

86.0dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz

0.002%-0.022%

Frequency response, 20Hz-100kHz

-0.1dB to + 0.05dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>72dB

Input overload ( 48dB Gain, 47k load)

102mV
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Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2007" Best Value Of The Year"
* 2005 " Golden Ear Award"

L!

* 2005" Editor's Choice

Audio Art

The Absolute Sound

Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004 " Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.corn

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"

CP-8571 II

* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

The Audiophile Voice

Stereo Sound

BE-

e

BE20

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

Hear the Dancers at these dealers:
Sound Hi Fi dot corn, Dartmouth. Devon 01803 833366 www.UsherAudio.info
Hi Fi Corner. Edinburgh. 01315 567901 www.hificorner.co.uk
Hi Fi Sound. Darlington. Co Durham 01325 241888
Oxford Audio Consultants. Oxford 01865 790879 www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
Rochester Hi Fi. Rochester. Kent 01634 880037 www rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
Hazelmere Audio, High Wycombe, Bucks 01494 865 398
UK Distribution: HIAudio, 3St Fort Place, VVormit. Newport on Tay, DD6 8NT
Tel 08450 525 259 enquiries@hiaudio.co.uk www.hiaudio.co.uk
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AUDICA MPS- 1(£ 249)
SONICGEAR i
STEROID (£ 160)

With the iPod now increasingly
accepted as acredible format
in its own right, companion
speaker systems are
maturing in quality

Tested by Andrew Harrison

S

peaker packages aimed at iPod users have
been discussed in these pages before, but now
that Apple's portable player has beome afact
of life for the consumer electronics industry,

more ambitious small systems are appearing. These
are being aimed at amore mature audience than the
circa- E100 ' docks' that many young people are picking
up to amplify music on their iPods. Given ahigher
budget, some very interesting sounding - and looking
-possibilities can follow.
Here we look at two such systems - adiscrete
desktop speaker system from British newcomer
Audica, and amore flamboyant statement from
SonicGear of Singapore.
While the Audica mps-1 is aversatile three-

é

input desktop speaker package that will find use
with many sources, such as aPC or portable MP3
player, the SonicGear i
Steroid is practically shouting
'iPod' in every aspect of its styling, its amp/bass speaker
unit aping an oversized Apple player. And the marked
contrast between these two systems doesn't stop at
the styling. While the Audica embraces new audio
technology with its ' digital' amplification hidden within
the centre amp/control box, SonicGear's i
Steroid throws
in asmattering of last century's technology with its
centrepiece thermionic valve sitting in the main box's
mock display window.

AUDICA
The Audica mps-1 is very solidly crafted, with an
anodised aluminium main box that tapers to the front,
where various precision-feel buttons give, from top to
bottom, Volume +, Volume -, Mute, Source Selector
and Standby. White LEDs show which of three inputs
is selected. At the back of this unit are three 3.5mm
input jacks, plus aFireWire and USB socket. These data

'The iSteroid is shouting ' iPod' in every
aspect of its styling, its amp/bass speaker
unit aping an oversized Apple player'
connectors are not for any kind of signal or control
connection, but merely an option to supply DC power to
aportable MP3 player if required. Power for the system
comes from an external 15V switch- mode supply, also
connected at the rear panel. Infra- red remote control of
the system is possible using asmall wand- like handset,
where it's possible to switch between inputs, adjust

ABOVE: The
Steroid, with its
i
6N2 triode valve,
can be matched
to an optional
iPod cradle

volume and mute the sound; the latter is not afull mute

LEFT:The mps-1

but adrop to anear- mute position. There's no graphical
display of volume, making it impossible to know what

system also

setting the system has at any time. Power for the Audica
comes from aTripath amplifier module, specified at
about 25W per channel. The amp and speakers have
been optimised to work together, and ahigh-pass filter
ensures no needless LF content is sent to the speakers.

has an iPod
cradle, asimple
stand with no
data or signal
connection

SONICGEAR
The SonicGear i
Steroid is essentially asub/sat
\system, with a 110mm bass driver mounted inside
\ the main box, radiating out through the bottom of
\ the lacquered wood box through a35mm reflex
\ port. Also inside is the system's amplification,
\ based on three ST integrated amplifier devices
\which are heatsinked to the box's rear metal
\ panel. One of these devices is used for each
satellite, the other to power the bass driver,
and each is specified at about 14W output. On
'the back panel is asingle pair of RCA phono
input sockets, plus another phono pair that
provide aconnection to the outboard speakers.
These speakers are simply 55mm paper-coned (-,
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iPOD SPEAKER TEST

AUDICA MPS- 1(£ 249)
SONICGEAR I- STEROID 2(£ 160)
Two very different systems offer
two quite different experiences.

PRODUCT
ON TEST

AUDICA
MPS- 1

SONICGEAR
I-STEROID

III

III

The Audica is the smaller and more
technically accomplished system,

FEATURES

managing to squeeze arelatively big
sound from asmall pair of drivers,
while the ostentatious SonicGear
uses amore traditional sub-sat setup

SOUND QUALITY

to paint its fullsome and euphonic
BUILD QUALITY

picture. Either system would fit well
into astudy or bedroom, with a

MIMI

MI

Ill

choice decided by the styling, plus a
preference for the tight ' hi-fi' sound
of the Audica or the less accurate but

VALUE FOR MONEY I I

fun sound of the StudioGear.

news

OVERALL RATING

14/20 14/20

Review System Breakdown
SOURCES: Ancient Audio Grand Lektoi CD ti ansport, Chord Electronics DAC 64 Di/A converter, iPod

Contact Numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Audica - Audica: SonicGear - ODS Distribution TEL Audica 01480 839239;
ODS Distribution 0870 9006055 WEB: Audica www.audica.co.uk: SonicGear www.sonicgear.com.sg

The Audica gave the impression of
awide frequency response, with useful
extension into both bass and treble
that seemed at odds with the modest
50mm drivers used in each speaker.
Bass didn't carry much weight, but it
ABOVE: The mps-1 speaker uses two 50mm
paper-coned drivers, in areflex- ported and
curved aluminium box
drivers in aplastic box, with afront-firing
reflex port positioned above the driver,
designed to resemble atweeter unit.
To control the system, alarge round

was obviously that this is asystem that
has been carefully tuned to give asense
of low-frequency coverage. Given a
violin and orchestra to deal with, such
as Akiko Suwanai playing the Sibelius
Violin Concerto, the lead instrument
was brought to the fore in asharp and
detailed picture of the performance,

dial àla iPod can be clicked on its left or

and the highest notes carried harmonics
that rose cleanly above the backing.

right side for volume up and down, while
clicking up or down positions adjusts
level of the bass speaker. The conspicuous

BELOW: Don't be fooled by the 'tweeter'
-the i
Steroid speaker uses asingle paper

valve on top is a6N2 double-triode: not
apower device but used within the line

cone in aported plastic box

Heard through the i
Steroid, the same
violin was sweet and articulate, although
with obviously less extension in its highest
reach. Midband was more open and
revealing than the Audica, which showed
some congestion in comparison with the
Steroid's more natural approach. Where
i
the Audica had arelatively accurate
timbrai balance overall, the i
Steroid was
more patently coloured, massed strings
sounding reedy and 'vintage', and with
acoustic piano sounding alittle wooden
and plinky. Also, with its limited ability
to play into the upper octaves, studio
acoustic reverberation was somewhat
lost. Details like the creek of stools on the
two- piano rendition of The Rites of Spring
[Pekinel sisters, DG] were simply absent,
while the Audica was happy to show all
such incidental effects. Yet despite the
obvious colorations of the i
Steroid, it

stage section. There's aclear plastic shroud

could carry atune well, handling the ebb

that sits over this valve, lit from below

and flow of the violin concerto's First

with awhite LED to make the assembly
light up in the dark. Like the Audica, an

Movement most convincingly.
In terms of bass weight and volume,

infra- red remote control is included, and
like the Audica, there is no indication of

the i
Steroid had the upper hand here
by asmall margin, also sounding less
constrained, where the Audica would show

set volume. As an additional extra, an
iPod docking cradle with audio and video
outputs is available, with interchangeable
adaptors to suit arange of iPod types.

signs of taking on too much when asked
to play more complex pieces, especially
at higher volumes. Given Massive Attack's
Mezzanine, the Audica would handle the

SOUND QUALITY
Both of these speaker systems were found
to provide asurprisingly good sound

rich bass lines to apoint, albeit with some
obvious dynamic compression.
There was agenerally looser and more

performance, although each had different
strengths. Bandwidth and volume are

relaxed feel to the i
Steroid sound, in
turn making for amore relaxed listening

always going to be limiting factors in these
kind of small speaker/amp packages.

experience despite the system's less-thanaccurate voicing.(')
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KRELL*
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Introduction.
Since Oxford Audio Consultants were
established in 1988, we have built a
reputation as one of the leading specialists
in audio, home cinema, audio-visual and
multi-media/multi-room installations.

COPLAND*

We can demonstrate awide range of
equipment in our demonstration rooms,

PRIMA LUNA*

where you will experience the finest audio

SONUS FABER*

and home cinema products available.
We love to listen so why not come and
listen with us?

Available Brands include:
Anthony Gallo, Artcoustic, Atacama, Audio
Aero, Audio Analogue, Audio Research,
Avid, Blok, Canton, Chord Company,
Copland, Crestron, darTZeel, Denon,
Diapason, Dreamvision, Eclipse-TD, Fujitsu,
GM Audio, Graaf, Graham Slee, Harman
Kardon, Hitachi plasma/LCD, Humax,
I- scan, Isoblue, Isotek, Jadis, Jamo, Kef,
Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,

4

Michell, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Musical
Fidelity, MusicCast, NAD, Naim, Neva,
NuForce, Opera, Ortofon, Parasound,
Pathos, Pioneer, Prima Luna, Project, Pure,
Ouadraspire, Rako Lighting Controls, REL,
Roberts Digital, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos,
Sonus Faber, Speakercraft, Spectral Tables,
Stands Unique, Stax, Stewart Screens,

*Absolute Sounds Brand

T&A, Tannoy, Teac, Theta, Tivoli, TopfieId,

Make anote of our NEW Opening Hours

Whest Audio, Wilson Audio, Wireworld,

Transparent Cables, Triangle, Unison
Research, Usher, Vantage Point, Vogel,
Yamaha, Yter cables, and many more...

Monday - Friday : 10am - 6pm, Saturday : 10am - 5pm
SALES LIST

(
Please visit: www.oxfordaudio.co.uk for latest list)

Audio Aero Capitole Mk 2
Audioquest Emerald x3
Audioquest Midnight 3speaker cable
Audioquest Indigo + spkr cable
Black Rhodium Polar Emperor DG
Canton CD3500 Wireless active speakers
Clearlight Audio Aspect Audio Table
Copland CVA306 6channel preamp
Copland CVA535 5ch power amp
DVD-Al DVD Player
ECS EA2 power amplifier
ELAC Jet 330
Isotek The Qube
KEF Q85s rear speakers
KEF Q9c centre speaker
Krell KPS25sc

LIST
PRICE
£4500 £2500
£n/a £95
£n/a £ 150

£n/a £ 100
£n/a £295
£2000 £ 1295
£n/a £395
£1999 £ 1299
£2999 £ 1999
£2500 £ 1500
£3995 £ 1995
£2500 £ 1495
£1495 £995
£180 £95
£250 £ 150
£N/A £ P0A

Krell KPS28c
Krell Krell KPE Reference
Krell Resolution C centre speaker
Lexicon IX-7
Lexicon MC12 balanced
Lexicon RT-10 DVD/SACD/CD Transport
Loewe Aconda
Martin Logan Odyssey
Michell Iso/Hera phono stage
Naim NAC 112x
Naim NAPV 175
Naim PSC old style
Nordost Silver Shadow
Onkyo Integra Processor
Opera Voce centre speaker
P.S. Audio Power Plant 300

LIST
PRICE
£8998 £3495
£2487 £ 1495
£2980 £ 1995
£5750 £2995
£9000 £4500
£N/A £995
£N/A £795
£6498 £2995
£N/A £250
£725 £550
£1350 £995
£N/A £95
£365 £ 150
£N/A £550
£525 £295
£1500 £.595

LIST
Sonus Faber Amati Homage
Sonus Faber Cremona Centre + stand
Sonus Faber Cremona subwoofer
Sonus Faber Fixed stands
T+A TLS
Theta Casanova
Theta Chroma DAC
Triangle Leo Minor
Triangle Naia
Triangle Odyssey Minor speakers
Triangle Solis + stands
Triangle Volante
Unison Research 58
Yamaha DVX-530 2.1 A/V system
Yamaha YSP-1

PRICE

£11850 £6995
£2668
£1895
£1799
£290
£3000
£4398
£899
£N/A
£1900
£550
£1875
£4200
£3995
£599

£ 1295
£ 150
£ 1495
£2500
£399
£495
£ 1295
£350
£ 1295
£2995
£2495
£399

£899 £599

ARCAM FMJ DV139

(£ 1800)

Arcam's 1080p- capable DV137 DVD
player has been beefed-up with FMJ-style
casework and an Anchor Bay de-interlacer.
And so the DV139 is born...
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Tested by Paul Miller

A

ssure as night follows day, Arcam was always
going to gild its recently- launched DV137
universal DVD player with aheavyweight.
FMJ version. In practice, the £ 1800 DV139

is based around the same DVD transport mechanism
and offers full compatibility with DVD-A. SACD and CD
media with support for MP3, WMA, DiVX, Photo CD and
JPEG files. DVD ( including ± RW) with Dolby Digital and
DTS soundtracks is also fully supported with achoice of
component analogue and HDMI digital video delivery,
the latter scaled- up to afull 1080p for those few
displays that will accommodate this resolution.
FULL METAL JACKET
Afair proportion of the DV139's £ 550 premium is
lavished on its ' Full Metal Jacket', atri laminate chassis
of polymer and steel that not only combats the ingress
of vibration but also brings amore substantial feel to
the player as awhole. Arcam complements this superior
build quality with anew, back- lit universal remote
control and at least one new visible feature - aCD
Direct facility that turns off all video and non-essential
software to optimise the playback of two- channel audio.
The multichannel audio board is also culled from
the DV137 but this player benefits from an additional
transformer that feeds separate DC supplies and
regulation for the DAC and analogue stages ( see
our inside shot, overleaf). The impact this has on its
subjective performance should not be underestimated.

bass has an earthy but relaxed weight while the treble

ABOVE: Limited

sounds both sweet and yet extremely extended with

on- board
controls are no

24- bit audio from DVD or DVD-A. It is, above all, avery
natural sounding player, capturing detail in the quietest,
moodiest segments as convincingly as the grand swings
in scale that reflect the momentum of aful: orchestra.
Listening to the quickening pace of Al Di Meola's
Flesh on Flesh [
Telarc SACD-63543] indicated that
the DV139 was more than capable of delivering and
sustaining the near- hectic rattle of percussion, whistle
of flutes and mercurial fretwork demonstrated by

substitute for the
new, illuminated
remote handset.
The display may
be dimmed
or muted
altogether

comprehensive on- screen setup menu debuted in
the DV137, including advanced features like 4.2.2
component ( 12- bit, although only 10- bits are used) and

It sustains the thumping operatic
soundtrack and alien vocal talent of the
diva at the close to The Fifth Element'

8- bit RGB colour space selection for HDMI together with
aseries of video test patterns to optimise picture quality

the guitarists without the ensemble tumbling into a

with different displays.

morass of untidy notes. Instead the DV139, and the

Otherwise, the DV139 is driven from the same

FULL METAL SOUND
Because of their complexity, few universal DVD players

partnering Arcam system, held its cool, rose to the
occasion and allowed the music to develop in abusy but
engaging rather than taxing manner. Like the very best

LEFT: Stereo
and 5.1 channel
audio outputs
join SCART,
component and

simpler but wholly specialised Red Book player like

1080p-capable
HDMI digital

Arcam's own CD36. This is true of the DV139, CD

video outputs

sound quite as good with CD, for example, as afar

multichannel players, the DV139 allows your system

Direct or not, which makes afar better fist of 24- bit
two- channel DVD than plain vanilla 16- bit CD. The
Jazz Composer's Songbook by John Heard and Co

BELOW: Chunkier

[Straightahead-1031is acase in point, for it's the 24196
DVD side of this DualDisc that offers the closest insight

new CD Direct'
function serve

into the brassy timbre of sax and trumpet while realising
the highest piano notes with abubbly lightness of touch

to distinguish

build and a

the DV139 from
Arcam's DV137

lost to CD. As arule, vocals have arich breathy quality,

0
1:17:

AILP

0 0

C) (

o

Fearn. MOO=
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UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER TEST

ARCA1V1 FMJ DV139

Aurn h§iflei an extra mini
trPsfortTièl'.31V1tupply rggulkil5n for
the DV139's analogue circuits

(£1800)

FEATURES
Despite lacking either iLINK or other,
proprietary, digital AV connectivity
SOUND QUALITY

the DV139 remains a powerful

disc solution. Its digital
video performance has now very

I

universal

alo• dr.R. •
Native video from the Vaddis decoder is
de-interlaced through this 10 -bit ABT102
so .ution (software running on aXilinx
Spartan FPGA). The chip is screened with
acircular, ferrite plate on top
€1.
both the DV137 and DV139 use this
Anichpr Bay ABT1010 scaler solution
t: deliver 1080p digital video

"

confidently mounted the top step
1
The analogue oLtput board is
populatedwth tour (stereo:
WAA8740 DAs to service the
stereo and multithannel owtp JCs.

BUILD QUALITY

of what's possible with today's DVD
technology. Whether you have an
HD- ready or Full- HD 1080p-capable

VALUE FOR MONEY

display, Arcam's DV139 will drive it
to distinction.

Digita vioeo and multichannel audio
data is HDCP-encrypted by Silicon
Images SiI9030 chip before reaching
the v1.1110,01 output

111

Review system breakdown
DISPLAYS: SIM2 Domino 80 1080p. Fujitsu P5OXHA58E plasma
AMPLIFIERS: Arcam AV9 processor. 6x Arcam Pl power amps
LOUDSPEAKERS: 88W 802/804 / HTM1 (
centre)/ASW850 ( sub)

to melt from the scene, leaving a
palpable musical presence in place
of speakers at each corner of the
room, apresence that extends into
the centre, towards and over the
listening position.
FULL METAL PICTURES
This powerful but convincingly
natural soundfield is developed
witn equal confidence by Dolby or
DTS movie soundtracks,
from tne poignant,
undemanding score
that populates
Chocolat to the
haunting strings
of The Sixth
Sense before
sustaining
the thumping
operatic
soundtrack and
alien vocal talent
of the diva that
marks the close to The
Fifth Element. Whatever

resolution or depth and saturation of
colours possible from either Blu-ray
or HD DVD, but as a720p/1080p
capable DVD player, the DV139
now elevates Arcam up to the best
that the likes of Denon or Marantz
can offer. The very criticisms Iraised

screen. And what images! Sure
enough, there's not the ultimate

L• •

smoother horizontal pans,
especially when the
image is both dark
and populated with
complex vertical
detail, such as
in the cornfield
at night from
Signs. The far
more contrasty
images from the

artificially enhanced. The
rapidly spinning rotorblades seem
smoother and slicker to the eye just
as the thud of their tips beating a
path through the sand- blasted air
resonates with crisp definition. (P)

The DV139 uses the same Zoran Vaddis 888S MPEG decoder as Arcam's
DV137. This processor includes CD/SACD decoding, DVD audio and video
decoding, plus Dolby Digital, DTS and bass management. This Vaddis
chip is used for de- interlacing in the DV137, but not in the DV139 which
retains its digital video as ( interlaced) 480i/576i before passing it to a
10-bit ABT102 de-interlacer from Anchor Bay Technologies. Both players
use the Anchor Bay ABT1010 scaler, avideo processor comparable to the
solution employed in the Marantz DV9600 and Denon DVD-AlXVA (
HEN,
April and June ' 06). A Silicon Image 5119030 HDCP encoder drives the
HDMI output with both digital video and audio. As this is av1.1 interface,
both DVD-A and SACD audio are supported as multichannel PCM.
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Arcern FP.1J DV139 Unrversel DVD Meyer
Dislorbon vs Dlgeel SIgnel Level I16brl vs

courtesy of its separate, 10- bit

ARCA1VI AND ANCHOR BAY

70

Hi-fi News lab report

Anchor Bay de-interlacer now enjoys

AGAINST: Digital AV
SuperBit rendition
outputs limited to
of Black Hawk
v1.1 HDMI
Down also look
eve
sharper and yet less

sound that acts in perfect sympathy
with the images that grace the

UK DISTRIBUTOR: Arcam TEL: 01223 203200
WEB: www.arcam.co.uk

against the DV137 are specifically
addressed in the D\r" 39 which,

FO R:
Supe rb
soun &
pictu re

the movie, the DV139 delivers a
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Despite using the same audio layout as the DV137. the DV139 still
has adistinct personality. SACD data, for example, is downsampled
to 88.2kHz PCM before conversion through the WM8740 DACs. with
aresponse that's -5dB at 50kHz. - 12dB at 60kHz and -50dB down
at 80kHz. Distortion is also fractionally higher from SACD (0.0047%
vs 0.0008%. SACD vs 48kHz DVD). If this is contrary to expectations,
then the DV139's superior handling of 24-bit data from DVD-A is not,
as illustrated by the lower distortion blue trace on the graph above
(compared with 16-bit CD data, black trace). Jitter is also slightly
higher through the DV139. although at 200psec (DVD-A), 240psec
(SACO) and some 265psec with CD, this is far from debilitating.
Inadvertently or not. Arcam has also changed the bass
management behaviour of the DV139. Where the DV137
dropped its sub output by -5dB to ensure sufficient headroom to
accommodate bass from any main channels set to 'small', the DV139
does not. Similarly, turning the sub 'off' also causes the bass output
of all main channels to drop by -8dB. So be careful if you've balanced
your system and then switch the sub channel back in... Full QC
Suite Reports for the DV139's CD, SACD and DVD performance are
available at wwvv.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum Multichannel Output Level

2.19Vrrns

A-tvtd Si NRatio

109.1dB

Distortion 'MHz, OdBFs/-30d8Fs

0.0008%/0.005%

Distortion 201d44401cHt OdBFs

0.0015%/0.0025%

Frequency Response, CD (20fiz-201cHz)
Frequency Response, DVD (20Hz-401cHz)

+0.0/-0.73dB
+0.0¡-1.1d8

Digital litter, CD/SACD

265psec1240psec

Resolution @ -110dB, CD/SACD

t0.5dBit0.3d8

Stereo separation (20He201cHz)

>100dB
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Upgrade your system in one fell swoop!
"Absolutely love the performance. " " The best I've heard in 20 years."
Professor R. Jowitt

Mr K. Tasker
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POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator
PS

AUDIO

Everything you hear and see through your HiFi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter, and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more info -mation.
Digital Link III DAC £ 1,099

CCHA Headphone Amplifier £799

=

•

GC PH Phono Stage £'99

g

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and deteil."

20 / 20

Absolute Sound, March 2001

ImageXpenence, March 2007
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Dealer enquiries welcome
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uper
Hi-fi news

S

systems
BUDGET £ 5400

Different brand names, same factory, but what happens
when you combine Opera's new upmarket Diva speaker
with electronics from sister company Unison Research?
Steve Harris sets off in search of synergy...

Opera Callas ulvd £2795/par
A tall, good-looking floorstander, the Opera Diva loudspeaker keeps
slim thanks to the use of the relatively small ( 130mm) but high
quality ScanSpeak Revelator bass/mid units. The upper of these two
drivers hands over to a 26mm SEAS silk-dome tweeter at anominal
crossover frequency of 2kHz, while the lower bass- mid unit is rolled
off at a lower frequency. Bass loading is provided by aport low
down on the back of the cabinet.
Right at the top of that elegantly- narrowed back panel, there is
an additional rear-facing tweeter, making atotal of four drive units
per speaker. With its sweeping curves in real wood, the cabinet itself
is very strongly made using aspecial combination of wood, plywood
and Medite. The Diva measures 1050 x200 x390mm ( hwd).
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Unison Research
Unico CD £1395
With that rather distinctive finish,
valves in the output stage and
provision for balanced operation,
the Unico CD player is asolidly- built
and seriously- specified player. To
the rear can be found a large finned
heatsink for the heavy-duty power
supply regulation, said to maintain a
rock-steady output to feed the player
circuits even if the mains voltage
drops below 200V or ( more likely in
the UK) rises to more than 250V.
While the transport mechanism is
aTEAC CD-ROM drive, the digital-toanalogue converter is specified as the
now long-established Crystal CS4392,
a 24-bit/192kHz-capable delta sigma
converter, introduced around 2000
with DVD players in mind. Dimensions
are 435 x95 x340mm (whd) and the
player weighs asubstantial 11kg.

A

decade ago, when
the high- end scene
elsewhere was
pretty somnolent

if not actually moribund,
Italian makers seemed to be
exploding with new life. Their
products were excitingly
different- looking, but they
could be technically innovative
too. That has certainly been
the case with Opera and
Unison Research, the two sister
companies responsible for this

This speaker soon grew taller
to become the SuperPavarotti,

That extra rear tweeter on

in which designer Gian Piero

in the lowest octaves, ' at

Materazzo used an asymmetric

the crossover point with the

the back is intended to give
abetter impression of depth
to the stereo image. It's abit

double- enclosure principle to
extract an unfeasible amount

treble unit asingle bass unit

of aBon trademark, as it also

takes precedence over the
others.' Opera's view is that this
preserves the desirable sound

appears in his redesigned,
curved- sided version of the
SuperPavarotti, adopted by

characteristic of agood twoway compact loudspeaker.
The Diva embodies this

the Callas series - the Italian

principle in its simplest form,
with just two 130mm bass/mid
drivers connected in a ' semi

Greek- born opera singer - and

of bass from apair of tiny
90mm main drive units and a
very narrow cabinet.
More recently, Opera
commissioned its current main
designer Mario Bon to come
up with amore upmarket

SLIM BEGINNINGS

speaker series, bigger but still
agreeably slim. Bon, who is
alecturer in physics at the
University of Venice, responded

Opera's first really successful

with the multi-drive unit Divina

speaker was the Pavarotti,
alittle stand- mount with a
D'Appolito array of two tiny

and its smaller sister, the Diva

bass/mid units flanking asingle
tweeter, launched in 1989.

array of four identical 130mm
drivers are fed by aprogressive

month's system components.

low-pass filter, so that while all
the bass drivers act together

reviewed here.
In the Divina, avertical

company now names most
of its speakers after the great

parallel' configuration, such
that only the upper driver
handles the mid/treble blend to
the tweeter.
This isn't the same thing as
the so-called ' two-and-a- half-

called the Callas SP.

SUSPENDED COLUMN
All these boat-tailed cabinets
use a ' suspended column'
principle. The main carcass is
really supported by amassive

way' configuration, where one

and rigid, satin- black painted
Medite spine at the back,

bass unit usually goes deeper
than the other.

which is integral with the base.
You can see daylight between e>

'Eric Bibb's
exquisitely-voiced
electric guitar
solo was ringing
but sweet'
.41

Unison Research Unico II £ 1200
(inc phono, E1305)
Essentially, the Unison Research Unico II ( Secondo) is
arefined new version of the original low-cost - and
slightly lower- powered - Unico hybrid integrated
amplifier, which has sold well since its introduction
in 2003. Its line- level preamp stages are based on a
pair of the ubiquitous 12AX7 ( ECM) double triodes,
but the output devices which provide its rated 120W
output are MOSFET transistors.
As well as providing abeefier output than the
original Unico baby, the Unico II comes with afew
extra features. For CD use - matching the Unico
CD - there is also an optional pair of balanced XLR
connectors. As before, the phono input board is
optional. The Unico II measures 435 x130 x430mm
(whd) and weighs 15kg.

UKD
23 Richings Way,
Iver, Bucks
SLO 9DA
TEL: 01753 652669
WEB: wvvvv.ukd.
co.uk
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the bottom of the enclosure and the

success of these products, the

base, with just two small feet at the

Other models include the Unico

original partnership foundered
and the company restructured,
fortunately still with Professor

Pre preamplifier and DM dual-

front. The nicely-shaped top of the
cabinet is made of solid wood, as
are the curved sides.
Here the wood skin is much

Sacchetti at the helm.

more than just aveneer - it is about
7mm thick. Having been scored

the present association with Opera,
but it took abrilliant wordsmith to

on the back to help it bend, the

reflect this dreaming up the new

wood is formed and then bonded to

company name, ARIA (Advanced
Research In Audio). Today, Unison
Research electronics are built by

plywood. With this mix of materials,
and alot of bracing inside too, the
Diva cabinet is certainly very dead.
A leather covering on the front
baffle adds an air of luxury (or even
decadence) but is also claimed to be
sonically beneficial. Finally, massive
gold-plated binding posts provide a
tri wiring option.

OPERA AND ARIA
To drive the Divas, we chose an
amplifier and CD player from Unison
Research's Unico hybrid range.

mono power amp [ both reviewed
in January] and Unico 200 stereo
power amp. There are also six- and

This change saw the beginning of

eight- channel power amplifiers ( SEI
and Teatro) and astereo tuner, as
well as two CD players.

UNICO TAKE TWO
Updating the original model, the

ARIA under the same roof as Opera
loudspeakers, at Opera's big new
factory near Venice.
In 2003, Unison found anew
market niche with its low-cost

BELOW:
Chunky gold
plater speaker

Unico II has alittle more power,
rated at 120W/8ohm ( 180W, 4ohm),
and IR remote volume control. But
with its balanced inputs, it also
effectively obsoletes the Unico

terminals allow

SE model. It retains the optional

the Diva to
be tri wired
while arear -

phono stage, which can be switched
between moving-coil and movingmagnet sensitivity by removing the

this design offered 80W into 8ohm
and140W into 4ohm.
Less memorable, though cheaper

firing tweeter

cover and adjusting two pairs of

promises extra
depth to the

movable links on the phono board.
Two more links can be moved to

and slightly more powerful, was

soundstage.
Towards the
base of the

give 10dB more gain, which is

hybrid integrated amplifier, the
Unico. With triode-valve input
stage and MOSFET power stages,

Unison came to fame in the 1990s
with its eye-catching wood-on-

an all- solid-state model called the
Unico i. But from the hardy and

metal- styled pure valve amplifiers,
designed by co-founder Professor

vigorous Unico itself, Unison soon

cabinet can be

propagated awhole hybrid species,
most of which are still thriving.

found arear -

six- position source selector covers

firing bass port

the XLR balanced input and phono
well as four line inputs marked CD,

Giovanni Sacchetti. Despite the

'There was texture to Melissa Etheridge's
lead vocal, which on some systems just gets
swamped by the exuberance all around it'

useful for those using lower- output
cartridges of either genre.
On the amplifier's front panel, a

AV, Tuner and Tape. The larger knob
is the volume control, next to which
is an LED that flashes whenever the
motorised potentiometer is spun
from the remote control.
On the back are two sets of
speaker binding posts, the two XLR
balanced inputs and seven pairs of
phonos, including monitoring and
subwoofer outputs as well as all the
RCA ( unbalanced) inputs.
For the source in this system, we
chose the more elaborate of the
two Unico players, simply called
the Unico CD. The Unico CDP ( or
Piccolo) lacks the CD's balanced
outputs and heavy-duty power
supply regulation, and although
it still has atube output stage, it
makes do with just one double
triode against the CD's two. Tubes
in the CD are the Russian Electro
Harmonix 12AU7s.
In asimple yet distinctive front
panel layout, Unison has arranged
the transport controls ( Eject, Play,
Search/Prev and Search/Next) like
acrescent of stars pointing to the
moon of the IR receiver window.
The handsome wood-cased remote
control, shaped with a 'foot' so it
can stand upright, will also control
the amplifier volume.

SOUND QUALITY
Listening to this CD- based system
started with the sound of aneedle
being lowered into anoisy groove,.
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Famous for the
legendary D200 power
amplifier, GamuT
now offers a superb
complete music system.

Greo,L
GoenuT

SjSgerf

GamuT is one of the very few
companies that can offer aFULLY
"SORTED" SYSTEM with equally
high quality components in every
category — in our opinion. Well,
maybe not just ours:

( ; 01,DLN
1)1e(;0\

"As the audiophile press has
affirmed for several years now,
Gamut is on to something very,
very good." CV Serinus, Stereophile)

They're now

GamuT's latest arrival, the CD3
CD player. completes aSUPERBLY
MUSICAL SYSTEM, everything in its
place and sounding " right".

considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term " Simply the best!"

"It has superb resolve of fine detail
...a perfectly judged balance and
...an irresistible ability to draw you
into the music." Hi Fi Choice

14 Creel - li-Fi+ nutguzine

GamuT have merged their excellent
D3 preamp with the legendary
D200 power amp ( an earlier
Editor's Choice), making the Di ISO,
an impressively CAPABLE AND
TRANSPARENT integrated amp.

AT THE
SHOP

Hi Fi Choice's view on the GamuT
DiI50: "This is clearly agorgeous
amplifier"— another Editor's Choice.
GamuT make three speakers — the
stand- mount L3 and two floorstanders — all cut from the same
cloth and using superb drive units
such as the Revelator tweeter.
Comments on aGamuT system:
"The CD3, Di 150, and L-7 just flatout worked for me. Music was alive
and filled with the little pleasures
that make you smile, nod, tap your
foot, or even boogie." ( Stereophile)
Visit www.gamutaudio.com/reviews/
Customers say we make some of the
BE ST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

Cryogenical4 treated tubes

really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
%VW 1%. eryogenictubes.com

The
Right
Note
Musk In the home

7.

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EX PENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along

the way and save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

BATH
01225 874728
or lo-call

11.118eSHO RCCI
I

II

OR CALL US 0870 9220-4

0845 230 7570

CD:
ACCUSTIC ARTS. BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL VERDI, VERONA,
GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA V INYL AESTHETICS, AVID, CLEARAUDIO.
DNM,GRAHAM. THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT
SPECIAL TRANSFIGURATION. AM PLI FIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT DK DESIGN. DNM,GAMUT
HALCRO, HOVLAND. SONNETEER, STELLO. LO UD SPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC DALI. ETHOS
GAMUT. NEAT.
TOTEM. CABLES: CHORD CO., DNM,NORDOST. SILTE-CH. VERTEX AQ
MAIN SVertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

LeaftereilSELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE
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the sound effect that kicks off Eric Bibb's
Diamond Days [
Telarc CD 83660]. In fact,
the system imparted enough realism to
start me wondering exactly what sort of
pickup it was.
When Bibb started singing 'Tall Cotton',

as elsewhere, the top end of the spectrum
was sweet and unobtrusive, free of any
hardness, if also lacking sparkle.
This system could always conjure up a

SACD-1034-6] the clean, pure studio
electric bass sounded fine, while the
superbly- recorded brass section was both
clean and clear.

big soundstage with afair impression of
depth, presumably thanks partly to those

the soundstage was nicely laid out behind
and around speakers, the voice centrally

CONCLUSION

rear-firing tweeters. This was notable on
the multiple voices of Ladysmith Black

placed, articulate, not forward. The sound
seemed tonally well-balanced, with a

Mambazo, Long Walk To Freedom [
Heads
Up HUSA 9109], the inner vocal parts and
handclaps well revealed, the bottom- end

In the end, Ienjoyed living with and
listening to this system. The bass was
rather soft in character, but the midrange

pleasant fullness to the bass but without
undue exaggeration or lumpiness when
the drone- like single- note bass line broke
into adescending run.
Bibb's exquisitely-voiced electric guitar
solo was ringing but sweet, while the
background vocals, at very low level in the
mix, still sounded tangibly placed.

weight helping the sense of scale.
On this album's update of ' Diamond On
The Soles Of Her Shoes', there was texture
to Melissa Etheridge's lead vocal, which on
some systems just gets swamped by the
exuberance all around it.
On Kind Of Blue [
Columbia

SWEET AND UNOBTRUSIVE
Marta Gomez's Entre Cada Palabra [
Chesky
JD301] revealed the warm, engaging
appeal of the singer's voice, and away
with instrumental textures too, though
not extracting the finest detail. Here
metallic percussion sounds were genuinely
metallic, wooden ones really woody,
handclaps really sounding like hands. Here

HFN lab reports: CD player
Unison Roaerch Unit° CD Player Distortion vs Digitel Signal Level ( 1kHz vs 20s,Ftr )

Ei 20

both soft and sweet, though by the same
token lacking sparkle.
Overall, this is awarm sound rather than
adynamic or punchy one, with apleasant
impression of depth in astereo stage
spread behind the loudspeakers.
Together, Opera and Unison can offer
many more combinations, many different
flavours - if you are adventurous, I'd

480410 2], the bottom end had quite

Other vocalists were equally well served.

was appealing with an ability to portray
vocal textures pleasingly. The treble was

good power and authority, though the
lowest notes of the double bass could

strongly suggest investigating the new

have had more character: the harmonic

Unison Preludio single- ended valve amp

structure of those notes was not well

-but the system reviewed here could, I
suspect, produce more than listenable
results in even quite difficult rooms.
If you are looking for something that

conveyed. Again, on Jennifer Warnes'
Famous Blue Raincoat [
Classic RTHCD
5052], the bass was weighty rather than
well-defined. But on 'The Pink Panther

will always sound as comfortable as it

Theme' from the Ultimate Mancini

looks, then this particular combination

Orchestra [
Ultimate Mancini, Concord

might just be the system for you. (!)

Integrated amplifier

Loudspeakers

Unison Reseerch Unno Secondo: Distortion vs Frequency ( Lett & RIght Channels)
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With its Philips CD-ROM drive and separate Crystalbased DAC board, the Unico CD player behaves
rather like atwo-box solution in asingle enclosure.
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As if to counter the wave of ultrasonic noise issued
from the Unico CD player, this Secondo integrated
has an unusually tailored response, rolling off above

°mantle- gliaciaal Cosy

10:0
Issiatcv -

We couldn't confirm Opera's claimed 89dB
sensitivity for the Callas Diva, our measurements averaged over both of the review pair, 200Hz-20kHz
-indicating afigure of 87.5dB, which is still agood

Data is transmitted' from the transport as S/PDIF
to aCrystal CS8414 input receiver, but the high
710ppm clock error may well be caused by its use

afew kHz to fall by -2.7dB at 10kHz, -6dB at 20kHz

of aclock on the mech board, rather than alocal

tone control. Otherwise, the Secondo meets its

oscillator near the CS4392 DAC. Filtering is also

120W specification, extending to 180W/4ohm and

limited and an amount of ultrasonic re-quantisation
noise escapes above 40kHz ( influencing the

trend towards crossover, followed by araised treble
which peaks at around 14.5kHz. Although this

160W, 280W, 430W and 520W into 8, 4, 2and
1ohm loads, respectively, under dynamic conditions.
So the Secondo is lusty enough even if distortion

peak is not associated with aprominent ridge in
the cumulative spectral decay, there is evidence

tends to rise uniformly with power output, from

associated with breakup modes in the twin bass-mid
drivers. Overall bandwidth is also impressive, with

blue trace, above), reaching -65dBV at 95kHz
and potentially affecting the performance of
any partnering amplifier. Distortion and noise,
meanwhile, are largely determined by the ECC82based analogue stage, ranging from 0.015-0.025%,
while hum-related jitter ( - 650psec) may also
contribute some added warmth to its bass. PM

and afull - 19dB by 100kHz. This will undoubtedly
influence any treble ' brilliance', rather like amild

0.07% at 1W to 0.18% at 10W and 0.35% at 100W.
Clipping, then, is gradual rather than abrupt. The Awtd S/N ratio is slightly below average at - 83dB and
the output impedance slightly high at - 0.14ohm,
but DC offsets are low and residual hum < 1mV. PM

result for aspeaker of this size and bass extension.
The frequency response shows amild downward

of resonances above 2kHz which are probably

the bass -6dB point ( ref 200Hz) at 40Hz and the HF
-6dB point ( ref 10kHz) at 40kHz. What's more, we
measured the speaker's minimum modulus to be
4.5ohms at ahigh 16.9kHz. ID4

HFN lab specifications
Maximum output level

2.1Vrms

Power output. 8/4ohm (<1% THO)

120W/180W

Sensitivity (SM. at 1m/2.83V)

Aivtd S/N Ratio

96dB

Dynamic output (8 /4/2/1ohm)

160W/280W/430W/520W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 1Idiz, OdBFs1-30d11Fs

0.014%/0.0055%

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.12-0.15ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.025%

Freq. response (20Ftz-1001diz)

+0.03dB to - 19.1dB

Freq. reap, error (200Hz-20Mix)

Digital Jitter

645psec

Dist. (101V/8ohm. 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.11-0.36%

Pair matching (20012-201M4

t0.6dB

Resolution @) -100dB

t0.7dB

Avetd SIN (for OdMIV/full output)

82.8dB/104.0dB

Bass/Treble extension (-6dB)

40Hz j40kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20M1x)

>108dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-201(Hz)

>52dB

TIM 100Hz/1kHz/101cHz nods
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87.5dB
4.5ohm
25.9ohm
@16914Hz @ 58Hz
-50.3°
339.7°
@ 70Hz
@ 50Hz
±4.1dB/±3.8dB

hx)

0.63%/0.53%/0.04%

Picture: Chent Name WFP Mcdel

'Client Name' Loudspeaker is joined by the NEW ' TWENTY Series'.
1987 - 2007, Zingali Loudspeaker SRL established twenty years.

Audio Salon, 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

w : www.zingali.it
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STRAVINSKY/PROKOFIEV

CLASSICAL

Apollo, Concerto for Strings,
Visions Fugitives

Moscow Soloists/Yuri Bashmet. Onyx ONYX 4017

The corporate sensitivity
of Bashmet's 17- strong
ensemble, from young Moscow
Conservatory graduates, is nicely
illustrated by an exemplary
Stravinsky Concerto and ballet,
asuperfine complement to the
Karajan/DG Apollon musagètes.
Barshai's string orchestra
version of 15 of Prokofiev's piano
miniatures, Visions fugitives,
were first recorded by EMI
in 1962; Bashmet's has the
remaining five prepared by the
group's violist Roman Balashov.
Beautiful sound quality here and
atop-drawer performance. CB

•MI
MI

BEETHOVEN

CORNELIUS

la

WIMP

Pure Pleasure/Columbia CL745
2LP set 7800 vinyl

Exploiting the long playing
time of amicrogroove
side, the Buck Clayton
jam sessions recorded
from 1953 on became a
successful Columbia series,
this one clearly aimed at the
audiophiles of the day! Each
number features astring of
solos from ahost of great
swing era musicians, and
the sound is great. SH

RECORDING

BUBB. RECORDING

PERFORMANCE

la BOMB PERFORMANCE

TUBBY HAYES

CHAUSSON/JOLIVET

Warner Music 5046664672

Properbox 117 (4CD box set)

Preferable to DG's later Paris

A little something for when
you're feeling abit cerebral.

From famine to feast: with
Hayes' 60s Fontana albums

Isabelle Faust, DSO Berlin/Marko Letonia,
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901925

set with Fournier/Kempff,
this lovely complete cycle

Cornelius is the artist- name
for top Japanese producer

and many Tempo recordings
already on CD, this four-disc,

(Vienna Musikverein, 1959)

Keigo Oyamada, and he's

71-track set covers 1954-6,

has Vie aristocratic cellist
partnered by ayoung

definitely on the genius side
of wacky, producing cuts

including five unreleased
tracks from Hayes' nine-

Friedrich Gulda, using a

that ingeniously blend lite -

piece band recorded at

115sendorfer instrument,

funk with unlikely samples,
avant-garde compositional

the BBC. Compiled and

techniques and an almost
Beach Boys- like pop suss.

Spillett, this is adefinitive
collection, superb value at

Not easy, but rewarding. .18

its single- disc price. SH

Cello Sonatas and Variations

Sensuous

Pierre Fburnier/ Friedrich Gulda, DG 477
6266 (two discs)

alert to every detail. The
one slight sonic drawback is
that the cello is isolated too
far to the left. CB
1111 Lii

•
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The Little Giant

RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

Poème, Violin Concerto (1972)

documented by Simon

II LI RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

'Incantatory works', the
post-Wagnerian Poème is
paired with Andre Jolivet's
last Concerto. Frankly
difficult music, though
worth perseverance,
this is piquantly scored
with marimba, harp,
celesta etc. Harmonia
Mundi consolidates
Faust's reputation as a
consummate musician. CB
11111 U
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MUSIC REVIEWS

ALESSANDRO CARABELLI

Aphrodite

WRMYwo

CHOPIN LISZT

FALL OUT BOY

Infinity On High

First Piano Concertos
Yundi Li. Philharmonia/Sir Andrew Davis.
DG 477 6402

Nagel Heyer 2070

Our Delight

Fueled By Rames 1720575

Making the pianist's quintet

Woodville VVVCD113

Anyone hoping for emo

asextet is trumpeter
Franco Ambrosetti, whose

Hamilton kicks off this
album of swing-to- bop
standards with ' Get Happy'

sensibility is Mangione
rather than Miles. Tunes are
varied, catchy, some fusionlike, although all is strictly

(a less surprising version
than Tierney Sutton's) and
plays wonderfully. Recorded

DG's Argerich/Abbado
coupling reflects an even

enjoyable music. SH

Buy now or else. JB

greater musical rapport. CB
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easy listening. Lie back and

guitarist Dave Cliff and
nimble trombonist Mark
Nightingale, this is totally

enjoy it. SH
_1RECORDING

NICOLAS MEIER GROUP

Yüz

began studying the Liszt at
14, and gives ascintillating
performance. His Chopin

this. Pete Wentz and his
chums are in full effect on
an album that combines
brilliant arrangements,

compelling lyrics with
overwhelming rock power.

Brazil to Hot Club and back.
Let's face it, this is high-class

UUU. PERFORMANCE

to reckon with albums like

big tunes, terrific singing,
sly touches of whimsy and

with Hamilton's regular

•

Yndi Li, most interesting of
the young Chinese pianists,

First (which won him the
Warsaw Competition) is no
less finely detailed. Worthy
accompaniments, though

acoustic - guitarist Luciano
Zadro adroitly veering from

anal.

(emotionally-chargec punk
rock) to go away soon has

rhythm section plus deft
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LAURA VEIRS

Saltbreakers
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Kcavi

Naim CD 703

In Concert

A stunning guitar virtuoso,

Naim CD099

Nicolas Meier is equally at

For those who haven't got

A great singer-songwriter,
the ever-wonderfu Veirs

home on the Turkish saza
type of long- necked lute.

their n-Vi yet, this is the

continues her drift towards a

It must have taken akind

audio-only counterpart to

of genius to arrange John

Still with him here are Israeli

Naim's first music video,
omitting only acouple of
the more visual/theatrical

more rock- oriented sound on
this sixth album but fear not,

clarinettist Gilad Atzmon
and drummer Asaf Sirkis
and, even more than his first
Naim album Orient, Yüz justs
bursts out of the speakers
with Eastern heat and fervour.
Arguably over- produced, but
atour de force. STI

•••

• EJ
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items. But it's fascinating
to realise, listening without
seeing, that you can often
appreciate more of the
depth in the music that
way. Afine issue. SH

al

Nonesuch 104316

her literate and fartastical
lyrics, her beautiful dreamy

Meeting Of The Spirits
In+Out IOR CD 77086-2

McLaughlin's Mahavishnu
Orchestra music for big
band. But British composer
Colin Towns pulled it off,

voice and her utterly
beguiling combination of
innocence and wisdom

helped by powerhouse

remain intact. Watch out,
though, or these songs will

backing from Mahavishnu
drummer Billy Cobham

inhabit your soul. .
1/3

and gutsy guitarist Martin
Scales. Impressive. SH
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STE VIE RAY VAUGHAN

DUKE ELLINGTON

Texas Flood

Vol 12: Blue Abandon

Pure Pleasure Epic 38734
180g vinyl

On his first Epic ( and epic)
album, from 1983, the year
before Couldn't Stand The

Symphony 9

Naxos Jazz Legends 8.120812

Independiente (Cat No. not yet allocated)

Ellington's 1945-6

Having loved the original

Staatskapelle Berlin/Daniel Barenboirn.
Warner 2564 64316.2

commercial releases were
offered in Vol 11, so this

glam-rock-oriented Travis

seemed to have thrown in
everything any blues guitarist

Deep South Suite, there are

could possibly do. But he got
even better, as nothing here

solo features for Hodges,
quirkier ones for Cat

matches the sheer majesty of

Anderson and Ray Nance ( as

'Tin Pan Alley'. Texas Flood is
still an audiophile must- have,

vocalist), plus Sam Nanton's
great last recording of
'The Mooche'. SH

however. SH
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MAHLER

The Boy with no name

package of radio and
concert material completes
the picture. Apart from the

Weather, Vaughan already

TRAVIS

milm_iEj
•
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and the weepie megaplatinum Travis, Iwrote

Recorded live in the
Philharmonie, Barenboim

them off after 2001's

adopts Klempererlike tempi
but eschews his objectivity

insipid Invisible Band. This
fifth album is easily their

in favour of huge dynamic
and emotional contrasts;

best since The Man Who,

the Staatskapelle provides
long stretches of deeply

with ' Closer' and ' Colder'
being classic Fran Healey
compositions, but they
need anew direction to put

commited music- making. If

the excitement back. .18

you liked the Maderna/BBC
SO Ninth you will probably
like this too. CB

MUIR MEI
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LEE KONITZ

THE WATERBOYS

Motion

Book Of Lightning

Speakers Corner/Verve V6.8399 180g vinyl

WI4 WATERBOYS0001

Alto saxist Konitz was in Miles

It's been four years since
the last Waterboys' studio

Davis' Birth Of The Cool band,
and though this ad hoc trio of

offering and - phew!

TCHAIKOVSKY

PO GIRL

Symphonies 4, 5and 6

Home To You

St Cecilia Orch/Antonio Pappano
EMI 3 53258 2 (two discs)

Diesel Motor MOTORCD1029

Pappano's Rome orchestra
may not, as 5(iii) suggests,

know, arecognised musical
category, but that's what

have adeep instinct for
Tchaikovsky but these live

Canadian all- girl quartet

Folk-soul isn't, as far as I

1961 is as different as could

-Iloved Book of Lightning

be from those meticulously
arranged Davis sessions, it's
also aclassic of cool jazz

from first acquaintance.
Mike Scott has got his mojo
back and covers both the

performance recordings
(the Fifth split over the

and is regarded by many as

songwriting duties pretty

rock and folk sides of the
band with passion and

discs, as ever!) run at an
altogether higher voltage

evenly while employing

integrity. ' She Tried To Hold
Me' is outstanding, but

than their recent Francesca/
Romeo EMI programme and

every offering on this
10-track set is good. .18

are consistently admirable.
Rich orchestral sound. CB

Konitz's finest. Improvising
freely with Elvin Jones on
drums and Sonny Dallas on
bass, Konitz is recaptured
superbly on vinyl here. SH
RECORDING
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Po Girl do exquisitely. They
share out singing and

Allison Russell's jazzy
clarinet and Trish Klein's
banjo as signature sounds
on convincingly rootsy
songs of love and life. ./8
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(They're nüt hard, they're pussy- cats realty!)

The Line-up

of top end hi-fi and home cinema at criminally-

The Crime

would be if you were to miss out. For the

low prices is staggering. No wonder the crowds line up each
year to grab bargains on the type of equipment real audiophiles

ear`y-bird specials you'll need to get along at the crack of
dawn. But there are so many great opportunities to save a

would kill for.

fortune that whenever you arrive you're sure to find a

The Victims

rea bargain.
are ex- demonstrators, previously-owned, factory

specials and many virginal examples from some of the best
families around. All will be offered at cut-throat p- ices.

The Modus Operandi

for the greatest sale of the year is

simple. All year, the gang at Unilet demonstrate the very latest
and best in pure two- channel audio and home cinema. But a
year is a long time and every Spring they decide to have a
good cleanout to make way for even more models.

Crime Watch

You can get all the details of what's on offer,

directions to the crime scene and print off the Blue List
Bargains by going to our website www.unilet.net

Reward

yourself ano get along to the Blue Murder Sale

at Unilet. You'll be able to pick out the usual suspects and
pick up some great bargains.

Sale starts Saturday 28th April
\

so

v‘ilet

www.uniletmet
Tel: 020 8942 9567

'Ind

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
and N\'

Mid

The hidden hi-li store where you'll find all the best brands including: Acoustic Enemy (AE). Anthony Gallo, Apollo, Arcam, Arcam FMJ. Atacama, Audic Lab, Audiovector, Beyer. Bosendorler, Boston,
Bryston, B&W, Celestion, Chord Electronics. Chord Cables, Denon, Denon Gold, Dynavector, Ecosse, Future Glass, Heed Audio. In,;ert Audio, IsoTek. IX, JAMO, JBL, KEF. KEF Refeence, Koetsu.
Le, Lexicon, Marantz. Marantz Premium. Meridian, Merlin Cables, MordLant Short ( MS). Michell Engineering, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nordost. Optimum, Ortofon, Panasonic, Parasound.
Pioneer, Plinius, PMC, Primare, ProAc, Project, Pure, 0 Accoustics, QED, Quad, Quad Electrostatics, Quadraspire, REL, Roksan, Rok,an Turntables, Rotel, Sennheiser, Shure, Siltech Cables, SME.
SONOS, Sonus Systems, Soundstyle. Spendor, Stands Urique, Stax, Supra, Talk Electronics, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Townshend Aucio, VDH, VPI, WBT. Wharfedale, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha.

Some decisions are just so simple

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY L.III

0
P>4 oNt

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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MICHAEL FREMER

Portable PCM
quality music
on the cards

IC

PC geeks out of audio!

As PCs and audio continue to merge so some
computer experts believe that their particular
expertise equips them to comment on the quality
of electronics too. Michael Fremer says ' Enough!'

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

NI

digital X-RayCam to check
the condition of atooth I'd

With uncompressed music
downloads now available
from Linn, and SD memory

cards able to store 4GB of
music, you can now carry
SACD-quality recordings in
your pocket, says Barry Fox

not because he knew much about the
subject, or even cared about it, but
because many of his ' computer expert'
brethren recently have, thanks to the

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

introduction of USB-based turntables like
the S169 Ion ttUSB and TEAC's
retro looking 5449 CF- 350, aturntable/
CD burner/audio system in one.
Once these lemmings latch onto
asubject, they all jump off the same

ydentist recently used a
new, computer- controlled

à

cliff with it. ' Is your " old" LP collection
gathering dust in the attic?' these
stories invariably begin, 'then consider
one of the new USB-based turntables

I

twas abrave move for Linn to put
its music catalogue on line (see
HFN April ' 07), with no Digital
Rights Management. You can thank

Microsoft and Apple for this. They control

chipped. He's not acomputer expert, nor
does he claim to be one, though he uses

to turn them into digital.' Or '... perfect
to convert grandma and grandpa's big

computers extensively in his gum and
teeth work. Likewise, there are computer

band albums to CD.'
Never mind that in 2007 most

experts who, like many of us, use them
to store and catalogue photos, listen to

grandpas grew up with The Beatles and
The Stones, not Benny Goodman.

music and watch television. That doesn't
make any of them imaging, audio or video

Apple won't offer iTunes Fairplay DRM
to third party users like Linn; if athird
party uses Microsoft Windows Media DRM

POT SHOTS

experts, though judging by who's covering

One online story explained that the

the third party is supposed to ensure that
customers' computers are compliant.

consumer electronics in major American
newspapers, many of them think it does.

turntable included anti- skating so it

ONLINE SCRAP

could play your ' older' albums too.
Say, what? Some of these stories,
often written with implicit smirks,

that they know little about video and
photography and nothing at all about

use the occasior to take pot shots at
audiophiles generally. A reader sent
me one printed in USA Today that

audio, but that doesn't prevent them from
leveraging their computer expertise to

that use atube or two to capture the

Most of these ' experts' prove weekly

anoint themselves consumer electronics
'gurus'. Irecently got into ascrap with
one such online ' expert' who decided
he'd write about transferring vinyl to CD,

claimed, ' You can even find amplifiers
"warmth" that's supposedly (
emphasis
mine) lost in our digital players.' Ilove
his use of the word ' our' to draw the
reader to his side. Iwasn't so drawn, of
course. Ifound the columnist online at

the only two DRM standards on offer, now
that Sony's SonicStage MagicGate is little
more than avery unhappy memory.

BSkyB uses Microsoft DRM for its movie
download service and had to shut down
for amonth when hackers broke the
Microsoft system.
When the Sky service started up again
users had to download updated software
from Microsoft. This generated an error
message Code 5on my PC saying the
entire DRM folder was corrupted, and
gave aSky Help Line number. Sky Help said
it was ' aMicrosoft problem' and gave a
link to the Microsoft web site which gave
gobbledegook instructions.

www.computeramerica.com, where

DELETE EVERYTHING

the dialogue box was labeled ' Need
to vent? Give us your rants and raves.'

With the help of Sky's backroom experts I

Iaccepted the invitation: ' Computer
geeks out of audio!' Iranted, ' You don't

the entire DRM folder, with no chance
to make abackup. So Iwould have lost

got it working again, but only by deleting

know your ass from aturntable.., stick

any music or movie downloads made

to computers,' Iraved.
Rude but on point, and delivered

using Microsoft DRM. Luckily Ihave never

in the spirit of the website's generous

Microsoft DRM and very wisely Sky gives
downloads away for free to anyone who

offer. Not used to having his authority
challenged, the guy went crying to
Stereophile's editor, who, after hearing

bought anything that is protected with

ABOVE: Ion's ttUSB turntable, which has

about his 20 years as acomputer writer,

has asatellite subscription. So no-one can
complain and ask for their money back.
My bet is that Sky is buying time

seen computer experts turn audio ' gurus'

took my side, of course. (.5

to learn from Microsoft's mistakes, C-)
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JON THOMPSON

Tough times
in Tinsletown

Panasonic
hard drives instead of tape. Panasonic
is driving the use of memory cards

Hollywood and the hacked
blue- disc formats, Canon's
troubles with new displays,
release of Star Wars stalls...
Jon Thompson explains all

instead of hard drives. Although driven
by video needs, the new technology will
spin-off into audio. At arecent seminar

[Jon ThompsonL

Panasonic ( see p8) unveiled anew

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

range of cameras with DVD, hard disk
and memory storage. A high- definition
camera records an hour onto a4GB SD
memory card, using the new AVCHD
MPEG-4 compression system. It captures
5.1 Dolby Digital
before launching areal
consumer system using its
own DRM.
But it's all cuckoo
anyway. However tough
and clever the DRM may
be it is by definition
'digital" and cannot
stop people backing up
DRM'd music to CD- R
and then ripping it back
into the PC, or copying
from an analogue audio
output. or copying the
Jnprotected analogue

'Download an
SACD quality
PCNI recording
from Linn and
you can in
theory listen on
the move from
an SD card'

video connection for acomputer screen.

because they have legitimate uses.

handle data rates of

studios is in the balance. At the recent

up to 20 Mb/s; 4GB
capacity is already

Bristol show, the mood seemed abit

available with 8GB,
16GB and 32GB
capacities coming soon.
Although the prices are
still much higher than
for blue laser disc, one

store and pay £ 20 to download an SACD
quality PCM recording, you can in theory

The latest version of Roxio's Easy
Creator software ( below) is designed to

listen on the move from an SD card. As

copy streaming radio direct to PC hard

there is no DRM you can freely shunt the
music between home PCs and portables.

disc. Software to defeat Fairplay in the
same way is readily available.

Whether there is any benefit in
listening to SACD on apocket player
is beside the point. Once it is possible
to do something, someone will find a
reason to do it. ( 1
)

SACD ON THE MOVE
Astonishing things are now happening
in the storage market. Hitachi will soon
launch the first terabyte hard drive for a
home PC; athousand gigabytes for S400.
NC started the trend to camcorders with
+MP

T

HD DVD cracked wide open, their
respective futures with the Hollywood

speed. If you record in MP3 or iTunes
AACS one card can store up to 100 CDs.
If you go online to the Linn music

which can be bought off-the- shelf. Sales
of these converters cannot be stopped

MAY 2007

The latest Class 6

he wheels seem to have come
off both next- generation DVD
formats. With both Blu-Ray and

SD memory cards can

times uncompressed Red Book standard

only an inexpensive PC-to- TV converter.

www.hifinews.co.uk

built into the top of the
camera body.

4GB SD card can hold the equivalent of
six uncompressed CDs, and stream at 10

Some PCs come with the necessary
connectors already built-in; others need

84

surround sound too,
with five microphones

BELOW: Latest version of Roxio's
Easy Creator sidesteps DRM
d
iges,
# Sege

muted with greater emphasis placed on
DVD players with state-of-the-art 1080p
scalers. Denon and ProjectionDesign
combined to demonstrate what aSilicon
Optix 1080p scaler could do, while SIM2
split itself between a720p room and a
1080p room. No-one was really pushing
next- generation DVD. Iwonder if next
generation DVD will go the same way as
SACD or DVD-Audio?
SET BACK FOR NEW TVS
Canon recently lost alicense to an
important patent related to surfaceconduction electron- emitter display ( SED)
flat panel TVs - the much- hyped next gen
display device that promises the high
Displays
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BARRY WILLIS

Blessing or acurse?

Simplifying the snake pit of cabling behind every equipment
rack is alaudable goal, says Barry Willis, and HDMI promises to
do just that. But don't junk your interconnects just yet...

[Barry Willis
;
contrast and fast video response of a
cathode ray tube system in aflat panel
form. The firm made its first mistake by
forming ajoint venture with Toshiba

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theater. He lives
in Marin County, California.

in an attempt to resolve the situation,
sought talks with Toshiba to strike a
separate license agreement. Canon then
made another mistake by blocking talks
between Toshiba and Nano- Proprietary.
Canon claimed that the joint venture
with Toshiba should be considered a
subsidiary of Canon because its 50%
stake included one more share than
Toshiba's stake.
Nano- Proprietary sued Canon in
April 2005. In an attempt to resolve
the situation, Canon decided to buy

I

t's ore goal that the High Definition
Multimedia Interface ( HDMI) promises
to fulfill. The AV equivalent of the

computer world's Universal Serial
Bis ( USB), HDMI was envisioned by

Suppose you have put together ahome
capacity but using atelevision as a
video monitor. Most likely that TV is
stereo- capable only. During handshaking
all devices in the HDMI network may
default to stereo as the lowest common
denominator, making multichannel
playback impossible. The cure for this is
to use an analog video feed to the TV,
obviating the benefits of HDMI.

home entertainment systems. It's also
the darling of fi.m studios and television
networks because it accommodates High

MORE SNAGS

Definition Content Protection ( HDCP), a
purportedly unbreakable
copy- prevention
technology.
The HDMI concept
departs from tradition not
only in enabling all signals

working to reach asettlement before a

—high- definition video,

court decision on damages due to NanoProprietary. Canon and Nano- Proprietary

control data — to flow over

high- resolution audio, and

would now have to reach anew

one cable, but also in the

licensing deal, which is expected to cost

way those signals flow.
Unlike analogue hookups,

basis. This would have ahuge impact
on Canon's profits. Rumours are that
Samsung may have also approached
Nano for access to SED technology.

establish their capabilities.
Here's potential for amajor glitch.

aternative to the multiplicity of cables
needed to connect even the most basic

late. The two sides are now reportedly

many millions more than the original

place. During handshaking, all devices in
an HDMI network identify each other and

it designers as an elegant single-wire

Toshiba's stake, but Judge Sam Sparks
of Texas said the move had come too

deal and could be on a ' pay as you use'

connection, HDMI involves ' handshaking'
protocols before any transmission takes

theatre system with multichannel audio

to produce SEDs. The US- based owner
of the patent, Nano- Proprietary Inc,
contested that the license held by
Canon did not extend to Toshiba and,

to the appropriate input to complete the

where an A/V s!gnal is
present at an output jack
and needs simply to be fed

There are other problems, too. An
inside source at the HDMI Licensing

'Basic HDMI
connectors are
ghastly, without
sufficient grip
strength to
retain even
lightweight
cables'

group confided that
many outboard HDMI
devices drag down
the 5V/55mA source
needed for handshaking,
making interdevice
communications
impossible. HDMI cables
themselves encourage
internal reflections of
the digital signals they
carry. At certain lengths,
noise overwhelms
signal integrity and no
transmission is possible G.

STAR WARS STALLS
The release of the ultimate nine-disc
Star Wars box set seems to have been
put on hold as the last box set of the
first three Star Wars films failed to sell
well. Iwonder why? Maybe there was no
real reason for anyone to buy it as it was
no different than the box set released
only ashort time before. They chose to
go anamorphic and the picture looked
truly dated. The ultimate Star Wars DVD
set may appear when demand is greater,

RIGHT: New Atlas HDMI cables
are designed with the higher
data rates and new lossless
multichannel audio formats
of HDMI v1.3 i mind

and perhaps in HD, but Iwon't be
holding my breath. Star Wars is the film
that reinvented cinema with its amazing
visuals and sound effects. It's interesting
that Lucas Film has announced the
pending production of Indy 4, another
'wow' factor film of that generation. (5
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Carry on
(pre)amping

Preamps are the key to agood
user experience and good sound
argues Andrew Harrison, but
you can't always have your cake
and eat it. Can you?

N
\
preamp that we featured last
month, which works on similar
lines. Using transformers to rig gain
instead of resistors, the Music First
Passive Magnetic is capable of stunning
transparency, is grain- and hiss-free, and
preserves the life and dynamics of real
music, and at all volume settings. For
many, that's all you'd ask of acontrol unit.
Where it perhaps fell down for the
audio poseurs who listen with their eyes
and wallets, was in its simplistic homespun

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison, or
'Harry' as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods to
classic vinyl

ABOVE: Straightvvire CEO Steven Hill is
not afan of HDMI connector housings
without relaying acleaned- up signal.
Curiously enough, inline relays do this by

styling. That, and more importantly for
the modern generation, the absence
of modern conveniences like unity gain
bypass for AV integration, phase inversion,
balance. Oh, and remote control... But
with luck, we will soon be getting fat
on eaten cake, as Music First Audio has

taking advantage of the small amount
of available current on the 5V supply
—sometimes successfully, sometimes not.
Basic HDMI connectors are ghastly
things without sufficient grip strength
to retair even lightweight cables. As
Straightwire founder and CEO Steven
Hill mentioned at the 2007 Consumer
Electronics Show, the connector housing

o

ver and over again, Ifind myself
astonished at the change made
by nserting different preamps

between an audio source like a
turntable or CD player, and apower amp.
For something that's not usually asked
to do anything more than switch inputs
and tweak volume, the choice of preamp
can make ajaw- dropping difference

is ' stamped from asingle sheet of cheap
metal, and lacks any reinforcement.'
Look at the VGA connector plugged into

to the sound of music passing through
it. As Ifound with the new Chord CPA

your computer: it has apair of screws
that prevent accidentally dislodging the

5000, putting the right chap in charge
of volume and switch duty can transform

connector, while also providing solid
mechanical support. Something like this

the listening experience for the better,

teamed up with Canadian designers Bent
Audio to bring the TAP to the UK.

would have been agreat addition to the
design of the HDMI connector.

even while, in this case, the price to pay is
nudging five figures.
Now long-awaited' is sometimes a

THIS TAP'S A TURN ON...

SOCKET STRAIN

term that is used in lieu of ' overdue'. I
wouldn't go so far as to say it's overdue,

listed conveniences, and several more

Although lightweight HDMI cables can
be pulled loose easily, heavyweight
technophile varieties can strain the
sockets on some equipment to the
point that they're torn loose from their
printed circuit boards, as HFN Editor Paul
Miller has discovered. He's also found
unacceptably high levels of jitter on the
audio line of HDMI interfaces. In addition,

The TAP is essentially an MF Audio Passive
in asmarter box, adding all the above

but the appearance of amore affordable
preamp that can combine useful functions,

besides. For example, an optoelectric
control knob means alow-friction
interface to switch electrically the relays

some eye-catching styling and possess
asound quality that can make £ 5000+

inside, which in turn select the required
tap and associated volume setting. By way

units sound grainy and coloured in straigh:
comparison, is something certainly worth

of future- proofing, this TAP pre- amp is

hanging around for.

expandable to 5.1 channel and beyond.
This as-yet- unseen object of desire is

SOUND AND STYLE

coming very soon. I'm assured by Stevens
8, Billington, the transformer specialist

the circuit- board bandwidth needed

For supreme sound quality at arelatively

behind Music First Audio. Watch out for a

for delivering 1080p video iequires
manufacturing precision difficult for many

affordable rice, the Music First Audio
Passive Magnetic has of late been the one

full technical review in HiFi News in the

factories to sustain.

to watch. Add anought to the £ 1600
price, and another five grand for good

Many fundamentally good concepts
have been scuttled because they were
implemented before use, modification,
or misapplication were fully understood
—or before the market was ready. HDMI
has undergone several revisions in the
few years it's been available, aprocess
of refinement that continues even as it's
being promoted as the panacea for home
entertainment systems everywhere. It may
be aclassic case of atechnology launched
prematurely. The jury's still out. While it is,
the smart money's siding with tried-andtrue analogue connections.()
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measure, and you could even acquire the
sublimer- sounding Ypsilon PST 100

coming months of what promises to be a
very interesting product.
BELOW: The Music First Audio
branded TAP passive preamp

SABAS001
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Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
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Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning I:steners and Basis
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BATTLE OF THE BIG HORN

ordrana
o
emu

CLASH OVER COLORATION FINDINGS IN In REVIEW

Ihave just read Keith
Howard's review of the
JBL Array 1400 and would
have to take issue with
some of his findings. To
clarify matters, the
compression dr.vers used
in that model are the same
as those in the S4800 and
K2 5800, the Sonoglass
horn is effectively an H9800
(from the K2 9800) turned
around 90°.
Now, your competitors
have reviewed and
measured all the models
mentioned above, and
yet at no time nave they
made any comment about
horn colouration - indeed,
they have gone so far as
to praise the absence
of any such distortion. A
recent review oi the 54800
described the sound as
akin to that of aQuad
ESL with dynamics, and
highlighted the smoothness
and phase accuracy.
Paul Messenger ( surely
the most respected
loudspeaker reviewer this
side of the Klantic) still
regards the 9800 as the
finest loudspeaker he has
heard and could not
identify any horn
colouration wnatsoever
-this despite the model
using the same Sonoglass
profile as the Array. He too
has reviewed tl-eArray.
Now it is possible
that the ROO Array is poor.
It is possible that Greg
Timbers got the crossover
wrong (unlikely given
Harman's methodology
with regards to speaker
design). But it is highly

co

80

75

o

5k
frequency ( Hz)

improbable that. the
speaker suffers from horn
co:ouration to the degree
intmated by Mr Howard.
Two possibilities
sp.:Mg to mind. One
is the unsuitability of
rather uncouth Exposure
amplfication used for the
test and the ability of a
speaker as revealing as
the JBL to highlight any
granularity in the signal.
The second is that Mr
Howard saw the horns,
heard some granularity,
and7umped to the
erroneous conclusion
that ne was hearing horn
colouration based on
historical prejudice.
Michael Pinchen, via e-mail
Keith Howard replies:
'Reproduced above is
tte frequency response
measurement Itook of one
Array 1400's midrange/
treble horn, Note that this is
orr alinear frequency scab..
The regular ripples due to
reflections within the horn
-which Ireferred to in the
lab report - are obvious. In

C PASSIVE DESIGNS

Ican understand why you voted
the MF Audio passive preamp as
awinner in your annual awards.
Here Iwas, chasing down DACs
and chips to reduce the grain
in my system when little did I
realise that it was all coming from
my preamp. When Ireplaced it
with atransformer passive pre
from Promitheus, all the grain
was gone. Do Iregret buying my
expensive DAC? Not really, but I
wonder if Iwould have bought the
DAC if Ihad the passive pre first.
Nigel Addison, Sydney via e-mail

10k

cepstral terminology, the
quefrency and gamnitude
of the ripples indicate a
reflection delay equivalent to
about 33cm (twice the length
of the horn) and arelative
reflection amplitude of about
-16dB. Readers interested in
an independent assessment
of the significance of such
reflections should refer to
Keith Holland's research,
mentioned in my review, or
Phillip Newel's book Studio
Monitoring Design (
Focal
Press), where this issue is
discussed at length.
Any reviewer who
'highlighted the
smoothness and phase
accuracy' of the : 400
would be ignorant of
its uneven
frequency
response,
the phase
behaviour of
fourth- order
crossovers
and the
-0.5ms time
misalignment
of its two
horn drivers.'

Needle Match
PLEA FOR HIGH- END CARTRIDGE TEST

Ienjoyed Andrew Harrison's
review of the Transfiguration
Orpheus ir. your March issue
and would make arequest. The
suggestion is agroup test of top
quality carridges. Just being
able to get hold of, say, aKoetsu
Rosewood. ZYX S3, maybe a
Shelter 9000 or atop Van den Hul,
would be hard enough. Ican just
imagine the howls of protest: 10
pages on cartridges none of us
can afford; I'm cancelling
my subscription'. But some
of us can afford one every
two or three years and it is
practically impossible to do
comparisons. Idon't think
you've ever published agroup
test of top flight cartridges, so
could you give it ago?
A idy Smith, London
HFN repies: We did asix-way
test of high-end cartridges
in our September 2006 issue,
featuring MC models from
Allaerts, Koetsu, Clearaudio,
Zyx, Van den Hul and Roksan.
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Mind your

1957 AMP RIDES AGAIN?

READER'S RE- BUILD WITH 21ST CENTURY ECHOES

'CRASS' WORDS STILL

Many years ago I
subscribed to ' the hi-fi mag'

FFEND

I'm absolutely appalled a: the
language used in Ken Kessler's
review of the Sonus Faber

as we used to call it. It was
the good old days of build
it yourself, from speaker
cabinets per Gilbert Briggs

Guarneri Memento. While
enjoying your usual high standard
of reviews, Iwas stopped in my
tracks to read that ' the Guarneri
is still pretty enough to silence
bitchy wives.' What sort of
misogynist exactly does tais
come from and how does this
have any place in your magazine?
So you think that you elher
have no female readership,
or those men who read your

to amplifiers from Sterns.
Anybody there remember
them? In 1958 Ibuilt the
valve amp as described
in Wireless World of
April 1957, which shows a
technical drawing for a50W
amp designed by W Ian
Heath and G RWoodville
using KT88 output valves.
It was known as the
'88-50' and worked from
switch on. House moves
prompted its dismantling.
But Ikept the mains tranny.
Low and behold,
on pages 56/58 of your
December 2006 issue Isee
an article on the very same
design. Last year Isourced
another mains tranny and
output trannies and chokes
and valves of course. Igot
matched pairs of KT88s
slightly used and genuine
GEC items. My technical
man says that both of the
stereo pair look perfect on

publication are 'real men' who
banish their little wives to their
chores while the gentleman
enjoys his hi-fi?
Perhaps most astonishing
was the fact that you picked
this particular comment out for
highlight. It's both crass and
unnecessary. I'm not some kind
of reformed ' new man', but at 32 I
suspect I'm representative of your
younger audience. Expletives
are apart of everyday life and
modern culture but this type
of prehistoric and dismissive
thinking :smore offensive than
any four-letter word you could
print. Speaking as asubscriber,
no more please.

review team. Regular readers will
be familia,with the very individual
writing styles of Keith Howard, Steve
Harris and, of course, Ken Kessler.
God forbid that their copy be edited
down to tte bland platitudes offered
by other magazines. At HiFi Ne
we prefer our orange juice freshly .
squeezed rather than reconstitut"
from powder. Ironically, Iknow of feW. ;
men who are as considerate of their
wives or partners than Ken and so I
am confidant that this unfortunate turn
of phrase oms not intended to cause
offence. It is, however, areflition
of Ken's engaging and typically very
salty style that he should give voice

the original article. Several
of my knowledgeable
friends have there own ideas
as to how best
get rid of
tae problem and so Ihope
you do not mind if Iput the
problem to your boffins.
Malcolm e'Vorrall, Bolton,
.HFN replies: 'We contacted
Icon Audio, which has been
in touch with you directly.
However, we uncerstand that
the circuit employed in the Icon
AuJilo is different from that used
im Ite Wireless World design
you mention.

•

e?'

In praise of the Squeezebox

John Luke, London'
Paul Mille replies: While
harmonising the test procedures
throughout HiFi News, Ialso feel
it important to retain the distinctly
character of each member of the

the ' scope. And both worked
first time, so Imust be doing
something right. As your
article says, the sound was
rich and full blooded, but
at the same time, clean and
extremely detailed. Who
needs to spend thousands
of pounds? By the way, Iuse
apazr of Quad 44 preamps
with them. Now for arequest
for help please. Iuse ESL 63
speakers, which are rather
revealing. There . sa100Hz
hum in both channels, which
appears to arise in the 500V
line from the rectifier. Iuse
-as per the drawing - a
5U4G rectifier which feeds
through athermistor and
then to the 5H choke. Fiom
the thermistor side of this
a4pF paper cap goes to
earth and on the other side
of the choke, two 24pF caps
ir. series go to earth. With
bleed resistors cf course.
My main interest is
therefore to look at -.
he
technical drawinc of the
business end of the Icon
Audio, which is described in
your piece. Obviously Iuse
the ultra- linear design as per

HOW WOULD TRANSPORTER FARE CONNECTED TO A DIGITAL AMP?

Keith Howard's review
of the SlimDevices
Transporter (
HFN April ' 07)
covered using the player to
stream PCM files and as a
standalone DAC. However,
sadly it did not include
using the Transporter as a
digital source to connect to
adigital preamp or
high- quality DAC.
At home Iuse three
Squeezeboxes - the
low- end product from Slim

to what many may think, but would
never dare say.
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1. Drifting Away

Devices - purely to give me
an error-free (in content if
not in timing) data stream
from my wireless network,
using uncompressed or
lossless compressed files
ripped from my CDs
as asource.
I :hen use the S/PDIF
digital output, which
Iconnect to adigital
input of aMeridian G91
integrated DVD/processor.
A colleague does the very

same to an Audio Synthesis
DAX Discrete digital-toanalogue converter.
Since the numeric data
is by-eperfect, tke sound
quality at the end of' the
replay chain is down to the
abil:ty of the box to recover
tke clock from the S/PDIF
and de-jitter the data.
To my ears, Bob Stuart
and his team at Meridian
have done pretty well.
Mark Norton, ria

Do you have ahi-ti system
or just an overpriced music centre?
A proper hi-fi system offers full
dynamic range and can produce
unclipped peaks of 105dB, in room, at
about ten feet from the speakers.

in- room peaks of 105dB.
You can hear when ahi-fi system is
underpowered, because it clips. It
limits the dynamic range, the music
sounds sharp and edgy, and it feels

System matching
Most loudspeaker and amplifier
combinations cannot do this. System
matching is crucial because lower
sensitivity loudspeakers need a
surprisingly high powered amp to
produce 105dB unclipped peaks.
Higher sensitivity loudspeakers need
less power to produce those peaks.

cramped. In other words, it sounds
like amusic centre.
It's not just about going loud...
You may not agree with our view of
what defines ahi-fi system. After all,
clarity, imaging, subtlety and
neutrality are important, too, But if
the system is clipping and distorting

The amount of power needed is

on dynamic peaks, that will dominate

determined by the laws of physics,

the musical experience.

and there is no getting around it.
Underpowered systems

How much power do you need?
Check the chart to find out how much

Most loudspeaker sensitivities are in

power you need to turn your existing

the 85 to 87 dB range. But few amps

system into real hi-fi. And relax. You

offer the power that these speakers

can get all the power you need without

need to work properly. The result is

chucking out any part of your system.

that many (maybe even most) systems
are woefully underpowered and are
physically incapable of producing

Visit musicalfidelity.com from 10.10am
on 1st June 2007 to find out how.

How much power you need for aproper hi- fl system.
Loudspeaker sensitivity
83dB
85dB
87dB
89dB
91dB

Amp power for 105dB peak
800
500
320
200
130

watts
watts
watts
watts
watts

per
per
per
per
per

channel
channel
channel
channel
channel

Reference calculations can be found at musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

AUDIO EXPOSED

Hi-fi news

platforms. But there are also many others
which eschew compliance and use rigid
spikes or cones instead — an approach which
seems, on the face of it, perverse. While the
efficacy of this approach in terms of sound
quality improvement is widely acknowledged
in the audio world, such products behave
very differently from those which incorporate
compliant isolation. Indeed, some would
question whether they deserve to be described
as isolation products at all.
In this article I'm going to explain the

ISOLATION EXPLAINED
All audiophiles know the arguments for isolating equipment
from unwanted vibrations, but which approaches are the most
effective? Keith Howard begins atwo-part investigation...

W

background theory of compliant isolation,
and then next month go on to explore the
behaviour of spikes and cones by means of a
simple but revealing experiment.

SUSPENSION
The most familiar example of compliant

hen Ijoined Leeds
University's Astbury

technique used widely in industry to isolate

isolation is car suspension. One of acar's prime

sensitive machinery from external vibration

functions is to isolate occupants from the

Department of Biophysics as

or to isolate vibrating machines from their

an undergraduate in 1973,

environment: the microscope was placed on

effects of running on uneven road surfaces, and
this is classically >achieved by inserting aroad

compliant mountings. The problem was solved.

spring between each wheel and the car body,

Iwas told the story of its prized electron
microscope, installed in the bowels of the

What has this story to do with hi-fi? A lot,

in parallel with which is aviscous damper.

building. Electron microscopes achieve

because there are many circumstances in audio

These two components behave in different

such high magnifications that, to ensure a

where we wish either to isolate acomponent

ways: the spring generates aforce proportional

stable image, they have to be isolated from

from external vibration, or to isolate avibrating

to the amount by which it is compressed,

external vibration. To achieve this, the first

component— generally aloudspeaker — from

whereas the damper generates aforce that

approach was to mount the microscope

its surroundings. The tried and tested way to

is dependent on the velocity with which it is

rigidly to asubstantial concrete base, in the

achieve this is to insert asuitable compliance

compressed or expanded. Practical suspension

expectation that this would be resolutely

between the component and its support base,

systems inevitably include an element of

immovable. But it was found that every
time aheavy lorry drove along The Headrow

just as with the electron microscope. There

friction too, of course, and in the mists of time

are audio isolation products that work on this

cars used to use friction dampers rather than

amile or so away, the microscope would

principle, like Max Towshend's Seismic Sink

the viscous ( hydraulic) variety. In what follows

shake unacceptably. Plan Bwas to adopt the

Stand or SAP's Relaxa ' magnetic levitation'

we will ignore the effect of friction, but on G.

LEFT: The typical
natural frequency
for the suspension
of sprung subchassis
turntables is 3Hz,
due to the nature of
static deflection
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transmissimty

10

0.1

0.01

0.001
01

10

100

relative frequency (Hz

Fig 1. Transmissivity vs. normalised frequency for spring- mass
system with zero damping, where 1Hz on the frequency scale
corresponds to the system's natural resonant frequency
10

ABOVE: SAP's Relaxa platforms aim to isolate components from their
01

surroundings by decoupling the support platforms using magnets
the presumption that every effort has been made to minimise it. Friction
in acar suspension system is the enemy of good ride quaity, and the
same is trJe of the compliant isolation systems used in audio: to be fully
effective they must have low friction, particularly low stiction (static

0.01

friction) since the amplitude of movement in normal use , sminuscule.
To model the behaviour of acar suspension system accurately we
would have to take into account that the pneumatic tyre also has aspring

0.001
01

rate and clamping associated with it, and that the wheel has mass (the

1

10

100

relative frequency ( Hz

so-called unsprung mass) that appears between the road spring and tyre
spring. This is more complication than we generally need in the audio

Fig 2. Transmissivity vs. normalised frequency for spring- mass

case so let's consider instead the simplified system of amass supported

system with three levels of viscous damping

on aspring, initially with zero damping. This system has a natural' (
ie,
the mass and the spring stiffness.
Any disturbance at this frequency
will send the mass into large
oscillation which, in the case of
truly zero damping (which can
persis
never tbe achieved kt practice), will
indefinitely. At frequencies
well below this natural frequency,
the system's transmiss‘vfty is 1(
ie,
any movement at either end of the
spring will be communicated to
the other end, as if the spring were

200

static deflection (mm)

A.tweak for
subchassis
turntables from
Th orens was
to remove the
damping foam
from the springs'

250

resonant) frequency determined by

150

100

rigid), so it provides no kolation
whatsoever. But at frequencies sufficiently above the natural frequency,
the transmissivity progressively decreases, at arate inversely proportional
to the square of frequency, so the suspension provides isolatio9 that
becomes ever more effective as frequency rises. Put another way, the
combination of mass and spring behaves like asecond- order mechanical
low-pass filter whose corner frequency is the natural frequency of the
mass-spring system. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 1. G)
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10
natural frequency (Hz)

Fig 3. Static deflection versus natural frequency for an
isolation system using linear springs
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Even if it were physically possible to achieve such asystem, it
would be utterly impractical as ameans of isolation because of its
uncontrolled oscillation. In the case of acar suspension, the car body
would be forever bouncing on its springs, which would not only be
uncomfortable for any occupants but also make it difficult to get in
and out. In ahi-fi context it would be barely less acceptable to have
isolated components bounce around uncontrollably at the slightest
provocation. So the addition of acarefully dimensioned amount of
damping is essential.
When we introduce damping into the mass-spring system, in parallel
with the spring, its oscillatory behaviour can be controlled. But in
isolation terms we pay ahigh price for this enhanced practicality, as

ABOVE: Car suspension employs both aspring and adamper,

Figure 2illustrates. Here, as in Figure 1, we plot transmissivity versus

each working against the other to achieve the desired result

frequency but for three different degrees of damping. The first thing
you'll note is that the huge peak in the curve at the natural frequency

isolate, and then apply the minimum amount of damping necessary

has now been suppressed. As the damping is increased, so the peak

to render the system usable. Any more damping than that simply

reduces in height. Indeed, if we continue to increase the damping we

squanders isolation performance.

can remove the peak entirely, although this is rarely done in practical
isolation systems for reasons that will shortly become clear. If we were

DEFLECTION

to look at the time domain behaviour of these three damped systems,

There is apractical problem, though, in realising the low resonance

we would find that any oscillation we induce is soon suppressed as a

frequency we would ideally want in audio isolation products.

result of energy being dissipated within the damper. The greater the

To achieve it, we need to use aspring which is soft relative to

amount of damping, the more quickly the oscillation is quelled.

the mass it will support, which in turn means that the spring will
compress alot when loaded. In fact the so-called static deflection

DOWNSIDE OF DAMPING

of asuspension system can be calculated directly from the required

So far, so good. But two features of Figure 2are not so welcome. First,

resonance frequency, and vice-versa, without any reference to

the ultimate slope of the transmissivity curves at high frequencies is

mass and spring stiffness. If we plot this relationship on agraph

half that of the undamped system. Instead of falling away at arate

(Figure 3), we find that achieving really low resonant frequencies

inversely proportional to the square of frequency, it now declines

requires impractically large static deflection. For a 1Hz ( one cycle

at arate inversely proportional to frequency. So the introduction of

per second) natural frequency, for instance, the required static

damping has made the system alot less effective as an isolator. Instead

deflection is 248.5mm, or almost 10 inches. Imagine an isolation

of achieving asecond order mechanical low-pass filter, we now have a

platform that compressed this much when you placed an item of

first-order one instead. Not only that, but as we increase the damping

equipment on it: it would be unacceptably large for most users,

we also ramp up the transmissivity curve at high frequencies. In other
words, as we increase suppression of the system's natural oscillation,
we worsen its isolation behaviour.
Readers of acertain age will remember that one of the tweaks
recommended for suspended subchassis turntables from Thorens was
to remove the damping foam from within the springs. This explains
why. In fact the compromise in isolation resulting from the foam was
very probably worse than suggested by Figure 2as it is also highly likely
to have introduced additional friction into the suspension and this, as
already described, is further bad news for isolation performance.
It follows from Figure 2that in order to achieve the best isolation
we must first arrange for the resonance of the suspension system to be
as low in frequency as possible relative to the frequencies we wish to

`So the
introduction of
damping has the
effect of making
the system alot
less effective as
an isolator'

and difficult to design with
sufficient platform stability.
Happily, static deflection
decreases with the square of
natural frecuency, so that by
just over 3Hz the required
static deflection has reduced
to 25mm. Hence this is a
typical natural frequency
for the suspension of sprung
subchassis turntables, and for
the better isolation tables and
platforms also.
It is worth noting in

passing that isolation products intended for use with awide range
of equipment weights would be better off using progressive- rate
springs (which increase in rate as they are compressed) than the
conventional linear variety. But this possibility - which can be
realised using air, elastomer springs, or steel spring construction
-has been little exploited in audio isolation. Even better, potentially,
is an active suspension system, which can circumvent many of the
trade-offs inherent in passive suspension designs. Active suspension
is used in some industrial and scientific isolation platforms, but I'm
not aware of it having ever been deployed in audio. Certainly it
would be expensive, and it would require plugging your isolation
device into the mains, which would be anovelty.
Spikes and cones, of course, don't compress by any noticeable
amount when loaded, so they provide no compliant isolation
within the audible band. (As Henry Royce observed, all engineering
materials are springs in actuality, but such astiff spring in this case
that the natural frequency of the system is too high to provide
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ABOVE: Damping foam within the springs of Thorens' subchassis

significant isolation at audio frequencies.) As we will explore next

turntables compromised isolation and introduced friction

month, any isolation they provide relies on adifferent mechanism.()
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r
Designing an amp able to drive any one of the numerous types of speaker out there
comes at acost, and it's acost born by the amp designer alone. Jim Lesurf wonders if
this is all aplot by loudspeaker designers who've asecret society for cruelty to amps!

M

any years ago Iused
to design audio
amplifiers for aliving.

+40V

During that time,
.
5

and on various occasions since, I

Ci) 60

.
13

suspected there is a ' secret society'
for loudspeaker designers, called

Tri

SCAMP. This is the Society for Cruelty
to AMPLifiers! The evidence for

Vout

this was the weird and wonderful

Load

impedance characteristics of many
loudspeakers, and the headaches

Tr2

these give the power amp designer.
To see what Imean, read on...

Fig.1

LOAD AND LINE
Most audio power amplifiers use

—40V

acomplementary pair of output
transistors, in the ' push-pull'

-40

-30 -20

-10

0

10

20

30

Output voltage applied to Load (V)

40
Fig.2

arrangement shown in simplified
because makers tend to specify

varies, the voltages across the

-and reviews often measure - how

output devices also vary.

loudspeaker). One is connected

much power can be supplied into an
8ohm resistor. Unfortunately, this

above in Figure 2, with the red line

between the load and aline held
at apositive voltage. The other is

misses SCAMP's dirty work.
Consider the voltages

showing what happens to Tri, and
the green line Tr2.

form in Figure 1. These transistors
provide the current and voltage to
the output ' load' ( in practice, the

between the load and aline held at
anegative voltage. By adjusting one
transistor or the other we supply
the load with current and obtain the

experienced by the output device

The relationship is plotted

Figure 3a and 3b illustrates

BELOW:
Audiolab's
8000 series
power amps are
one of many

labelled Tri. One of its leads is
linked to + 40V, and another lead
is connected to the output. This
means that when the output voltage
is, say, + 10V, then there will only be

Tr l's situation when we use our
amplifier to provide a70V peaktopeak sinewave into aload whose
impedance is 4ohm. Two examples
are shown. In one ( blue lines)

commercial

30V across Tri. But when the output

the load is aplain 4ohm resistor.

means I'll choose ± 40volt power

designs to use
the 2SC2922

is - 10V, there will actually be 50V
across the device. When the output

The other ( red line) also has an
impedance whose magnitude is

lines. I've picked values in this way

transistor

voltage supplied to the loudspeaker

4ohm, but it is acomplex load

required output signal voltage. For
the sake of example, I'll use adesign
intended to provide around 80 to
100 watts into an 8ohm load. This

which includes both resistance and
inductance. The inductance delays
the current variations so they are
out of step - ie, out of phase - with
the signal voltage. The presence
of the inductance ( or capacitance)
introduces into the load what
ElEniEEyiab

engineers call reactance. Here I've
chosen to arrange that the phase
offset is 45°.
Fig 3a shows how the voltages

dab

and currents vary during one
cycle of the sinewave. (The arrows
indicate which scale to use for each
line on the graph, with the black
line showing the voltage across
Tri.) Fig 3b shows how the power
dissipated by Tri varies with time.
Note that although the peak power
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ABOVE: Fig 3alb showing voltage and
current out of step ( left) and power
dissipated with time ( right)
Tri has to survive is only about 100
watts for the 4ohm resistive load,
it shoots up to around 250 watts
for the complex load! Clearly, the
load's reactance has adramatic
effect. Note that it is assumeo
that Tri only has to pass current
when the load current is positive.
Negative load currents are handled
by Tr2. In general we can expect
the transistors to experience similar
conditions on average.

•

FROM RESISTORS TO THE
REAL WORLD
Alas, most real-world loudspeakers
have reactance. This means that
the power amplifier has to work
far harder, and be much more
rugged than if the load was asimple
resistor. To see how bad this can be,

device has to dissipate, averaged

ABOVE: Inside the

look at what happens when we use

over each cycle of the sinewave.

Audiolab 8000P

aloudspeaker whose impedance

Figure 5show how the output

where 25C2922

behaviour is illustrated by Figure 4.

device powers vary with frequency

power transistors

This shows two peaks or resonances

when using our loudspeaker load.

can be seen
either side of the
silver- coloured

(blue line) in the magnitude of

(The broken line on this graph

the speaker impedance. Since
the impedance is generally over

shows the shape of the speaker's
impedance resonance for the

4 ohms it might seem not to be
aparticularly ' difficult' load for a
power amplifier to drive. But the

sake of comparison.) For clarity
the plot zooms in to view just

problem becomes clear when we
also consider the ( broken red) line

the low-frequency resonance. By
comparison, if the load were a

that shows the speaker load's phase
angle. This can be seen to swing

4 ohm resistor, the peak device
dissipation would be around 100
watts, and the mean dissipation

over arange of more than ± 40°

around 35 watts.

across the audio band.
Using this example we can now

At resonance, the load
impedance is high, and the device

transformer
screen

61

RIGHT: Spec
sheet for the

in the 'wings' of the resonance

25C2922
transistor. This is

require the output devices to

the complement
of the 2SA1216
transistor

dissipate quite high peak powers
—typically over 50% greater than
for a4 ohm resistor, even though
the impedance has amagnitude
above 4 ohms. Below 10Hz to above
200Hz, the 80Hz resonance in the

plot the peak power dissipation

dissipations are low. This is what

load impedance causes the peak

our amplifier's output devices

we'd expect since at resonance the

dissipation to be well above that

would have to survive at various
frequencies if we drive a70 volt

load looks like aresistance much

of asimple resistive load of similar
magnitude!

peak-to- peak sinewave into the

larger than 4 ohms, and so the
current level is very low. However

loudspeaker. We can also plot the
mean power level each output

away from the resonant frequency
the effect of the phase angles

In practice, the designer of a
power amplifier will be concerned
with what is referred to as the &)
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LEFT: Fig 4

28

impedance ( blue)

E
_c
024

40

(J)

20 pp

220

in turn tends to put up the cost of

F
, (red dotted)
Q-

Q)

the amplifier, or cause the designer

of areal-world

to wind down the levels of power

loudspeaker

available into more reasonable
loads. It also means that some

si)

0

a) 16
0_
E

designers may feel they have to add
'current limiters' or other additional
circuitry to protect the power
amplifier from some speakers.

o -0
si)

12

C
B

The result is atrade off between

-20 T.

CG

a)
o_

and phase angle

effects Ihave described, or there
is arisk that it will fail in use. This

extra cost and compexity, a

8

reduction in the signal levels that
can be played, and the risk of
equipment failing in use.

o

Up until now, amplifier designers

o
0.01

have endured this situation in

-60
0.1

1

silence. But maybe it is time for
them to rebel and call for action

10

against the scamps who make their
life such achallenge.

Frequency ( kHz)

Perhaps the time has come
Safe Operating Area ( SOA) of the
output devices available. A typical
plot is shown by Fig 6. In this case
Ihave used the example of the
2SC2922 transistor which has

device voltage and device current
when driving a4ohm resistive

for purchasers to also rise up and
demand an easing of their load! (.5

load. It can be seen that this is
comfortably inside the DC SOA. The

200

red line shows the voltage- current

been used in commercial designs
-eg, the Audiolab 8000 series

relationship for a5-6ohm, 45°,

power amplifier. The solid black line

draws less current than a4 ohm

load. Note that even though this

represents the limits of the DC SOA.

resistor, the line strays right up to

Provided that the transistor is on a
good heatsink whose temperature

the edge of the DC SOA. This acts
as awarning to the designer who
may have to cater for more difficult

is 20°C, the device should be
able to survive any combination
of voftage and current within this
area for an indefinite period. Higher
temperatures tend to shrink the
SOA. Perhaps fortunately, brief
excursions to higher levels are
permitted, as shown by the 10
millisecond SOA ( broken black line).
The blue line plotted on the SOA
shows tie relationship between

loads, and allow for the heatsinks to

à;) 100

_

o

be rather hotter than 20°C!

...... ---"
o

its own safety limitations, so this
isn't just amatter of the maximum

10

20

can make life much harder for a
designer who wants the amplifier

50

100

200

400

Frequency ( Hz)

current, voltage and power. But
it can be seen from the above

Mean Power
Peak Power

50

COST VERSUS POWER
In fact, each type of gain device
the designer may choose will have

that the choice of loudspeaker
1
.11111M I
P

150

ABOVE: Fig 5compares peak ( red) with mean ( green)
power around the speaker's LF resonance

to work well, and be reliable. A
particular worry is that, in general,
the amplifier designer has no idea
which loudspeakers each individual
customer may choose - including
ones the designer had never heard
of or weren't even on sale when he
designed the power amplifier!
At the end of all the
complications what emerges is

10

o

afairly simple set of conclusions
which the members of SCAMP

_

4Ohm resistive
5.65 Ohm 45 deg

have been happy to keep adark
secret. In practice, the amplifier
has to have agenerous margin of
'extra' performance to endure the

0.1
10

100
Vce

LEFT: The B&W 803 is anominal
8ohm load but with an impedance
minimum of around 3ohm
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Fig 6: The maximum simultaneous voltage and current
handled by atransistor is bounded by the Safe Operating
Area ( continous, solid black line and dynamic, dotted line)

TRIANGLE

A
Following the magnificent Grand Concert
and Concerto, Triangle and UKD are prouc
to announce the arrival of two new modelr
in the Magellan Series - the Quatuor
(£7,500 - pictured) and the Cello (£5,500)
These have all the quality, finish and
technology of their larger brothers. They're
luxurious, emotionally involving speakers
that will satisfy the most discerning music
lovers. As Alvin Gold ( Hi Fi Choice/Feb
2007) wrote of the Concerto " it looks
fantastic....with awonderfully passionate
style of music- making..."

Ptah

Everything that comes from the Pathos
factory at Vicenza, Italy has real
class about it. Abig hit already with
audiophiles worldwide, the Endorphin
(£4,500) is afine example of the Pathos
commitment to excellence. Other players may
have good looks or performance, but none deliver
both to the standard of this wonderful player. The
Endorphin is amusical treasure, to admire and enjoy.
If you're looking for aCD player that delivers the
highest performance combined with superlative
design and build, look no further.

IIA UNISON

JRESEARCH

Unison's goal is simple: beautiful, fine sounding valve
amplifiers made for alifetime of musical enjoyment. The
new Preludio keeps faith with this tradition. This £ 1,795
integrated sets the standard for high-quality, affordab'e
valve amplifiers . As What HiFi note in the latest issue:
"There might be cheaper valve amplifiers but none
we've heard come close to this Italian
integrated when it comes to all-round
talent." Arrange an audition and
discover this for yourself!
itch

The latest model in the Final range of high
definition flat panels is the 3001. TOS elegant,
slimline fioorstander offers all the insight
and detail of the best electrostatic designs,
and at avery attractive price. A stereo pair
with matching subwoofer costs under £ 1,500
-astonishing value for atop quality electrostatic
loudspeaker. The 300i is unique - whether used
for 2-channel stereo or in ahome theatre
system. Call your nearest UKD dealer to arrange
an audition.
*300i can also be wall mounted

—
lidéogy
eiani

Call to order your
.11 FREE Brochure

UKD, 23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA. England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 65453 I
www.ukd.co.uk e-mail: post@ukd.co.uk

More cable.
More music.
Kimber's

NEW!
Kimber Select KS- 1036

NEW Select KS- 1036 analogue interconnect

features high- quality materials, superior geometry
and precise manufacture. 50% more conductors
than KS- 1030 combine to minimise signal degradation
and give abreathtaking musical performance.
Kimber Select KS- 1036 is available exclusively in the UK
from Russ Andrews Accessories. For more information,
visit www.russandrews.com/1036 or contact us on the
number below.

buy online at

www.russandrews.com/1036

Exclusive UK Retailer for

ue
f/S1,

KIM3ER KABLE

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court,
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 44 ( 011539 797300 Email: infoerussandrews.com

or call UK Local Rate

0845 3451550

em.

Solutions for better music & movies

HI-FI @ HOME

Koetsu, Krell and SME, custom- configured AV
components, lossless music streamed through
the house from hard drives... Here's aman
who's certainly not scared to marry the old
with the new and even experiment with the
modification of the very latest kit in search of
audio nirvana. Andrew Harrison met him

1

W

hile ' home entertainment' is auseful
way to describe the usual setup of
amusic system and television in the
house, there's little that's ' usual' about

this installation. Combining high-quality music and
video systems in one room is an issue that has been
successfully addressed here, and for more focused film
and TV viewing, adedicated home cinema room is the
upstairs solution. Meanwhile, other parts of the house
are not deprived of sound, as ahome network supplies
losslessly ripped CD — and vinyl — music into the
kitchen and even ahome office in aseparate building.
STEREO

FIRST

We visited the owner and architect of this system
at his home to investigate. David is aco-founder of
asuccessful software company, and he and his wife
like to enjoy music and films at their spacious home
in aquiet village in Nottinghamshire. First priority for
David is stereo music, sourced from either an SME

LL

Model 20/2A turntable or Theta Digital CD transport
—although the high- end disc transport is rarely used
these days after David discovered the joys of using
anetwork CD jukebox. Here's ahigh-performance,
audiophile-tweaked system that does not take over
the room. It's sited in the family lounge rather than
acustom music room, and it's arelatively discreet
installation thanks to some careful plumbing of the
Krell power amp, plus the tasteful form and finish of
the Wilson Benesch loudspeakers. An FM radio from
Magnum Dynalab adds another source to this system,
also shelved on atall Mana Acoustics rack.
The neighbouring rack, which supports the SME
turntable on top, is avisual match even if it was
made after Mana ceased production, constructed by

DVD player, TiVo set-top box and Denon AV receiver.
Television and films can be watched from this room on a

followers of the marque who teamed together to build
stands inspired by the out- of- production originals. The

42in plasma display, sited at 90° to the music speakers.
This system stands independently from the stereo setup,

second rack is home to the AV components that bring
visual entertainment to this room, namely aMyryad

although one of two small Velodyne subwoofers is
shared between stereo and AV, to provide the bottom
octaves for Anthony Gallo Dué designer speakers, fixed
either side of and below the Panasonic screen. Rear
effects speakers are also from Anthony Gallo, in this case
ceiling- mounted Nucleus surround loudspeakers.
The subwoofers are Velodyne DD- 10 units, supplied
by Eric Salih of Cinema Experience. These were sent on
sale or return, but proved their worth for normal music
so were duly paid for and made part of the main system.
Each sits on acustom stand based on amini Mana
platform with aspecial isolating foam placed between
sub and stand. They were setup using the supplied
measuring mic and software, which graphically plots the
system response on ascreen to allow alevel of room
correction, as well as the usual blending to the main
speakers. They are both connected at speaker level to
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THE ROOM
The room is 5m x5m x3m high with two racks neatly placed
in an alcove, containing both atwo-channel system for music
listening and aseparate multi- channel system for use with the
room's 42in plasma display

wee
'The high-enu disc transport is rarely used these
days after David discovered the joys of using a
network CD jukebox....'

ABOVE: The
Krell FPB400cx
power amp
is flanked by
twin Velodyne

the nearby power amp, and one sub takes aline- level

DD- 10 subs and

feed for LIE from the room's Denon AV receiver.

Wilson Benesch
ACT 1speakers.

POWER AMP PHILOSOPHY

The right-hand

Before the current stereo setup, David had started in

rack houses

the 1980s with aRoksarr Xerxes turntable and Artemiz
tonearm. Previous amplifiers had included amodified

the stereo

Quad 22 preamp and II monoblocks, and later aCroft
preamp and Croft OTL power amp. After the output
transformerless amp blew up ' in abig way', David

while the AV

looked around for areplacement, leading initially to a
Krell preamp, which he didn't enjoy the sound of, and a

to the 42in

Krell FPB300 power amp, which stayed. His philosophy

plasma sit

was to centre the system around achosen power amp.
and then optimise the other components to match - in

to the left

much the same way, he explained, that aperformance (._÷>

the SME 20

components
components,
hooked up
Panasonic

beneath
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three stereo amps would have meant aprohibitively
expensive solution.
Since his wife is from Sheffield, the home of Wilson
Benesch, David was sufficiently intrigued by the brand
and started investigating its wares, and was suitably
impressed by the ACT1 speakers to secure these for his
main room. When the SME came along, David played
with several cartridges before settling on aKoetsu
Rosewood Signature. This has also subsequently been
upgraded to Platinum status after it was rebuilt by
Melvin Ang, the Koetsu SE Asia distributor in Singapore.

NETWORK
After years of bad press among quality- conscious
listeners, compressed digital audio is starting to become
more and more popular as avalid way of enjoying music
at home. The turning point for many was the viability
of lossless compression, which has the same fidelity as
uncompressed CD audio but which takes about half the
storage space, and can be more easily streamed over
wired or wireless networks than raw 16- bit audio.
car may be primarily centred
on the engine. Using this
method, he arrived upon
the Audio Research LS22

eee

'More advanced
digital recording
software is
impressive in
its capabilities
but it is far too
complicated for
just ripping vinyl'

preamplifier, finding its
valve qualities could temper
the more explicit Krell sound.
The LS22 has subsequently
been heavily tweaked by Steve
Huntley at Great Northern
Sounds in Canada. Huntley, an
ex-ARC engineer, spent alot
of time on this one, we were
told, to make the product Audio
Research would have made if
budget had not intruded into the
commercial product.

REWORKED KRELL
And the Krell power amp is
not all it seems, since it has
been almost entirely rebuilt by
Krell Industries in the US. The

badge on the front still reads FPB300 but internally
ABOVE: The
SME 20/2
deck pictured
above an
interruptible

the amplifier has been upgraded to essentially an
FPB400cx. This amp takes pride of place on the lounge
floor between the speakers, and all wiring is neatly run
under the floor.

power supply

The Krell ' FPB400cx' takes its own spur from the
mains consumer unit, using heavy-duty shielded mains

(UPS). This

cable. In fact, all mains wiring in both systems is made

maintains

up of this cable stock, terminated with industrial MK

power to the

13- pin plugs on one end and Wattgate IEC connectors

network's

on the other. Also employed at the consumer unit

RAID array in

are Ben Duncan Pure Power isolation transformers for

the event of

lower power components.
The current Wilson Benesch ACT1 loudspeakers

apower cut
RIGHT: Rear
of Velodyne
DD15 sub;
Theta Data
Basic II CD
player and
Magnum
Dynalab tuner

were chosen after exploring various options. Martin
Logans and Wharfedale were amongst those tried,
and B&W's statement Nautilus loudspeaker was even
considered but ultimately rejected, not only because
of its uncompromising styling but after it was realised
that four power amplifiers would be needed to drive
apair through their active crossovers. And since David
was already wedded to his Krell amplifier, another
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David's network is centred on atwo-terrabyte
hard- disk RAID array, built into acompact Infrant
ReadyNAS NV+ unit. This ' network attached storage' is
configured as aRAID 5array, so that if one of the four
500GB disks inside should fail, areplacement 3.5in HDD
can be inserted without any overall loss of data.
The Intl-ant storage unit is connected to the network
by wired ethernet, and is accessed from any of three
locations. In the kitchen is aSlim Devices Squeezebox
SB3 connected to aPURE Legato system. In the home
office, David uses asoftware version of the Squeezebox
on his PC, giving the same kind of functionality as the
regular unit. But the main focus is on the Squeezebox
SB3 in the lounge, sited below the Magnum Dynalab
tuner. The biggest weakness of these network players,
explained David, is the basic wall-wart power supply, c-

2
i

\
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> Devons audio specialists for two channel / home cinema
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All this pleasure with NO weight gam!
Remember that we can prepare something to suit your exact requirements.

visit our web site for second hand listinç:

ar
eigicoustic

rts
Independent audio consultants

'PI Turntables
more.

ni many

Open Monday - Saturday
9am - 5pm
Audio Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
Info@audiodestination.co.uk
vvweaudiodestination.co.uk

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

o

cn

scorr
.81 &jcJ i<Is

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual
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densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

focal electra 1007be
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martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest. aloia b&w beyer . blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter kef koetsu krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparert audio. vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

The home cinema system is based around an Arcam
DV27, custom engineered by Pl Hi Fi in Guildford with
an SDI digital video output. Serial Digital Interface is a
broadcast- grade video standard which appeared before
the consumer DVI and HDMI formats, and as such is not
encrypted by HDCP.
David is a , oyal supporter of TiVo, using Thomson
ABOVE AND TOP RIGHT: Upstairs or home cinema, with
a50in Pioneer plasma and MartinLogan speakers

boxes in both rooms, and the unit in the cinema system
has also been modified with an SDI interface - the only

so he upgraded his by building his own power supply.
The other weak link is the DfA converter, so this is

such one in the world that he's aware of! However, the
downstairs TiVo is not untouched as it now has aZinwell
progressive output. Both Ti Vos have also been upgraded

bypassed by feeding the coaxial S/PDIF output into an
Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete converter.

with 200GB of storage, especially useful as David has
found ahack to increase the quality setting of recorded
video, at the expense of increased file sizes.

LOSSLESS MUSIC

These video sources feed aLumagen HDP-Pro
scaler, which upconverts standard definition video

Most of the music on this home server is sourced
from CD, ripped into the FLAC ( Free Lossless Audio
Codec) format. Until recently David has been archiving
favourite vinyl albums using asimple solution based

processor and P7 power amp, running into MartinLogan

on aPC laptop, Griffin iMic USB audio device and

Clarity and Fresco speakers. Rear speakers are ceiling
mounted units from Anthony Gallo and B&W And no
cinema experience would be complete without a

Acoustica Spin It Again software. An LP side can

ABOVE:
MartinLogan

be recorded in one session and the software will
split the recording into individual tracks. Track and
album information that can be displayed on the
Squeezeboxes is also added at this stage. The

Clarity

rudimentary iMic has a24-bit/48kHz A/D

speakers
join the

converter, but resolution is limited to 16- bit
unless third- party drivers are used.

company's

After we visited, we were told
that an E- MU 0202 USB interface

Fresco centre
in the upstairs

to fill his 50in Pioneer plasma. Audio processing and
multichannel amplification are from Arcam's AV8

had been pressed into action, with
DACs and ADCs specified to 24/192. More

subwoofer, in this case asingle Velodyne
DD- 15 model sited on one side of the room.
The room is decorated with Hollywood
ephemera such as movie star portraits
and film posters... and yet another Robby
the Robot model. Since an entire display
cabinet in the main room is given over to
many more such collectable models of
the robot, we wondered, just what is this

cinema set-up
ABOVE RIGHT:
ASky DigiBox

advanced digital recording software had
been tried, such as Adobe Audition and

sits on aTivo

Wavelab, but Dav:d prefers the simplicity

And then the penny dropped.
Robby was the servant of Dr Morbius

and modified

of Spin It Again software. 'While they are

and his daughter on Altair IV in Forbidden

Arcam DV27
SDI DVD

impressive in their capabilities they
are far too complicated for simply

player

ripping vinyl' he suggested.
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fascination with this character from a 1950s
science fiction film?

Planet, aworld once populated by
the long-extinct civilization known
as the Krell...

e)

The way to- play vyl.

«101k11

wiloa
F..)›

J

'*Model 10A
II

PINEWOOD
MUSIC

*

KRELL EVOLUTION 505
Model 20/2A

II2111a1U-5

Model 20/1211.

Without
an
excellent
source
component, the rest of your system,
however wonderful
and expensive,
can never reach its full potential. That
is obvious.

Model 30/2A

Truly new standards of excellence are
now rare, so far has digital replay
progressed - but the Krell Evolution
505 CD/SACD player shows us a
genuine new level of performance.

Series M2

Heralded as the finest CD player in
the
world
(
HiFi
Choice),
this
beautiful machine, from a company

Series 300

whose achievements are legendary,
demands your respect and attention.
Series IV
.011111e

tikei:e

You are invited to contact Pinewood
Music for a demonstration.

.4
•

Series V
•e

Al, 1
•IÉ

Ask for details of this superb range:
SME LTD •

STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND

tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

The Pinewood Music Company

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our vvebsite vvvvw.sme.ltd.uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

leeli
4111rETn.
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REPRODUCTION
MB50 Monoblocks
QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY & VINTAGE

Arcam FMJ C30 top end pre- amp £ 1100new £595
Arcam Alpha 9remote pre
£295
Audion Premier 0.5 pre
£350
Audio Innovations L2
£450
Audio Innovations Senes 500 .ntegrated £495
Audio Research ../T60 valve power re-valved £995
Audio Research M300 mono blocks £ 3995
Belcanto SP pre amp £3500 new remote £995
Boulder 500AE power amp boxed £6500new £ 1995
Crimson 6300 mono blocks 10DW £495
Cary 301SE Western electnc valves
£1495
Cat SLI Ultimate phono pre
£3395
DNM pre power
£795
EAR 834L Valve Line Stage
£495
GAMUT 0200 Boxed. Mint
£1695
Krell KSA100
£995
Krell KAV 400Xi
£1995
Link Stratos pre with mono blocs
£495
Linn LK280 Boxed
£350
Meridian 568 digital surround processor
£1195
McIntosh MA2275 Int. Amp New £6000
£3495
McIntosh MA6850 lot Amp New £4500
£2250
Naim 1+-Cap Olive Green
£425
Naim 82 Pre amp
£995
Naim 42.5
£145
Quad 34 Pre
£195
Quad 44 Pre
£195
Quad 99 Pre
£395
Quad 99 CD player with digital pre amp,
£650
as new. boxed
Quad 303 Power Amp
£175
Quad 405 Power Amp boxed
£195
Quad 405 MKII Power Amp boxed
£225
Quad 606 Power Amp
£295
Rotel RB970 BX Power Amp
£150
Sugden Transimpedance Amp <months old £395

ATC Active SCM10 with cable XDem £ 1395
Audionote ANJ silver speaker boxed
f495
Audionote ANJ silver speaker boxed £450
Fuji SF1 open baffle speaker rare £595
Horning One Lowther birch ply
£ 1295
JBL TI-6K floor standing speakers as new £995
JM Labs Micro Utopia, Black finish £995
Linn Kelidh, black finish ku-stone base £345
Linn Ninka 6months old
£795
Living Voice Auditorium MKI cherry £795
Living Voice Auditonum MKII cherry £ 1295
Martin Logan SL3 new once £ 3500 £ 1995
Tannoy Super tweeter new with ST_ cable £425
Tannoy Dimension 10 £ 5000 new lyear old £2495
Neat Vito floorstanding speakers with £ 1495
ultimatium upgrade beech finish. work
wet with Naim
Naim Intro floorstanding speakers £395
ProAc Tablette 2000 signature £595
ProAc Tablette MKII Boxed
£295
Spendor SP3-1P cherry ideal or valve amps £695

EAR 324 phono stage ex-dem
£1495
Luxman Vacuum Platter Turntable
£595
Linn lock tone arm
£275
Linn cirkus
EPOA
Linn Lirgo PSU
£495
Manticore Mantra Turntable
£195
£175
Musical Fidelity PSU
Michell focus 1turntable, hin arm
£295
Michell Gyrodec with QC power supply
£895
Nottingham Analogue honzon
£395
Rotel RQ970BX phono stage
£95
Roksan Radius 5no arm
£395
Sansui SR222 MKIV
£125
System deck 2X2 with RB300 acrylic platter £ 350
System deck Various from
£ 150

£795
EPOA
f995
f995
£195
£795
£395
f495
£295
£295
£1795
£195
£125
£395
£295
£395
£595
£350
£125
£395

Aucholab 8000T tuner mint boxed
Magnum Dynolab Etude tuner boxed
Magnum Dynolab 205 FM signal Sleuth

£395
EPOA
EPOA

(1

S

Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound It has all the benefits of Class A ( nonswitching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the
heat and consequent stresses on components
For more information please visit.
www anatekacoustics co uk
or call + 44 ( 0)1903 524602

Anatek Acoustics

Michel Gyrodeck
LP12 priginal 1974
Gale 101 speakers with chrome stands
Musical fidelity P270
Mission logo style pre power
Yamaha CT7000 Boxed
Kerr Mcosh 25W mono blocs with pre
Shunyata Hydra Mains blocs and cables
Lecson pre amp power amp & tuner RARE
Rothwell phono stage
Moroi lone arm
Russ Andrew Quad 33 303 upgrade

GENEROUS PART-EX. ON ALL EQUIPMENT, NEW
ABOVE. NEXT DAY MAIL ORDER & UPLIFT FACILITIES

EAR
GP/
;

di.

A5OR Integrated amplifier
Audionote CDT2, top loading Transport
DCS P8I
DCS Purcel upsampler factory serviced
Linn ixemi CD player
Marantz CD6000 OSE
Meriden 596 OVO player
Meridian 518 processor
Meridian 506 20 bit CD player
Meridian 208 CC player
Meridian 206 Original Multi bit player
Musical Fidelity NewVista 3D CD player
Pioneer Precision PDS505 CD player
Philips CD850 HiFi World fave
Primare CD20
Quad 66 CD Player
Quad 77 standalone CD player
Rega Planet Transport and DAC
Theta DS Pro Progeny
Teac 4500 champagne finish
Teac JRDS8 cd player

OR USED. WILL BUY GOOD QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS

cairn

CM05 Preamplifier

I

Opening times: 10.30 - 5.30 Tues. to Sat.
28a Haddington Place, Edinburgh EH7 4AF
Tel/Fax: 0131 558 9989
Email: retro.reproduc-ion@virgin.net
www.retroreproduction.com

the
Kudos Ca
range of

'

loudspeakers
now offering
temptation
at:

signals
hl- fi for grown-ups

ipswich ( 01473)

655171

fax ( 01473) 655172
email enq@signals uk com
signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
IP1 0 ODY
www
signals.uk.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news
[Kea] 1
Howard
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years.
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

Recording DAT to DVD, modifying aMarantz, why not
all pixels are created equal, plus abiamping conundrum
sorted. Our Q&A experts are here to help...
MODIFYING MARANTZ CD12
Often, Ken Kessler has referred to
his Ken Ishiwata-modified CD12
as the best sounding Red Book
CD player of all time. There are
one or two CD12s around in the
secondhand market. Ihave given
serious thought to buying one and
having it modified in asimilar way.
Who would Icontact to arrange for
this work to be done, or how could
Iget hold of modification drawings
and part-lists?
John Luke, by letter
Steve Harris replies The KI-modified
CD12 is something of a legend, but
Ken Ishiwata himself confirmed that
it is still possible to have the mods
done, and maybe nearer home than
you thought!

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

'There are still quite number of
people asking for modifications
worldwide,' says KI. 'The only place
this modification is done is, believe

'Mind you, there were only 500
CD12/DA12 combinations produced
Send your
questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi
News,
IPC Media, Leon
House, 233
High Street,
Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to:
hi-finevvs@
ipcmedia.com
and mark your
e-mail ' IQ&A'

worldwide. So far only about 20
have been modified in the exact way
that Idid for Ken Kessler.'
You can contact ATW on 020
8208 746 2600.

PLASMA POSER
Iwas pleased to receive the
HD Guide supplement in your
December 2006 issue and
especially interested in your
review of the Pioneer PDP-507XD
plasma. The 42M PDP-427XD is
better suited to the size of my room
and I've ordered this along with
aDenon DVD-3920 player and
lbchi-Link HDMI cable.
I've read on Pioneer's site that
although the image quality and
specifications for both plasmas
are similar, the contrast ratios are
different. Is this true?
P Santos, by e-mail

or not, in England, by acompany
called Audio Technology Workshop

Paul Miller replu

(ATW)! Actually the guy who runs

manufacturers offer both 42in

Although many

this company used to work at

and 50in plasma displays, they will

Marantz in the ' 70s and ' 80s. His

typically use very different panel

name is Arthur Bildzuk. He still has

designs between model sizes. A

complete parts, which I've provided.

50in model is rarely just a ' bigger' G)
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...because the flame is worth the candle

BEL CANTO

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Ployer

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre- amp

The first www.6moons.com ' Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. Phenomenal vol je, huge solid
state power output and valve-:ike delicacy.

This player virtually eliminctes any gap between
digital and analogue replay by revealing those
enotional characteristks in music that are often
obliterated by the insensitive hand of technology.

One review afte, -another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. Ne keep both the copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

CONSONANCE Ref 2.2 Linear

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

EM1LLE

Filterless DAC with 6H30 triode valve output
provides work reference quality CD replay.
State- of -the-c rt players from )nly afew
years back can t
compete, and this is £ 1,395!

Massive, precision German engineering took on
six superb turntables in aHiFi World magnine
shoot-out and the ' Challenger' bok the t
i
tle!
Amazing value, only £. ,395 with Rego RB250

Asmall range of meticulously designed and
engineered valve amplifiers. Shown above is
the integrated model KI 270 which employs
6550 output valves to deliver 70wpc

KR AUDIO

HORNING Loudspeakers

Mat better pedigree? Sublime musical
re9roduction from amplifiers designed
and produced by the valve manufacturers
themselves, KR Audio. We always have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzilla DM
monoblocks ( right) on demonstration as
well as KR Audio's world renowned
integrated models like he VA340. We also
'keep awide range of KR Audio valves
including 300B, 300K, 845 and 211.

Enerience the most effortlessly realistic
recreation of all types or music, ,
dynamic
controvs and subtlet-es with areal sense of
emotion)1 communicption that's now rather
rare from modern hi-fi systems.
Va ve fniendly, roan friendly, powerful bass
and spatial finesse, hear recordings with
no hint of tiresome technclogical influence.
no exaggerated detail, no 'edgy' highs, just
remarkably believe ble, free flowing music.

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN hologram 2Bi wire Speaker Cable 15k (£ 1250)
Mint
AIR JORDAN N54 Floorstanding Speakers Cherry (£ 1495) Mint, boxed
ATLANTIS ACOUSTIQUE Esterel Loudspeakers (£3,500)
Mint, boxed
mu RESEARCH VSi55 Integratec Amplifier (£ 2,800)
Mint boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 Power Ampliner
Superb, boxed
AUDIOSTATIC CCI Wing Loudspeakers in block
Mint, boxed
30W Wozoo XL Integrated Amplifier ;£ 3,000)
/dint boxed
:ANTON Ergo 6090( Cherry (£ 1295)
Mint, boxed
CARDAS Quad Ink Loudspeaker Cable!, hi-wire, spades 12k
Sup3b
C_EARAUDIO Insider Cartridge - Vert • ew hours
Mint, boxed
C_EARAUDIO Insider Reference Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Felf 1.0 Tuner (£895)
Exdeux, boxed

Part- exchange & Ex-Dem Bargains
£845
CONSONANCE Ref 11 Valve ›re-Inp (Work doss, £ 2,495) Exdoro, boxed
£595
GRAAF GM5OB Integrated Valve Amy (£3995)
Mint, boxed
£2495
KINGSOUND KS300) Fill Range Electrostatic
New, boxed
£1895
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Possive Pre- amp ( Ex-deg
Nr mint, boxed
£895
OPERA Codos SP Speaker!. Mahogany (£ 1695)
Mint, boxed
£2795
ORIGIN LAVE Conqueror Tonearn. lisplayed only (£ 2500)
Mint, boxed
£1695
QUAD ES_988 Electrototi... Loudspeakers.
Superb
£895
SHANLIMG CD-T300 Omegc4 CD Player (£ 4,000)
Ex-dem, mint boxed
£795 •SME VTonearm (Opened box but unused)
Ex-dent mint, boxed
£1995
SUMO Allitiolve Pre & 300B monoblocks (£ 5,500)
Superb
£2995
TALON Rasen Loudspeaker!. Brack 'glass' finislh (£ 70001
Mint
£595
UNISON RESEARCH Snico SE Integrated Amplifier (£ 1û00)
Mint

www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( All SOUTH LINCS

audio

£1595

£2295
£3995
£1295
£1195
£1995
£2195
£3295
£1495
£2695
£2995
£895

PHONE:

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENTor
NATIONWIDE DELME RIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

01476 591090

Jargon
Buster

Keith Howard has the
lowdown on amplifier
fiz.edback...

version of a42in, and vice-versa.

recordings are on DAT tapes.

In Pioneer's case, the 50in model

Before these start to degrade I
hope to put the music into DVD

employs a 1365x768 pixel WideXGA panel that will display a 16:9
aspect image without further
processing. The 42in model employs

Audio format.
Here in Fiance Ihaven't been
able to find anyone at Pioneer who

a 1024x768 pixel XGA panel
that cannot display a 16:9 image

is really familiar with the DC- 88.

natively, for example.
Moreover, the physical size and
'aspect' of the individual pixels

asoftware package capable of
transferruig the High Sampling files
of the DC-88 to WAV or AIFF format

themselves are different, with those
on the 50in model delivering a
more efficient plasma ' plume' and

that would be compatible with the
Discwelder (Minnetonka audio)

offering both ahigher maximum

audio format.

brightness and wider contrast ratio

Iwonder if you might know of

to enable me then to go into DVD
Eric Heldt, by letter

than its smaller 42in cousin.
Keith Howard replies: If the

TRANSFERRING DAT

DC- 88 supports 96kHz on its SIPDIF

RECORDINGS TO DVD

digital output then all you need

Ihave recorded aconsiderable
archive of my musical

in the way of hardware to transfer
your HS recordings to hard disk

compositions to DAT. Ihave a
Pioneer DC- 88 DAT recorder and

is asound card equipped with an
SIPDIF input compatible with 96kHz

Itranscribe my compositions into

sampling rate. M-Audio's Audiophile

Sibelius manually, for copyright
purposes, using asmall laptop.
The recordings are all sampled

2496 (
teyww.m-audio.com) is an
inexpensive example.
You can record via this input

at 96kHz. In this respect Iam
reconciled with recording in a

using an audio editor - Isuggest you
download Audacity (
http://audacity.

digital format. However, the
format of the files, called High

sourceforge.net) as it supports
96kHz sampling rate and is free

Sampling (HS), seems to be

-while replaying the recordings

proprietary to Pioneer.

from the DC- 88. Then trim and

The DC-88 is the only model in

Feedback refers to
any system in which a
portion of the output
is returned to the
input. If the output
is returned with the
same polarity as the
input, the feedback is
termed positive; if it is
returned in opposite
polarity, the feedback
is termed negative.
Negative can be
applied in various ways
in electronic circuits,
eg series feedback
and shunt feedback.
Negative feedback ( NF)
trades amplifier gain
-which is reduced by
its application - for
various performance
enhancements.
The most important
of these are: gain
stabilisation (the
amp's gain becomes
less dependent on
variables such as device
temperature), increased
bandwidth (the closedloop bandwidth is wider
than the open- loop
bandwidth), reduced
nonlinearity ( lower
distortion), reduced
hum and noise, and
reduced output
impedance.
The magnitude of
these improvements
depends on the amount
of feedback applied,
which is usually
expressed in decibels.
If the open- loop ( no
feedback) low frequency
gain of an amplifier
is 10,000 ( 80dB) and
its closed- loop gain is
25 ( 28dB), then the
amount of negative

feedback applied is ( 80
-28 =) 52dB. Because
of phase shifts within an
amplifier circuit, what is
negative feedback at low
frequencies can become
positive feedback at high
frequencies, causing
damaging oscillation.
Oscillation can also occur
at low frequencies ( socalled ' motorboating') in
valve power amplifiers
where feedback is taken
from the secondary of
the output transformer.
To prevent oscillation
occurring, the amplifier's
open- loop frequency
response has to be
tailored to reduce
the open- loop gain
sufficiently before the
phase shift threatens
instability.
Despite its many
benefits, negative
feedback has been
controversial in hi-fi
circles, where it has
been claimed that
increasing the amount
of feedback can make an
amplifier sound worse
rather than better.
If we set aside the
spurious technical
arguments offered in
support of this claim,
the aspect of negative
feedback to have gained
most attention here is
the way it reduces
low- order nonlinearity at
the expense of increased
high- order linearities,
to which the human ear
is known to be more
sensitive.
Although there
are amplifiers on the
market that use no
loop negative feedback
(from output to input),
the true zero feedback
amplifier is amyth since
local feedback within
the amplifier circuit is
not only present but
necessary to achieve
acceptable performance.

MULTICHANNEL POWCP AM, If.

name the Wave files with Audacity

arange of three that has adigital

before using discWelder to write

outlet for 96kHz and which can

them to DVD-A (for which you will

function at normal speed playing.
Even so, Pioneer specifies that

need asupported DVD writer).

it was conceived for digital

D-07 double-speed DAT recorders
things aren't so simple as these

amps typically use

machines do not support 96kHz
output. However, they do allow
half- speed playback of 96kHz files
for dubbing from one machine to

excellent technical

recording using conventional
HS mode and that this does
not correspond to the IEC and
EIAJ format. All this information
dates from 1995. All the archive

•

For owners of Pioneer's D-05 and

•
LEFT: Modern
NF to combine
performance with
great sound
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
«Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional CO and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can ?repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HI•Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

Structural Modification - £75

*****

Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

"fg

is uvai+;a19 for you

+oe1

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £199
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor -£129 with kit

www.originlive.com

Advanced dc Motor Kit -£339

IN;i1A
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Sign-up today for your free account and PB will
publish all your press releases on pressblog for
you, for the first month - for free.
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Contact us to find out more about publishing your latest news
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
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We traw HF/V's archives for landmark products of
yesterye :r, beginning with the Arcam Alpha 9, the first
affordabl eCD player to use the innovative RingDAC

. For many people the Naim CD3.5 may
The term ' ring' refers to
the working pattern of
the current- source stage,
where incoming samples are

ri1

re- assigned anund the chip
from sample tp sample... The
result should be acleaner,
more accurate sound, even at
devilishly low r,ignal levels.

-0J
-03

be the player to beat at £ 1050. Suffice
to say that while this Naim will excite
some, the £ 800 Arcam has class oozing
from its audio output sockets, setting
astandard for any CD player below
£2000 to beat. Finding aCD player to
get the best from your discs has become
an easier job, thanks to the Alpha 9.

-01

«ow

0111..0s.

00000.0••

ABOVE: Audacity supports 96kHz sampling rate and is free to download

Il

another. This facility can be used

output into the bass? This is quite

to transfer recordings as described

aconcern because the sound from

above but the hard disk files will

the woofer would probably mask

have asampling rate of 48kHz and
replay at half speed. This can be

the clipping of the tweeter, which
may be inadvertently damaged.

corrected using afreeware utility
I've written for the purpose called
Convert Sample Rate, downloadable
from my web site (
www.audiosignal.
co.uk/freeware), which enters anew
sampling rate of your choice into
any Wave file header. By specifying
96000Hz as the new sampling rate,
the transferred files will then replay,

Dr K. Fonseka, Australia, via e-mail
Paul Miller repl e, The issue here
is not so much the + 2.4dB power
advantage of the RB-971 power
amp, whose additional current
capacity will be to the benefit of
ATC's bass section, but the slight
difference in overall gain between

and t-ansfer to DVD-A, correctly.

the RA- 02 (+ 42dB driving the treble
arm) and the RA- 02 preamp section

BIAMPING WITH AN

plus the RB-971 (+ 16dB plus + 27dB
driving the bass arm).

INTEGRATED
Iread your article on bi-amping
with interest and am now
considering bi-amping my ATC
SCM7 loudspeakers. Iam using
aRotel RA- 02 integrated on the
tweeter section (measured at
55W/8olun by Mr Miller) with
aRotel FtB-971mkII power amp
for the bass. To my knowledge,
while Mr Miller never measured
an RB-971, he did measure the
RA-971m1(11 at around 95W/8olun.
My question is this: when Iturn up

At any volume, the higher overall
gain of the RA- 02/126-971 combo

77-.."-••••

070.

i=rezreezz-.-.

may result in aslight bass lift with
respect to treble. Strictly speaking,
you should endeavour to add ldB of
attenuation between the pre- out of
the RA- 02 and the input to the RB971, particularly if your ATCs sound
more bass heavy than before. And if
the treble lacks clarity, simply turn
down the volume! Incidentally, and
with the benefit of hindsight, Rotel

the volume would the RA-02 clip

has gain matched its more recent
'06 series of integrated and power

into the tweeter section long before

amps to facilitate just such amix-

the RB-971 reaches maximum

and- match approach to bi-amping.C)

The clever part is that because
the current sources are nominally
identical, matching them is
relatively ea,y ( far easier than
the binary weighting necessary
in conventional designs).
Furthermore, which sources
are used with each digital
word és irrelevant ( unlike a
conveltional multi bit DAC)
since it is purely the number

1
,
,CrrbtL

if; e Ce-73

of sumrned currents rather
than their specific binary
weighting which is important.

Set against comparably
priced players it showed clear
improvements in most areas of
replay performance, and even
held its own against many pricier
products. The Meridians, which
have been apersonal favourite
with their. dare Isay, analogue- like
presentation, sounded distinctly
veiled, lethargic and over- heavy
in comparison, while other circa E1000 machines were still leaning
towards digital artifice. Arcam,
with a little know-how from dCS,
have excelled themselves with this
Alpha 9, creating asuper- sounding
player of the Red Book disc.

MAY 2007
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UPGRADE

- YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
--i
I

Call your local
SEVENOAKS store for
afree demonstration

Experience the best hi-fi at
SEVEN0a<S

*****

IMPROVE YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM WITH THESE
FABULOUS FIVE STAR SPEAKERS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL SEVENOAKS STORE FOR A DEMONSTRATION

MONITOR AUDIO
RS1 SPEAKERS
• Compact design
• Metal cone technology
• Available in acho ce of finishes
"They're well made and look
good, they're laid-back about
room position, and they sound
just as good as the amplifier
that drives them.. You need to
audition these"

S5e SPEAKERS
-land-made ' e' generation
bass-midrange drive units
Tward with auniquely clear
and musical sound.
a Natural wood cabinets available in achoice of finishes

KEF
iQ5 SPEAKERS

MONITOR AUDIO
BRONZE BR5 SPEAKERS
The new BR5 is an astonishing mix of clarity, exuberance
and power from adeceptively slender loudspeaker.

• UniQ design
• Finish options
• Floorstanding
• Award-winning
"The iQ5s are little stars,
providing stunning scale
and authority from
discreetly sized towers"

— 2.5-way design di FinÉh options available
•••
1111
•
111
FIl
.1,011111

"Unmatchable musical sound from a floorstander under
£500 coupled with Monitor Audio's excellent build quality"

01 www.ssay.com

AWARDS 2006

HI-FI COMPONENTS
MARANTZ

ROTEL 06 SERIES

Marantz products range from high-end hi-fi to HD- ready
DVD players and AV receivers. Its hi-fi range includes the
CD5000 and CD50010SE CD players, the SA7001 SACD
player and the PM4001 amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

Rotel's 06 Series will give you years of enjoyment
and offers excellent value for money. This range of
separates creates asound that, the more you hear it,

'D.

me.e!F!?

the better it gets.

AWARDS 2006

"RA05 - Best stereo amplifier under
£500 in Awards 2006"

11.Iflertt
1
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PRIMARE

*****
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With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend of
sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant,
reliable, easy-to-use systems that promise years of high
quality performance.
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Getting the most from your hi-fi system
Sevenoaks has 34 years' experience in the hi-fi market - and nobody knows more about getting the most from music.
With the major brands in stock, Sevenoaks can help you choose individual components or design acomplete system
from scratch. Just tell our in-store experts what you listen to, when and where.

For your local store
click www.ssavwcom

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

The Experts in Home Entertainment

Any song. Any room. Anywhere. SONOS Wireless Music System
Sonos is the first wireless, multi-room digital music system that lets you play your favourite tunes all over
the house — and control them from the palm of your hand. With awireless Sonos Controller in hand,
you'll have instant access to all your digital music, plus Internet radio, subscriptions to online audio
services and even music from your favourite CD or MP3 player. With Sonos ZonePlayers in the rooms
of your choice, you can play the same song in different rooms, or different songs in different rooms. To
start listening, just grab the colour controller, pick aroom, pick asong and simply hit play.

• Built-in wireless system
• Multi-room synchronous playback
• Expandable design, up to 32 rooms
• Familiar, simple user interface

WHAT II
AWARDS 2006

"Simple to set-up, great to use...
Sound qualify is first-rate"

Don't Fo

et! Accessories make the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces
is determined as much by its accessories as its main
components. At Sevenoaks, accessories are not
an afterthought - our staff can demonstrate the
difference the right accessories can make to your
home entertainment experience.

ARCAM
SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
• Amazing sound from an integrated system
• Exceptional quality CD, FM and DAB radio
• Integrated iPod connection
• From Arcam, agreat British company

DIVA SERIES
Arcam believes that superb sound quality is vital
to the real enjoyment of music. The DiVA range
reproduces music at alevel that is remarkably
true to life.

Revive
your record
collection
PROJECT DEBUT III
• Two speed, belt drive turntable complete with cartridge
• What HiFi? award-winner

CYRUS
If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of sound, which is rare at any
price. NEW DAB & O TUNER

www.ssav.com

SEVEN0a<S

CEDIA

(t)

Custom Electronic and Design
Installation Association

Design & Custom Install at
SEVEN0a<S

A vision for every home

Multi-room systems

How it works

Create your dreams with the latest home entertainment technology. Whether it be home
cinema, quality hi-fi or multi- room, Sevenoaks
will transform your home and increase your
viewing and listening pleasure.

A multi- room system puts all your home cinema
and/or hi-fi equipment in one place and gives
you control at the touch of abutton. Put screens
and speakers in as many rooms as you want and
control what you listen to or watch from one
central hub. With hard-disk technology, you can
store your entire DVD and CD collections in one
place and play different films or music tracks in
different rooms at the same time.

The Sevenoaks custom install service takes in
everything from initial site visits to designing and
planing your system, through to project management and installation to ensure you get the
most from your home entertainment system

Sevenoaks Design and Custom Install provides a
solution that meets your exact needs and budget.
At Sevenoaks, we create bespoke home entertainment systems of the highest quality that
complement your home and lifestyle.
With 49 stores and over 30 years of experience,
Sevenoaks creates systems that will transform
your life.

Sevenoaks staff are experienced at installing
both simple and complex multi- room systems,
and ensuring they integrate with the look arad
feel of your home as well as being fully functional
and easy to operate.

Call your local SEVEN0a<S store to book a
site survey or afree in-store demonstration
03 www.ssay.com

Sevenoaks consults with you at every stage and,
if required, will liaise with builders and architects.

NEWS & INFORMATION

Choose the best in
the business
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest specialist retailer of highquality home entertainment solutions. With 49 stores nationwide and
a proud history of satisfying customers, Sevenoaks has a hard-earned
reputation as the most comprehensive provider of home cinema, hi-fi and
multi- room audio systems, offering excellence in customer service and a
unique design and custom install option.

Pick-up our 2007 HiFi & Home Cinema
Guide at your local store. Alternatively, it
can can be ordered via our Website and
posted to you (UK mainland addresses
only) FREE OF CHARGE.

Ahead of the field

INFOCUS IN76
DLP PROJECTOR

• LEADER for quality brands. Sevenoaks 100 per cent independent

Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp
and detailed images with this awardwinning, 720p resolution, DLP projector.

status means it can bring together the finest components and systems
under one roof.
• LEADER for quality staff. Sevenoaks employees are home cinema

and hi-fi enthusiasts with apassion for the products and satisfying
customers.

SIM2 DOMINO D35

DLP PROJECTOR

• LEADER for quality service. At Sevenoaks, customers are treated as

individuals and solutions are designed for individual needs.

SIM2 is synonymous with the finest quality
home cinema projectors and the new D35
model adds to that enviable reputation.

• LEADER for custom install. Few retailers have more experience of

designing, installing and optimising bespoke systems in homes.

• OUTSTANDING VALUE

SEVEN0a<S

• TOP QUALITY BRANDS

SOUND

• LATEST TECHNOLOGY

&

VISION

The Experts in Home Entertainment

• EXPERT IMPARTIAL ADVICE

• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
• stock leading brands to offer arange of quality products

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS*

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369-373 LONDON ROAD

62 NORTH STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

OPEN SUNDAY

STAINES OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

BEDFORD*

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH*

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE*

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET (OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTFPNAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

BRISTOL*

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

7-9 GOLDINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER*

MAIDSTONE*

READING*

WATFORD

39A EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

3-4 THE WALK. KING STREET

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW OPEN SUNDAY

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS*

WEYBRIDGE
43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

17 BURLEIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

738 NORTH STREET

19 NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144-1U GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST GILES STREET

149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

14 PITTVILLE STREET

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

32 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

01293 510777

0.EN SUNDAY

020 8547 0717

OPEN

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options' are
available on the majority of
products we stock.
twat. emir co mew. LA

01932 828525
whom

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

brolun. WY». blame Ma Steed Is MU.

1THE GROVE CENTRE

r:

NOTE

Some products/brands Minot
available at all stores. Please
call to confirm or visit eta'
website before travelling. Speeial
Offers and Sale Offers - Not in
conjunction with any other offer.

OXFORD*

SOUTH GATE

FOR OPENING HOURS CALL YOUR

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

77 CHASE SIDE

LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

•CEDIA MEMBER

ADVERT VAUD UNTIL AT LEAST
03/05/2007, E&OE.

www.ssay.com 04

CLASSIFIEDS

read . be latest k,;fi ;
sclustrl

views : www.pressklopte+

THE PLACE TO
Buir 8c Stahl AUDIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES

Niue

1.25m £ 300 Tel: 077110
64480 [ EG17]
KIMBER Bi focal XL speaker
cable, lift pair, 3 yrs old,
excellent condition Tel:
Stuart 01689 834136
[EG17]

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

FOR SALE
1. ACCESSORIES
PHONOMENA battery phono
amp £ 600 Tel: 077110
64480 [ EG17]
NAGRA IV- Sstereo reel to
reel tape recorder complete
with QGB 101/2 reel
adaptor, excellent condition,
superb sound £ 1500 ono.
Tel: 07900 353204 [ EF14]

2. AMPS
QUAD 909 140WRMS
£650, EAR 8L6 £ 1950
(£2700), JVC AK11 £ 57
Tel: 01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]
MARK LEVINSON No.335
power amp £ 3500, and
No.380 pre-amplifier £ 2300,
both perfect condition,
manual, box, owned from
new Tel: 07810 250488
(London) [ DE14]
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 15
ref, black, £ 1700 ono, Audio
Research LS- 2b pre V-70
power amp £ 2000 ono,
Nagra PL- Ppre with phono
stage ( unused) VPA mono's
RCA/XLR inputs £ 10,000,
Jeff Rowland Model 10
power amp £ 2,000. Tel Ian
020 7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodiebtinternet.com
[DF33]
GRYPHON Diablo integrated
amp, mint condition, 10
months old, warranty, boxes
etc £ 4250 ono, ML380s,
mint, as new also available
£2750 ono. Please call
Sotirios on 07876 351377
[DF17]
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A308
integrated amplifier, mint
condition, boxed with
manual £ 925 (£ 2000)
Tel: 01732 220664 [ EG17]

boxed £ 150 Tel: Stuart
on 01689 834136 ( Kent)
[EG17]
PLINR1S 2100, mint, boxed
(1300) £ 375 Tel: 01386
446756/07729 620621 [ E8]

NUFORCE 0.02 monoblocks
160 watts £ 1400, Densen
Beat B100 integrated £ 350,
Densen Beat B300 £ 550,
Nordost cables, Atlas Elektra
Interconnects. Tel: 07973
189538 ( London) [ DF17]

QUAD 33/303 plus FM tuner
in maker's original boxes,
also Leak Stereo 30, £ 140
the lot Tel: 01843 865346
[EF14]

MERIDIAN 502 pre-amplifier
with MM phono option,
balanced and unbalanced
inputs and outputs,
excellent condition, boxed
with manual and accessories
£685. Tel: 07729 626598
[E8]

QUAD 33/303 pre power,
Quad tuner, mint, excellent
sound, £ 295, Linn 5103 AV
processor pre-amp, latest
version, DTS, boxed, little
use, as new, outstanding
sound £ 950 Tel: 003531
2954076

TRILOGY 902 preamp and
matching Trilogy 958 mono
blocks power amps £ 5000
new, boxed, manuals £ 1900
Tel: 01772 315723 [ E8]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD,
A3 pre amp, two A3 power
amps ( used in Bi Amp mode),
£300 each or £ 1,000 for all
items Call 01344 751446 or
07713 622115 [ E8]
ICRELL KSL + phono BD
£675, Meridian 502 pre +
MC+MM BDS + 505 PWR
amps + MSR + bal cables
£975, Marantz PM- 1551
int. amp £ 750 Tel: 01474
326220 [ Ell]
ROGUE AUDIO 66 line
pre-amp £ 330, Croft
Apparition O.T.L. valve
amplifier £ 360 Tel: 07976
723709 [ EF14]
MOTH Series 30 RIM phono
pre-amp ( Elmwood), as new,

MAY 2007

3. CABLES
SILVER CABLES, better
than Siltech ( best leave a
message between 6pm
-7pm) Tel: 07802 843769
[CE17]
VALHALLA speaker cables,
2m, spades, single wired,
factory terminated, wooden
boxed £ 2000, Valhalla mains
cable and interconnects
available, Siltech HF6 digital
cable, BNC-RCA, 1m £ 80 Tel:
020 8661 5329 or email:
zhuo_deng@hotmaial.com
[DF17]
MERLIN Scorpion SP cables
3.2m bi-wire £ 110, Chord
Rumour 4 SP cables 5.0m
£110 Tel: 01474 326220
[Ell]
SILTECH Classic XLR and
RCA cables, all SQ28 1M
£150 to £ 200, Nordost
Quattro Fil SME phono

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
HI-FI SYSTEM, custom
built, including remote
controlled valve preamplifier, valve monoblocks
power amplifiers, speakers,
isolation equipment,
cabling, on par with
£15,000 systems, looking
for agood home, hence
£1,500, please leave a
message on 020 8883 5618
[DE14]
ARCAM AV8 processor,
Arcam P7 power amp, Arcam
P35 power amp, Arcam
DU27A DVD player, 2 xPMC
FB1 front speakers, 4 xPMC
DB1 surround speakers, Rel
Q201E sub speaker brackets,
cables and interconnects
supplied, open to offers Tel:
07896 235279 [ DF22]
CABASSE Polaris AM
1000 French mono block
amplifiers, 100 watts per
channel, Lector two box
valve CD player, Lector valve
pre-amp, Naim 03 FM tuner,
Shahinian Hank speakers,
speakers work well with
Naim amps phone for prices
020 8524 2181 [ E8]
PASSLAB amps, Audionote
elsp speaker, stands, cables,
cartridge, Altec speakers, AVI
CD play, EAR transformer,
Nakamichi 1000,582Z,
various 300B new valves,
Studer, Akai reels & reels,
Ariston turntable, Torlyte
stand Tel: 07944 909209
stevehifiman@hotmail.co.uk
[EG17]

4. DVD/CD PLAYERS
MARK LEVINSON ML39 CD
player, owned from new,
boxed, original receipts,
manual & remote, transport
screws, etc. 100% as new
condition, fantastic player at
agreat price, very happy to

CLASSIFIEDS

demo £ 1900 Tel: David on
07768 773912 [CE]

MERIDIAN 588 CD player,
mint, superb sound, some

MERIDIAN 596 DVD
upgraded + MSR £ 1497 Tel:
01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]

say as good as Meridian GO8
at £ 2250, for quick sale will
accept £ 1350 Tel: 07956
279096 (Worthing) [ DE14]
Marantz SA- 15S1 SACD
£750 Tel: 01474 326220
[Ell]

TEAC T-1 Transport, Trichord
clock 3, recent service £ 350
Tel: 01226 766435 [ DE14]

12. MISCELLANEOUS

7. SPEAKERS

NAICAMICHI 700 high- end
cassette deck £ 157 Tel:
01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]

MAGNEPLANAR MG 2- SR,
excellent condition, house
forces sale £ 1195 ono Tel:
07905 147869 [ CE17]

AUDIO VALVES ECC81,
ECC82, ECC83, Mullard,
Brimar, China, Philips, new
and used, job lot £ 150 Tel:
01562 827710 [ DF17]

WILSON AUDIO Watt-3
Puppy- 2, fully refurbished
with system- 7tweeters,
new acoustic blankets &
new rubber surrounds for all
the bass units £ 3,995 Tel:
020 7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[DF33]

5. DACS
ARCAM Delta 250 Transport
with Trichord Clock 3 £ 165
Tel: 07976 723709 [ EF14]

AUDIO SYNTHESIS ADEQ
two- box phono amp £ 350,
Audio Synthesis Passion
Passive pre £ 300 Tel: 01226
766435 [ DE141

SONYGE480 mini disc £ 50,
Denon 1000 mini disc,
heavyweight machine £ 75
Tel: 01386 446756/07729
620621 [ E8]
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Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

issues

Card number
3 digit card security code

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for

111

Expiry date

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

The product categories are:
1- Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,
records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11- Complete Systems;
12- Miscellaneous
•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ l4 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word (eg.

Name:
Address:

Postcode*
Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E•mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

CLASSIFIEDS

discover tAkat's blew

super fast bass subwoofer,
mint & boxed, £ 1100 ono
Tel: 020 7824 8311 or
email: ianbodill@btinternet.
corn [ EF]
QUAD ESL989, black, new
cloths, just serviced with one
year warranty, mint £ 3000
ovno Tel: 01562 827710
[DF17]
ROGERS LS7 speakers
on Foundation stands, all
black, excellent condition
£200 Tel: 02380 736479
(Southampton, Hampshire)
[E8]
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
Mk Ill Reference speakers,
cherry, mint condition,
boxed with manual £ 825
(£1695) Tel: 01732 220664
[EG17]

integral stands, one year

9. TURNTABLES

old £ 2450 ono (£ 5000)
Tel: 01628 524869 ( South
Bucks) [ EF14]

RARE KOETSU rebuild by

RUARK Paladins, superb
£400 Tel: 01386
446756/07729 620621
[E8]
AUDIOPLAN Kontrast
(£3000) £ 600 Tel: 01386
446756/07729 620621
[E8]
APOGEE Scintillas, grey,
1ohm, stored since 1991
until February 2007 in
original boxes, superb
condition and sound great
despite age, sensible offers
only, please ring to discuss
Tel: 01204 692579 [ EF14]

8. TUNERS
QUAD ESL 989 vintage finish,
mint condition, boxed, demo
available £ 3250 Tel: 01245
225445 [ E8]
RUARK Sabre Ill, rich walnut,
HFC and WHF best buy, one
year old, boxed, superb
condition £ 600 Tel: 01970
615386 [ E8]
RUARKAccolades, black ash,
efficient ( 90dB/watt) 3-way
floorstanders, bass drivers
re- built by DK Electronics,
capable all-rounders in fine
condition, can demo £ 700
ono Tel: 0117 9590663
(Bristol) [ EF14]
NEAT PETITE Mark 1
speakers ( 8in x 12in), matt
black w. detachable grilles
£200 (£ 525) Tel: 020 7328
5001 [ E8]

DAY SEQUERRA FM Studio
tuner, pristine condition
with manual, for trade for
Accuphase DP-67 ( DP- 78) in
excellent condition email:
Azekh123@aol.com ( Central
London) [ E8]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3
analogue tuner, boxed,
as new £ 450 Tel: 07985
916254 [ EF14]
SONY 777ES, FM DAB,
immaculate, boxed £ 200
Tel: 01386 446756/07729
620621 [ E8]
TALK Breeze phono stage
M/M, M/E plus Whirlwind 5
power supply, boxed £ 250
Tel: 01386 446756/07729
620621 [ E8]

EPOS ES22 floorstanding
speakers, cherry, excellent
condition £ 350 (£ 1100) Tel:
020 8368 6558 [ EF14]
HI-FI WORLD KLS3 gold
speakers £ 385 Tel: 07976
723709 [ EF14]

TECHNICS SL110/SME 3009/
M95 HE £ 257 Tel: 01206
510392/078809 83630
[CE17]
SME 20/2A turntable,
boxed as new £ 4000, Tom
Evans Groove phonostage,
mint £ 1000, Benz Micro
Ruby 2 open air cartridge,
price negotiable, Loricraft
PRC3 record cleaner, boxed
as new £ 900 Tel: 01954
715266 [ DF17]
MICHELL GyroDec, smoked
glass case, v.g.c. owned from
new, with SME 5 tone arm
£550 for both, but would
be willing to split Tel: 01302
818233 ( evenings) [ DE14]
AIR TANGENT 10 btone
arm with flight case
£3,750, Graham 2.5 tone
arm £ 1,000 Tel Ian 020
7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[DF33]

EMPIRE 108, 888P,
Decca London cartridges,
Mission 774 tonearm,
Fidelity Research tonearms
cartridges transformers,
Marantz CD80, CD94,
CDA94, Audioquest
Diamond II, Naima CDs
(Dead), Lowther PM7A
(Dead) Tel: 01642 644064
Email: solderjunky2005
@yah000.co.uk [ DF17]
STAX HEADPHONES,
energisers, driver units,
adaptors etc, any model,
any age, any condition,
wanted by collector Tel: 020
8686 2441 [ KL14]
TOP QUALITY Hi Fi
separates and complete
systems, Naim, Linn, Cyrus,
Kef, B + W, Meridian etc,
fast, friendly response
willing to travel and cash
paid Tel: 07815 892458
[EG17]

EVENTS
AUDIOJUMBLE GRAND
M25 presents Ashstead
Audiojumble, Sunday 15th
April at Peace Memorial
Hall, Woodfield Lane, M25,
Junction 9, 10am/11am Tel:
07730 134973 [ D8]

ROKSAN TMS/Artemiz/Shiraz
mk1 DS1 PS, audio black,
small chip in armboard,
serviced by Roksan in
2007, superb player, buyer
collects, Worthing, quick
sale £ 1800, no offers Tel:
07956 279096 [ DE14]

If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:

Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

ART Emotion loudspeakers,
piano black gloss with

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sugano Jr. to platinum
standard with diamond
cantilever, offers, also
Urushi Gold with diamond
cantilever £ 2700 ( Best leave
a message between 6pm
-7pm) 07802 843769
[CE17]

WANTED

Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC

SOUNDLAB A3 panel
speakers, excellent £ 4000
ono Tel: 077110 64480
[EG17]
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www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessories
AHRC Gran Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo 1300 Pod Doceng•Sats
Kmber 3501
MIT 750 shotgun
Onen Loe Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Other
Other See Lot
Ringmat Full Version

Choice
hi-fi

AV Processor.
&ream AV8
Krell AVS
Krell HIS
Lexicon DC- 1
Lemon MC 12 HD
Lexicon MC12 05
Lexicon 56/120
Lexicon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision HOP
McIntosh C39
Menden Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Primate SP30
Proceed PAV/PDSD

090
£70
£0
£125
£895
£57
£75
£395
£140
£2395
£3750
£1800
£300
06750
£5500
03995
£3995
£750
01595
£695
£4000
f2695
£1300
£1995

AV RocaWane
Pioneer USX- 02011-S

▪ Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts

CO Player; and ['Us

• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

AccustuNt:, UAL tmod
Accustrc Arts Player I
Arcam 5
Audio Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /01 0ODE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 NIkll
Semester 130ICDP
CEC DX 51 SAC
Cyrus cd7g/poir
FAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Gamut CD Imk11
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta-Laser ,11
Krell KPS 20 IL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Krell KPS201/L
Krell KPS2011
Maranta cd 67 se
Mark Lewnson ML 3905
Mark Leveson ML39
Meridian Aude 200 CD Player/Transport
Link DAC 324/96
Mod9 000/CD
Fidellty 612 CD
Musical Fidelity M3 NU- VISTA 30 CD
MAD C521 BEE
Nais Audio CD 15
harm Audio CD3
Onkyo MSB-1HDD•CD MSB-1 HOD recorder
Roksan dpi duc and pwr supp
Sony CDP-557E50
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta DSPro Basic II
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wadm 2000 Dormaster
Yamaha CDX 1000
Yamaha COX- 497
YBA 3Alpha
IBA Col Delta 2PSU
YBA yba cd3X

Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
01695
£3550
£6500
£1095
£750
f995
01495
£495
£1650
£4250
£8995
£4995
£3650
£2995
£100
£3250
02000
£150
£450
£1450
£475
01695
£140
£550
£350
£ 500
095
0450
£200
£695
0895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£110
£995
£2895
f995

02000
lIit
es
Seltanis
Linn Classic *like, LOI 40. Wakonda. Semi £4303
Mendian Audio System
£995
Saint Audio SBL System
£6975
Nairn Audio CD3/102/180/SBL £ 2350
Rega Complete System
£2000
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

www.choice-hifi.com

£450

Cables
£3320
Argento Serenity Master Reference
£400
Audio Note aesp silver cable
£695
Black Rhodium Requiem
£150
[cense Reference MS 215
£160
[cosse Reference Quartet MS2
0395
JPS Labs SC2
£295
Kimber Monocle
£325
Kidder Orchid
£395
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
£750
Merlin Dragon
MIT/Spectral MR- 770 ultralinear Ref2
£890
Nordost Reference TYR Intercon
£599
£200
Sittech Cables balanced
£2250
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
0125
Transparent Audio Melnik
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Aude Music Wave 1011 Br Wire
f395
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Audio Ultra interconnect
£900
• . cS 122
£25
• felon, 5Mk 2OVI-HDMI £ 150
ouret /, 952 HOMI-110141 £ 100

£ 175

OVA Players
Ames FMJ DV27
Lemon RT-20
Meddran Aude 596 DVD Player
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
'-560
Hi Fi Other
hen Beosystem 5000
• ode II Norse Cancelling Headphones
•• • • ' eon Citation 23 FM Tuner
MüsccIldellty13 Tuner
Nakamchi 680ZX
Nakamichr 68200
Nakamichi DR 8
Goad FM4
Hotel RT925 tuner
Sony TC-WE475
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
Intertnatod AmplIflars
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assobint 20s Integrated
Exposure 20100
Gryphon Diablo

0740
03000
£805
£1650
£2250
£150
£850
£125
£225
0250
£400
£390
£149
£185
£75
£80
£330
£2995
£995
£450
04000

Krell KAV 3001
£995
Krell KAV 400m
02250
Lizard Wizard PMC
£ 1500
Magnum Dynalab M0308
£ 1000
Musical Fidelity A5 - INTEGRATED £ 1100
Musical Elderly x- 0200r
0500
Roksan rrvksan Sandy Sal
£450
Larodspaskars
Pion PhalanePoseidon
010000
Arras One
0300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 02
00
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN- ESP SPEAKER
£ 1700
Audio Note AN- J
£450
Audio Physic Medea 11
£ 13000
Aude Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 1995
Axle Physic Spark ( latest)
01299
Audio Physic Tempo 3i
£ 1350
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 2250
Audio Physic Bara Floor
£699
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
Beauhorn (32.2 Revelation
01800
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
£ 150
Castle Howard S2
£ 750
Deli Euphoria MS4
03495
Definitive Technology 003000
£2500
Dynaude SI 4
01095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
02850
[lac Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
f395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1. 2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
Jamo D830
0650
JAS Orsa
f995
JBLTLXI03.121,111
0180
JMLab fliva Utopia
05900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
03400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE a Stands £3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Pe « Stands
02750
£ 10500
JMLab Nova Utopia be
JR Jordan JR 150 -. Stands
£450
KEF 105 rnkl
£450
KEF 035.2
0200
KEF 095c
075
KEF Reference 4
£ 1250
Leona Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
£650
Linn Sabers eassoei
£ 795
Linn Kerhdh
£325
Lumley lampions 200
£ 1650
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
01300
Magneplanar MG 20e
08500
Magneplanar M63.6/0
£ 3600
Martin Logan Ascent I
£ 2495
Mirage P959
£600
Mission M33,
£ 135
Monitor Aorta Gold Ref 20 1GF1201
£850
Nairn Audio SOL Walnut
0800
Paradigm studio 100 01
£ 1300
Pengee FR ILoudspeaker £2995
Mega P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers 005
£6995
Proac Response 38 Signature £ 1200
Goad ELS 57
0995
£ 495
Quad ESL 57
Goad ESL 988
02295
Quad ESL 988
£2295
REL 0 200E
£350
REL Strata
£295
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
0300
Ruark Roark Talisman V2
£ 395
Some Faber Extreme 8 Stands
£ 3995
Some Faber Minton° fAd' Stone Wood Stands £ 595
oouodLabOl
08990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Velodine FSR 10
0495
Vibe Npha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
0475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
04500
Wilson Aude MAXX 2
£28990
WilsOn Aude System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
06495
A,,
,
/
,•
Wa012uppy2
03750
£3295
Multi Channel Amps
Denon SAL 3000
Lexicon CX5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound A51
Pioneer VSA-E07
Pnmare A 30.2
Prunare A 30.3
Systemline MRA-4
Thota Th,ta Dreadnaught 11
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
. 31001 • LCH
Mondors
obern/2 Berg/ Subson
Power umphliers

Alom ST 13 01
Aloe ST 15 01
Audia Flight Flight One100
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Aude Research Ref 600 MkI
Aude Research 070
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audolab 8000 P/C
Audelab 8000a mk111
OAT VR 600se
BOT VK200
Beard MIGRA monoblocl.
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
Burmester 828 Mk II Monos
CAT JL2 Signature
Carver TEM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary SLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Classe Audio CA 201
Cyrus Illi
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 235
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure xvnt 1181
Exposure Pm Power Amp

0500
£2590
£1495
01595
f2895
£575
£700
£750
£350
03900
£150
03250
£195
£2195
£225
02650
04000
£3495
£2150
0995
01095
£4795
£5000
£12995
01595
£3450
£1795
0785
0300
05995
£1395
£1900
£1250
02300
01950
£4650
£2200
£11500
£360
01200
£895
£3995
£1800
f275
£1250
£2200
0790
0695
0475

£1395
07365
09995
£15500
£395
£300
£300
£4995
£5995
£15500
£13550
£7995
01950
£1295
01750
04750
04995
£7975
£1150
£2295
03250
£1095
£2495
£595
£1350
£5995
0280
£1600
£210
£220
£295
£695
£1295
03750
£2500
£1300
£6995

Gamut fl 100 met
Goldmund 184
Halcro DM 38
Halcro DM68
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Harmon Kardon Signature Series
Harmon Kardon Signature Series
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Krell FPB 600c
Krell FM 750 flex
Krell FPB 750mck Monoblocks
Krell FPB-700C0
Krell OSA 250
Krell OSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nais And. 180
Nam Audio NAP 135
Passlato 0600
Quad 33. 303 FM3
Roksan Caspian M Series- 1Mono
Rotel RO OK
Botch RB-06
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
Cc power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Pawar Corallbrears
Quad 405

0200

Pro
dlears
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton MOdus
£ 1295
Aloia PST 11.01i
£ 1450
Aloia PST 11.01i
£995
Arcam Delta 110
£ 350
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
£2995
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
£2795
Audio Note M3+ Phono
£3750
Audio Refinement Ne 5
£ 395
Audio Research LS22
01895
Aude Research LOS
£ 895
B.A.T. VK30
£ 1495
B.A.T. YK3i
£ 1500
Boulder 1012
£6495
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
CAT SL1 Signature MK Ill
£ 2995
CAT Ultimate Reference
05995
Cello Palette Pre
£ 3000
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
£595
Counterpoint dal° doll
£ 1200
DNM 3d min
£ 3750
D5M senes 2/3
£ 325
Electrocompaniet EC 46
£ 550
Exposure 6/7/8 8 expander
0325
Exposure XXI 1211
£695
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
05500
Krell KCT CAST II
04995
Marsh P2000
£450
McCormak RED 1
£ 1150
Meridian Audio 502
01100
Michell Argo HR/Hera
0550
Michell ISO MR/Hera
£295
Naim Audio 102
£595
Nais Aude HI CAP
£495
Nam Audio Sac 62
£250
Quad 44
0235
Rotel RC 06
0220
Tact RCS 20
£ 1250
Tact RCS 2ODD
£ 1995
Tom Evans Argo Hr
£ 595
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 1995
Tube Technology Prophet Pm 8 Power Supply £ 1000
Vincent SA 93 plus
01100
WM 2Alpha
£795
YBA Passion Ne
£3495
Projectors
Madrigal MP 9CRI

£ 19990

Stands
Attacama Egurnox
Base Cabinel
Black Diamond Racing Shed 8 Cenes
Mana Ora331, -,re‘,11, 3ound

£175
£250
0400
0175
£250

Tandables/Arms/Cartridges & Phonosleges
09512 luron Veapiun
000
Basis Debut Gold SIWSME F
£ 4995
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
EAR mc 3transforner
£ 500
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Pont
£ 200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Flat
£3250
Linn LPIVAR0fArmegedort £2495
Lyra ARGO
£ 595
Michell Focus /series Ills
0300
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
Nottingham Analogue Interspace/RB300/Reson £ 425
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck & Space arm £ 1050
Origin Live Encounter
0750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Orlofon Jubilee
01000
Orlof on Kontrapunkt B
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference . Graham 2
£ 2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/1)S1 5/Arterne/Jubilee
03500
SME Model 100
£2899
SME Model 20/20
£ 4995
SME Model 30/2A
£ 10999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
Systemdek 110E900
£ 350
VF1 TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
06500
7V/Plassaa/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XFIS
Panasonic 42 PND9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 mee Plasma

£995
£1995
01495
00
0800
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VIM C

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
,_artridge is a true classic, not
rust because its been in

1

PO BOX 44283

e-mail inlo@madisound corn
P.,'1- I

bow

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

r,

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625.

THE
at_ CABLE

comPginv

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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£1295.

Mark Levinson ML 380S pre amp

£3495.

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp . £595
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

£ 11,995

Classe CA201 power amp

£5,495
£ 1595

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage

£345

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£3500

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£4995

Nalcarrichi Arrp one valh Cassette deck Mo ard CD peset ties . £795

uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795

Pair Trilogy 958 power at

with Tnlogy 902 Pre-amp . £ 1995

, PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
0 •iiv

tures Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850

Meridian 605 mono amps

£795.

Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dac

£795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£60

cirwurmous
5 tier equipment stand superb condition
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

'.11,

rew„.
10r

£275
£ 125

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

Visit our widosite at:
Intp://www.totwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

£1995,

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that

The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
external power supply It's performance has to be heard to be
believed and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £ 8,950 including
power supply.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215; 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871

Mark Levinson ML380 pre-amp ( boxed/superb) .
Mark Levinson 11612 preepower corTtelabZ41 (aclassic)

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
11APT
U
B
E

£2500

Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage. . £995

AMPLIFIERS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

of all US taxes.

£9995

Audio Note Kegan mono Amps (£28,000)

I
U1

• FREE

£250

Mark Levinson 26s Balanced Pre- amp

The
Audiostarts
Note with
lo range
of
cartridges
the lo1
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that fea-

• 60 brands, 238 cable products.

Origin Live OL speakers

Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15,000) ... £9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New.. . £695

'A .at £ 450. and evolve through the ' hi'
at £ 600. the '
B' al £ 750 and ultimately
tc the ' C at £ 900.

wèh a refined yet weighty
performance.

C'HOKLNG

£ 150

ltleelliPS

- Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving

madisound com

£1995

Kef Concord Speakers

Audionote M8 Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

dynamic and fast sound: £425.

,

£ 395
£ 2895

JM Labs Mezzo Utopia speakers (£ 7000) superb

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
or moving coil cartridges start with the

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

£ 650

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer £ 395.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

B&W 802 Original speakers

' Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for ils midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price , staken into
account.

L, scanspeaK

with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com

SPEAKERS

production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £ 200

PEON

Pre-owned equipment available ,

B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £ 695

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions.

LrI

Heatherdale
Illaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 otj

011

ettILS

MADISON, WI 53744.4283 U.S A
TEL 608 831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771

products we offer:

The Denon DUI° is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance fry
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
Input.

"--

.,

_

NeRDOST

by

Below is just a small selection of

NakamIchl 682 cassette deck

£650
£395

NakamIchl CR7E cassette deck Mint/boxed/remote £ 1095
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£65

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/Iw
Winds 01 stylist gauge

£65
New 495.00

, EATABLES, CARTRIDALS 6 TONEARAIS
Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm .

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance

Thorens TO 160 with Thorens tone- arm

from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

£P0A
£ 195

up

It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left),

0% FINANCE available for
to 3 years'
'On selected Items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

the Audio Note range pnced between £ 399 ( abole right) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £ 2,750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street. Aylesbury. Bucks, IHP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturcay

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

=t 5,
4'

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

CLASSIFIEDS

Premier Audio

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS . LINN. LOEWE
• \ IICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT. REGA • ROTEL

How demonstrating

'Room

•Ili ) 1l)

Oct Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Vents Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers. Siltech

IX'S•. Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

nidelitY

Asid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

9II igh

'Room 2

Cables, lsotek Sub Station. BI)A Equipment Stands
Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis. Kora Per & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan rAudio Physics Speaker,.

1

Arcici Equipment Stand, lsotek Sub Station PIS

Audio Sy nthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds

PAC welcome liorne demonstration

,

IIINIAN • TEAC ' TANI 1111 & MORE

indecently good hi-fi

Street. Hampton %‘ ick. Kingston upon Thames.
surrey KTI 494 Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

good selection if sAfatiii

We are 10mins J39 - Mt lOrnins J30 1.462
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE To
single valve serve
up slam"

OVERALL RATING

19/20

Phase Linear & SAE specialists.

HiFi News
-Provided auniverse of almost
perfect listening pleasure,

Custom equipment designed & built ill house.
Sale of pre- owned equipment.

Tel: 01264 323573
Front End Problems

sweet detailed and above all,
supremely musical"
Hi Fi+

Manned 24hr order line:

VP129

What HiFi
*Smootili, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"

£159"

Call for full reviews

www.smartsounddirect.com

ATC
AUDAX
ETON

>-

>-

FOSTEX
LPG

MAX

MOREL

>-

SILVER

>-

VIFA

)-

VOLT

>-

SEAS

FLUTE
VISATON

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS

Smart Sound

020 8688 6565

FIDELITY

PEERLESS

SCAN- SPEAK
»-

have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best - HiFi Nes,..mards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS CALICES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping stirs ice

there is only one
turntableworld!

DRIVERS:
>-

I

-.111F
.
Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com
Email: thecartridgemanebtinternet.com

Check out our massive range of products & great pnces

0870 8500129

then contact

"The Cartridge Man"

and performance"

•All valve circuitry
• RIM eguilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter

vvww.rothwellauslioproducts.co.uk
the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice. Hi- 1-1 VVor
H, i-, Plus and on the web at www tnt-eudio.cont

British, Japanese & American hi-fi catered for.

Hi-FiNews
" Near perfect blend of price

• •

0
0
0
Loud
Too Loud
Way too Loud
It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low Ilstening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of eXcess gain and
bring
sonic
benefits, even wifft nfflisost expernaNsa equipment
The cost is only £119 per pair delivered. To order, call
Rothvirielh-04304.111613133 or

Audio servicing specialists, upgrades available.

SMART SOUND

.fieworoji

Familiar?

KLW Cook

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp

"Boy does that

Does This Seem

- USED BY THE

IVIOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Aesthefix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

Contact us for the
free Soler' CIDROIVI
Catalog.

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solienesolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.selers.c.a

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, D13 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk
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CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311

• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac

HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925

• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10,00 - 530
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

I/

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

BADAj
THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.ulk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London, SW20 OTVV
020 8946 1528/0131 E shopatobrienhill.corn

Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreamvision • Dyrsavector • Epos • Cutwire • Lt.
ltdell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nairn • Oper..
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima- Luna • Resort • Sonneteer
Santos Faber • Stand, Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of ex-dem & display product

Chord - Cables
We are cut-Neely
del:floret's tins these
stunning new products.
Please contact us to
ge • demonatration.

Sugden - A21SE Amp 6. CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4006. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

PLUS KIT

P&P

M3tIm
538

5"IPL Metal, rSeas treble
651PL PE 1" morel treble

810 x191x 261
903 x230 x350

Q15.00
f950
f253.00 £10.00

&him

6S1PL metal, 1"Seas treble 903 x230 x350

f234.44

f10.00

8311nikib 6STPL metal Ribbon tieb
S4t1
nevlar.1"Seas treble

903 x23t1 x350 £33728
930x276x400 £258.00

flODO
fl I
DO

S511

111

f12.00

IITIPL,3"Dome mid,1"treb

3X1x 400

f419.00

Send cheque tor postal order) mack payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
OITS Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Altematis ly visit
T

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for

£3,500
£3,500
£2,000
£1,000
£1,500
£2,730
£6,000
£2,500
L1, 800
£12,000
£3500

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Revel B-1 S 1000w Subwoofer
Revel F30 Loudspeakers
Revel COO Centre Speaker
Revel
SIrr2
Sim2
SIrn2

S30 Dipole Speakers
HT 300E Link DIP Projector
Dornlno 3014 DLP Projector ( New)
COX Llte 3 Chip DLP Projector

£11,000
£1650
C1750

IsoTek GII Titan Mains Conditioner
IsoTek Gil Nova Mains Conditioner
Theta DS Pro basic 11 DAC
Theta Data Basic II CD Transport

£2990
£2990

email: projectorsareus@brinterneccom

Q11.J.A.
SPECIALIST

listener's ears at carving intervals according to the frequenc of tile sound
ESL

57

LE

1

Spares and Repairs

The Dsnmector .superStereo processor, an easy addition to any system, provides these frequencs

Replacement panels for ESL 57. ESL63 and LE I

dependent delass to produce asound sith greater immediacy, rhsthmic coherence and naturalness

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

Elsneector SuerStereo Tel/far: 44 + (
0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dsnaseeutr aonetelsom

126
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website: www.projectorsareus.com

THE

Music does not exist in avacuum. The reflected sound from avenue's surfaces which reaches the

Further details about SuperStereo are at: http://seb.onetel.coml-dsnasector

£1,995
£2,495
£1,495
£2,495
£2,995
£2,995
£2,500
£2,500
£1,295
£695
£595
£1,995
£2,995
£1,495
£1,295
£3,995
£2250
[Phone
£1250
81350
£695

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310

Can HiFi Sound Real? (part 3)

nithout affecting the signal to the front speakers

Price Now

£18,000
£9,000
£4,500
£6,000
£4,300
£6,000

Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp
Lexicon RT-10 DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM-I 2 Loudspeakers

Transmission Lines, HiFi and AV kits. including Active Subwoofers, chive units,

are an important part of live sound. Yet this is largely missing from normal stereo.

Original Price

dCS Purcell Upsampler
EAD Powermaster 2000 5 Channel Power Amp
Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon MC4 Preamp/Processor

our website at res.iplacousties.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue &tailing
Silver PM rabies, and Quality Artwork's.

sale

Jeff Rowland Model 8T & BPS- 8 Power Amp
dCS Elgar DAC

QUAD Nteesikwieidorsjcilam
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAC)-GmbH@t-online.de
www.Q11.JAID-1,1LJSIK.com
www.quadatelier.de

CLASSIFIEDS

etc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
maim audio
neat acoustics
nettingham

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
speeahets m home enterramment

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Morckfunt Short, NAD, Oklci
Nokki, Project, REL, Roksan, Themescene, Michaud
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Primare
sme

Oranges & Lemons

dfu,
HiFi.

spendor
runco

Usher in Devon
Nu Force
NAD
Goldring
Grado

sign

Come round for a coffee and

hi-fi for grown

pswic (31473) 3171
:enjeasignals.uk.com

fax ( 01473)
w w W .

'Lockwood AudiW
VINTAGE GEAR

Home Cinema

AND RECORDS

& Multi-room
Specialists

FOR SALE AND WANTED

enss.oandlhifico.uk
61 %% ebbs Road, Battersea, SW 11 6R\
email: orangeslemonsgvirgin.net

Absolute

www.lockwoociauclio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Hanwell ors
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
\s:

or Fan + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: saler@lockwooaudio.co.uk
cl

520 & Dancers

Sound Hi Fi
Dartmouth Devon TQ6 9HN
01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor. valve, class A. AB.

Spares and repairs
See the TAIWC7Y. Cones
Hotline at

020 7924 2040

listen to the Usher

SE. push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

LISA)

they used to say,
it's grim up north...

na oguê

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analoguegemail.msn.com
Website: http://m%».absoluteanalogue.co.uk

Brieht Star IsoNodes
"Thoroughly recommended"
•••••••

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama
Audio Analogue, AVI Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance,
Creakily, Custom Design, Esoteric,

hi-fi world, March 2007
'I would strongly recommend the
IsoNode anti-vibration feet"
TNT-Audio Magazine
"One of the cheapest, yet most

Grado, Isotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio,
Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos,

effectiv e, isolation devices
mailable" The Star - AudioFile
Direct sale price- £15 for aset of 4IsoNodes

•

It is not necessary to have great
equipment in order to listen to music...

"4ee;4t'

•

•

•

4.J

Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling,
Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research,
Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more

...hut it helps.
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,

•

Get it right!

County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: rews@hifisound.co.uk

MAY 2007
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don't dream - talk to us
and see how we can help...
been to the new web site yet?

Moon

McIntosh

Did you know?

•can collect your hi-fi

Other brands:

•deliver your hi-fi

ASR Amplifiers

•install your hi-fi

Basis Audio

•great trade-ins

Blue Note

•great part- exchange

Emille

•commission sales

Gershnnan
Kingsound

•free advice

Luxman

•home loans

Manger

•home demonstrations

Weiss

•home trial

& more...

•after sales care

66

Acoustic Signature

66

we give shockingly

web site is updated

good part exchange

daily with used

/ trade-in deals.

product bargains.

Brighton Hi -Fi Exchange
telephone (new): 01580 878 101
e-mail: dave@hifiguy.co.uk

mobile: 07734 436 180

web: www.hifiguy.co.uk

99

the best systems

in the north

We are two of the most experienced dealers in the north of England.
We have avast array of equipment in both our stores to cater for the Movie
or Music enthusiast. We have full demonstration facilities in both stores.
Call anytime to book a demonstration of any of the equipment you wish
to experience. Bring your own Music or Movies, take time to decide at your leisure
with no hurry and no pressure.
If your looking for the best prices on the latest Hi-definition Plasma screens, LCD TVs
and audio systems, our stunning range can easily be found on our web site.
Simply log onto www.petertyson.co.uk for fast efficient delivery, straight to your home.
For friendly honest advice, and the best service look no further:

We have the new Linn Keel,
Ekos SE and Trampolin
on permanent demonstration.

ARCAM SOLO
5 STAR REVIEW WINNER AND
MONITOR AUDIO RS1 NORMALLY £ 1350

SPECIAL
HIFI NEWS
OFFER £ 1100
INCLUDES FREE SPEAKER CABLE

ARCAMsOLO
MOVIE 5.1 ALSO AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL

Latest Hi- Definition (1
11.-t
.7"
g
i- 2 .DIP Projectors

on permanent demonstration
Latest Linn Ex Demonstrat;on & Used Produc:s
Sou rce
£7000

Ex Dern

-1.2000
£2000

Ex Dom

£ 2200
£ 1750

£1500

Ex Dew

£300

Used

£ 995

£300

Used

na

£350

Used

£5000

Ex Dore
Ex Dore
Ex Dew
Used

£275

En Dew

£900
£850
£350
£18000
£1000
£450
£450
£450

Used
Used
Used
Ex Dew
Used
Used
Used
Ex Dew

k 12000

Linn CD12 CD Play,
Linn LP12/Ekos/Lingo

Linn Karik CD Player

2
2
2

Linn Numerik DAC

3

Linn Unidisk SC Universal Player
Linn Ikerni CD Player

Linn Kudos Tuner

£4150
£ 2995

Control
Linn Kisto System Controlle.

1

Linn Majik Integrated

1£850

£8000

£450
£1100
£800
£850

£1750

Linn Exotik Pre Amplifier
Linn AV5103 System controller ( as new)
Linn Kairn ( phono) Pre Amplifier
Linn Koiektor Pre Amplifier

Playback
Linn Klout Power Amplifier
Linn 2250 Power Amplifier
Linn LK100 Power Amplifier
LinnArtikulat 350A Loudspeakers
Linn Keltik Loudspeakers
Linn 5140 Loudspeakers
Linn Kelidh Loudspeakers
Linn Ekwal Centre Speaker

1
1
2

8
£250
£ 1950
£ 575

5
1
3

£ 2400
£ 1995
1650
£33500
£6000
1‘... £ 800
2"... £ 750
£750

rearamo VP12-52 Projector

£B000

£4000

F

Yamaha OPX020 Projector

£2500

£1700

New

£1900

£1500

New

£2500

Ex feel

Oenon AVR3006 AV R.C.eiVa.r

£999

£799

New

Oenon OVO2020 OVO Player

£899

£79s

New

£3000

£2000

New

£3000

£2000

New

£935

New

Yamaha r4X1,11

1

Power A011ediriOr

Arcann AV/1 AV Processor

£1335

ArCaVVI AVR200 1,12Ci.V.er
Arcarn C0192 CO Player

£850

Ee00

New

Pioneer POP507XD Plasma

£2800

£1949

New

Pioneer POP427XID Plasma

£2200

£1499

New

[SAO BeOUISIOn 5 Plasm.. TV'

£9999

New

0.0 BCOViSiOrt 4

£7500
£1100

New
New

Plasma, TV*

8.0 neolati 4000 Loudspeakers..
£1600

EttAW 805 Loudspeakers

£900

Used

'BAD only available at our Peter Tysons store.

All items
in stock

Nationwide
Installation

JVC, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Pioneer,
REL, Roksan, Sennheiser, Sim2, Tannoy, Teac,
Tivoli, Yamaha.
newcastle

Dele

19000

Yamaha OPX530 Pr0.1.C-COr

Linn, Arcam, Marantz, Denon, B&O, Bose, Grado,

En Dew

Latest New, Used & Ex Dernonstartion Savings

Oenon AVE Al XV AV Amplifier

Award winning brands stocked

Ex Dern

Buy now pay
10 Months

hifi
Peter

Tyson

Plus many more.

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.
Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Specialist items at great prices with
Atacama

YAMAHA
2 SHELF HIFI BASE

TURNTABLE WITH

DIGITAL SOUND

MODULE

ORTOFON 510 MKII

Equinox

PROJECTOR WITH

CARTRIDGE AND

INTELLI BEAM

CORK MAT

I

RPM5

Combining higt performarce with practicality and good looks,
the Equinox Series Cars aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack design.

YSP-1100

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

This Award- Winning Turntable will give any CD
Player arun for its money. Includes an Ortofon
510 cartridge ard ahost of impressive features.

This stylish sound projector provides you with multi- channel surround
sound enjoyment from asingle component! - A perfect match for 42"
flat TVs and monitors. Digital amplifier individually drives 40 sound
beam drivers and two woofers to deliver true multi- channel surround
sound for an elegant home theatre system.

BUY
NOW- PAY
SEPTEMBER

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

£ CALL FOR PRICE
BUY
NOW- PAY
SEPTEMBER

DELIVER

2007

"RE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
.MPLIFIER

INTERGRATED AMPLIFER

-PRE30 employs aClass A coupled, discrete

The PMA-700AE lntergrated Amplifier features 2x85 W

ly balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

Ohm)output, Signal Level Divided Construction (S.L.D C )

• • ssible signal-to-noise ratio and audio fidelity

better sound, Independent Power Transformer for Micro-

is combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

Processor and Source Direct switch for Better sound quali

! pilfer produces music and movie sound as
brantly as at the moment it was recorded
-RE30/A30.2

PMA-700AE

"rimare

Denon

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

FLOOR STANDING SPEAKERS

5.1 COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon

L-ITE 5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

PRO 50 MK2

1

£CALL FOR PR

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

£99.99 SAVE 54%

MJ Acoustics

Quad

I
PFORMATION

INFORMATION

IN

INFORMATION

Mssion1, ! vig M- Cube consists of an activi..

The Award v..!I IKON 6 utilizes the already

This 5 1speaker system is capable of del,-

201W subv, ,,ofer with 2x20Ornm (8") bass driver.
magnetically shielded centre and satellite speakers
arid 5Wall brackets.

famed and celeurated Hybnd Tweeter Module and
features 2x6.5' paper/wood fiber cone IKON
drivers. This speaker combines abeautifulry crafted
exterior with such an impressive sound quality that
it will bnng asmile to your face.

outstanding performance featuring four satelin,
speakers, adedicated centre channel and a300W
rms 10' powered subwoofer.

MkIlis an awesome addition to
Gemplernent the most discerning cinema and music
system featunng (van crossovers 120watts of power,
new designed 10" driver and Speaker and Line Level
inputs with Gain Control Range 80 and 60dB.

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS& PRICES

(crcø<
AUDIO

LIMITED

MONITOR AUDIO

YAMAHA

Aye d

C14:4 /41

a(AE)))

/1114X1R1.11112 MONO V

IS and Condit, -, Allotte• - , tack are subinct to ayeiabitity and chary
Ile goals reviler' the o,opert, cf
uni::pico
In Ire . te the Distance setting regulations 20(10you may cancel your order within seven working clay
Mr.031 be &menthe tern eta letter, tax'or mad; atelephone call does not constitute cancellation. Aa goods accepted for return under this teguiation must be in their original box and packaging and returned ttxough your awn courier We expect
.! goods to be brand new, with all accessories in pristine condition C-KryK filar are not kept ir tins manner wt Ibe sube^_t to ahancer‘o fee, of 25' of t.e bsrchase orne
cl ,tr., thn montane; iJK r.r,

free delivery

HiFiBitZ

GU

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

0870 027 6888

E: CALL FOR PRICE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

RIM

loimum
NTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Destim integrated amplifier produces world beating

IN

The ¡Ivor is ael..t,ee toe ollann,1 rawer amokt,ei.

1,10,1mted A.01.0 ir ,:h

STEREO RECEIVER
poi ,-hannelyito

Ine NAD Cr2C1BEE combines the aw..sd winning
C...1:T.ORF

ampliter wits an WS AM FM tune. ir

trarlstor'pot. Lwor supp: \

,nolude$

Mull, $otaCe Zone tacht% and teat,, ,e$

ere .305 , ,
,,nout wth ,•isiSs A Pire0r S1.100

100‘1. 150W. 18(.)\‘'. HF Ritanfic oCrwei

8000P

2010s

C720BEE

Audiolab

Exposure

NAD

Meer ino mer 100W po channel and featuring a

AOS WI, its new mains transtonno which produces

IrOtitiOnev esSpOilF.0 010.1 H..

made

ocuor

-

,reek

(

TEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

sklio polormanoei with its tree of discrete analogue

to to 100
10KHz
Frequency
Watts into
Response.
8 Ohm or.ynation and its 3FI:7

CHECK ONLINE

Infocus

Monitor Audio

INFORMATION
The liDIV-ready IN76 features 1280 x720

BUY
NOW- PAY
SEPTEMBER

CHECK
ONLINE

resolution. 1000 lumens and 3030:1 contrast
ratio, uses Pixelworks' . DNX`., and 1xHDMI.
1xM1-DA/DVI (HDCP), 1x3- RCA component
port and more making the IN76 fully compatible
with OVO players, gaming consoles, cable boxes

HOME CINEMA

and satellite.

PROJECTOR
IN76

Sonos

Make your favorite audio devices part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with

£CALL
FOR PRICE

FEA

•

;

DIT

CALL
This Bronze Reference system features ablend of
high performance driver technology, exceptional

the Sonos" ZP8Os or ZP100 Together with the
Sent."' Controller, this popular set up will give
you maSic in any room you choose directly from
your C.

MAKE YOUR

BRONZE REFERENCE
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK
These components are also available individually
in avaiety of finishes

MUSIC WIRELESS
ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

Onkyo

The award winning CS- 5151.1K CD receiver
system features 50 Watts (RMS) power output,
DAB Radio, MP3-CD / CD- R/ RW playback,
Bass Boost and the audio quality is promoted

GlitUK

ONUNE

with the inclusion of aWolfson® 192 kHz/24bit DAC.

DAB/CD MINI SYSTEM

buiki quality and gorgeous finishes

CS-515UK

Inibicue

I ' nun

T EAC

Full terms and conditions of Me sale are available at
All calls are recorded for training purposes.

' • .• run-re of safe do hat affect your sta ,

Finance options available

QUAD

through V12 Finance

,ghts. Finance options are available on ai items priced over ter() e.g. Buy Now Pay September 2007

LAT
INTERNATIONAL
Since 1989
IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC
100 MKII Analog,
DI-30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital
and VI-6 Video Interconnects,
AC-2 MKII Power cord,
SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII
Loudspeaker cables, also available in Biwire form..Tonearm
interconnects TA300, TA200 and
TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire
technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers
Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper

Maga-

zine 2004.
Reviewed in
the UK by HIFI
News, Hifi Plus
and HifiChoice.
Many other
great overseas
reviews. Ask for
brochure and
price list. VC1
from £ 3450,
VC2 from
£4750 and VC7

AUDUSA EUPEN

The world's only true Ferrite technology cables - a nigh quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor
strands. Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5
(CSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From
£48 for a 1m cord terminated with
an IEC and MK tough plug. Other
terminations include Fig of 8, 16
amp IEC, and mains plugs Schuko,
USA, Danish, India, Swiss etc

AUDUSA 00M

products
include ceramic speaker cable
isolators from the USA, MK Tough
plugs, IEC's, & Wattgate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Locking
banana and RCA connectors with
silver plated pins.

from £ 6400. All
three models
on demo at KJ
West One

LAT International

Maintenance products
-Contact Cleaner, Record Cleaning solution, CD/
DVD disk cleaning solution Enhancement products - V;bra Killers, C Diamond, Once & Done and
Green Une
Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex- demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusacom

The NEW Shadow Audio Online Shop
open z
4_
Awn eday - tite

sitep t-Aet- ree(ty never steeps.'

(new) shadow online shop

shadow audio

No matter what time of day it is, you can now buy
selected products and alarge range of accessories
onlire at www.shadowaudio.co.uk from the comfort
of your own chair...

Selected products for Online purchase include:
SELECTED ACCESSORIES:
Analogue
Cables
Cleaning
Mains Conditioning
Isolation / Support
Room Acoustics
Storage

r.: ISELECTED PRODUCTS:
Amplifiers
CD Players
Loudspeakers
Tuners
Turntables
Audiophile Recordings (CD,Vinyl)

p

SELECTED BRANDS:
Apollo
ART Loudspeakers
Black Rhodium
CEC
Clearaudio
Custom Design
Eastern Electric

Eclipse Speakers
JAS Audio
IsoTek
Nordost
Slim Devices
Turtle Records
VPI & more to come....

www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Advertisement

etÁ

Isn't it easy to buy anew system?
You read the magazine product
reviews, you find out who sells the
recommendations, five-star favourites or best
buys at the cheapest price, you order the
system, get a friend who knows
his onions to install it - and live
happily ever after.

0.

teitÁ

e•ijee

e'er

This is a fairly well- trodden path but it leads to
dissatisfaction, endless upgrades and a lot of wasted
money. It's likely that the system will help you lose
interest in music pretty rapidly. The problem is that there
are more myths about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables. CD gives
you perfect sound. All CD players sound the same. AESO
CD player plays high fidelity music. All magazine
reviewers are experts. Big speakers are always better
than small ones. More watts per channel is everything.
MP3 format gives you high quality. A collection of ' Best
Buy' components will be agreat system. And so on and
so on....ALL MYTHS.

.. et the

est Hi- Fi

Music - the r Iaim

What and Where to buy

aim must
i buy a hi-fi system that will prove
musically satisfying, reliable and deliver true value for
money. If the system doesn't excite you musically you've
wasted your money. What is even worse is that you may not
even realise you've bought abad egg - you'll just switch the
TV on instead and your desire to listen to music will gradually
diminish. Have you ever been in apub or club where you
realise it's very difficult to conduct a conversation,

ant may not be right for you.
So where do you start? Here's an important tip... don't start

even to the extent of being really tiring? Apoor quality
system continuously distorts but Idon't mean it necessarily
reaches the point of audibly breaking up. With atop quality
system you can play music very loudly and still hold a
conversation because it's free of distortion. A poor system
is tiring to listen to even when it's played at low volume. If
you want proof, go into ashoe or clothes shop where they
play background ' music' and try to enjoy listening. It's odds
on you'll fail.

with WHAT, start with WHERE. There is only one way to give
yourself the best chance of getting it right first time, and
that's through a specialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's likely you
have preconceived ideas that may put you off visiting one.
Although you would welcome the advice and guidance, you
don't know the technical jargon. You don't want to be talked
down to. Your friend has said they only sell expensive gear
and they're not interested if you don't have abig budget.
They're expensive. Again, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi
dealers are running their business because, above all, they
love music. They spend alarge portion of their time listening
to music and comparing systems to get the best possible
result. They know the component combinations which don't
gel together and, conversely, they know the combinations
which give the best performance within agiven price range.
But they all also know the system must suit you.
STAR QUALITIES
VALUE FOR MONEY
SERVICE
FACILITIES
VERDICT

*

*

*

*

*

Buying or being sold to?
-established specialist dealers
who are totally committed to putting the customer first. Their
idea of ' selling' is to discuss your requirements, offer their
advice, give you the best options, then play the systems for
you and allow you to be the judge.
Listening to your choice of music in a peaceful, well
organised demonstration room, you may be surprised and,
almos certainly, relieved to discover how easy it is to hear
the drferences between components and between systems.
You'll be able to make aclear and informed decision about
what lo buy . It comes down to trusting your own judgement
rather than the opinion of areviewer you've never met ... and
who won't refund your money if you're not satisfied or be at
the end of a phone to sort out any problem you might
encounter.
The story doesn't end there. These shops won't abandon you
once you've put your hand in your pocket. They won't leave
you ta set up the system you've selected as best you can.
They'll install it in your home, make sure it sounds great, and
make sure you're entirely happy with the way it works. Why?
Because ahigh proportion of these dealers' custom comes
through people who have bought from them before, either
directly or by commendation. It's vital to them to get it
right for you.

Getting the best deal
many people today know the price
of everything and the value of nothrig." Specialist retailers
know that not all potential purchasers will seek them out.
They tend to attract the more discerning, thoughtful
customers Let's fi-ce it, agood deal is about more than just
a good price. After all, unless you've got money to burn,
you'll be living vvith your new system for years. Most of
these dealers offer much longer equipment guarantees than
provided by the manufacturer, avery worthwhile benefit, but
it also makes it in the dealer's interest to ensure high build
quality and reliability. Maybe you could save afew pounds by
buying piecemeai but you'll lose out on the overall package.
As far as the dealers are concerned, maybe they believe that
taking care of their customers properly is a nicer way
of doing business than just handing over boxes.

system for your money!
As kou

Top 20 UK Hi -Fi Dealers

L.sted below are 20 OF THE BEST HI-FI SHOPS IN THE COUNTRY Ihey have been selected because they are known to do
an excellent job in guiding customers towards hi- ti that will give them years of musical enjoyment and total satisfaction.
LONDON
N
GRAHAMS HI-FI
190a New North Road.
020 7226 5500
SW11
ORANGES Er LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road, Battersea.
020 7924 2043
SOUTH
Ashford, Kent
SOUNDCRAFT HI-FI
40 High Street.
01233 624441
Brighton
THE POWERPLANT
40 Church Road, Hove.
31273 775542
Chelmsford
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
216 moulsham Street.
01245 265245
Colchester
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
33 Sir Isaac's Walk.
01206 577682
Kingston-upon-Thames
INFIDELITY
9 High Street Hampton Wick.
020 8943 3530

Rayleigh, Essex
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
44a High Street.
01268 779762

Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road, Edgbast3n.
0121 429 2811

Sheffield
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS

Southend-on-Sea
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
132/4 London Road.
01702 435255

Chester
ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Road.
01244 344227

York

Southampton
PHASE 3 HI-FI
37 Bedford Place.
023 8022 8434
Worthing
PHASE 3 HI-FI
213-217 Tarring Road.
01903 245577
SOUTH WEST
Bath
AUDIENCE
14 Broac Street.
01225 333310
MIDLANDS
Banbury
OVERTURE
3Church Lane.
01295 272158
Birmingham
SOUND ACADEMY
152a High Street, Bloxwich.
01922 493499

Coventry
FRANK HARVEY
163 Spon Street.
024 7652 5200
Leicester
CYMBIOSIS
6Hotel Street.
0116 262 3754
Nottingham
CASTLE SOUND b VISION
48/50 Maid Marian Way.
0115 9584404
Stafford
ACOUSTICA
114 Wolverhampton Road.
01785 258216

QUALITY

184 Fib..
0114 275 (
SOUND ORGANISATION
2Gillygate.
01904 6271k,
Gateshead
LINTONE AUDIO
7-1 l P,11 k1.10 4, Gateshead.
0191 477 4167

SCOTLAND
Glasgow
LOUD Er CLEAR
520 St Vincent St, Finnieston.
0141 221 0221
Edinburgh
LOUD Er CLEAR
Bonnington Mill,
72 Newhaven Rd.
0131 555 3963

NORTH

N. IRELAND

Cheadle
THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road.
0161 428 7887

Belfast
LYRIC HI-FI
429-431 Lr;burn Rd.
028 90 38 -.296

Is this the biggest upgrade you have ever made?

Music Interface Technologies

imitioe
L

TUMID )

The new Oracle MA

Plug in the world's most technically advanced audio interfaces and experience
more authoritative bass, clearer midrange and more articulate highs. With up
to 71 articulation poles, it is like having multiple cables in one - you simply
hear more music.

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham, GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991, enquiries@audiobility.co.uk
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Stereovox

Stellavox

English Valve Company

Award winning Cables

ST2 DIA Converter

PROTEUS Amplifier

Stereovox's cable technology has been

The ST2 circuitry uses new 96kHz 24bits

Proteus is acompletely new integrated

drawn from technologies developed for use in

capable technology with an exceptional

valve amplifier built to exacting

Telecommunications, Satellite Communications,

time alignment performance in order to

standards Each amplifier is totally hand

Avionics and Instrumentation. The critical

provide very accurate transient reproduction

built using the best quality components

precision and high performance of the

for critical intelligibility professional and

and materials More exciting

specialized materials together with the propriety

laboratory applications Stunning!

developments on the way! Call or e-mail

geometry and construction has resulted in a

On demonstration and in stock.

for more details

superior performing cable.

On demonstration and in stock.

On demonstration and in stock.
Paul Benge

valve amplifiers
4

needs valv,

English Valve Amplifiers

T: 01424 445107

67 Springfield Road

M: 07842 126218

St Leonards-on-Sea

E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

East Sussex, TN38 OTU

Brands include: Advanced Acoustics, A atek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design,
LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stenbov

,Weiss Digital Audio and many more...

IH labs

cables, Isophon Loudspeakers,

Want to get away from the cold, clinical sound of transistors?
New Stereo 9E0 MIKX1r
We guarantee* that your music will sound warmer, more
satisfying and involving with an Icon Audio amplifier!
Our Stereo 40 has excellent reviews in Hi Fi News, Hi Fi Choice and
Hi Fi World. Twice winning awards for quality and value. Now bigger,
better and still the same price! Larger transformers. Improved front
end. Bigger chassis. 23 KG of hand built, solid quality that performs!

Rewriting the
rulebook...

Ithyp

Leaders

Acoustic Signature
Reimyo

Movers

Emilie
Luxman
Puresound

Upgraded design. EL34 2x 40w rms. Pure Triode drivers using the
excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Triode output mode 2x 20w. Silver audio
cable. ALPs volume pot. Choke regulated PSU. 4inputs. Tape loop. Hand
wired " Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel
and Plexiglas cover incl. Vital slow warm-up/Standby facility included.
Only £899.95 Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)

Shakers

Eben
Kingsound

Also Stereo 51) E1199.95 and Stereo titl E1499.95 available
Melia," M.

Extras

1304,

1040wir mceri cfr-blocicsi

P

Murata
Vertex AQ

www.soundsurgery
.co.uk
01392 662920

Incredible 100 watts RMS KT90/KT88 mono- block amplifiers. Brand new
UK design. Low & high sensitivity. Can be passive or pre amp driven. All
Triode driver stage using the excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio
cable. Switchable Triode output mode 50w. Choke regulated PSU.
Hand wired " Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless
steel and Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility included.
From £ 1,699pr Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)

theoundsurgery
hIfI components and accessories

Common Features: Hand built Point to Point' wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon, Teflon Silver audio cable Steel &
alloy plate construction. Soft start. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Part Exchange Welcome Auditions by appointment
Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice & back up service. * Try for 30 days. refund if not deliphted*

See our other models on our website: www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Dealer Inquiries welcome
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
1-C-CFM_ el-LCLIO—
'Limited offer, Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
All major credit and debit cards accepted

E & 0E

Pick up a bargain on our Used / Exdemo webpage!

Central Audio
--Nor

-2ietz'
DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
ARCAM DV137
ARCAM AVP700
ARCAM PI000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
AUDIOLAB 8000TTUNER
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE E 307
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH AID INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART EMOTION
AVI LAB SERIES CD
B&W 802
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE
BOULDER 850 MONOS
BRYSTON BP20
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
DARTZEEL NHB 108
DYNAUDIO FOCUS 110 ROSEWOOD NEW SEALED BOX
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V20
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE EX OEM
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM
FOCAL 927 BE
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
KRELL KPS25SC
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAS 2 MONO'S
KRELL KSA 250
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD £ 2
KRELL 300IL
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN KLIMAXTWIN
LYRA HELICON
MARANTZ CD?
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
NAIM CDS3 S/N206XXX
NAIM N- VI + DAB MODULE S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N197XXX
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 712 S/N173XXX
NAIM 150 S/N174XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2S/N 168XXX
NAIM NAIT 5
NAIM IBL S/N 484XX
NAIM INTRO 2
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS rSTANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL2 SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
PROAC 1SC WALNUT + TARGET R4 STANDS
PROJECT 6RB300 SHURE V15 MK1V
QUAD 63
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
REGA P5 + TTPSU
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 330 75 FT RCA NEW IN BOX
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
SILTECFI LS88 3 MTR SPADES NEW IN BOX
SILTECH S028 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH 50.28 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SQ 110 1MTR XLI'? NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKOIIEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
THETA VOYAGER LD/DVD/CD TRANSPORT
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO
WADIA 861SE
WILSON SYSTEM 5
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

RRP NOW
5000 . . . . 3495
3250 . . . . 2195
10000 . . . . 3995
2200
795
N/A
2000
895
895
2500.... 1595
5000 .... 2195
6500 .... 3495
2500 ... . 7695
1300
895
1300
895
1700 ... . 1095
3000.. .. 1395
N/A
295
8000 . . .. 2995
3300 . . .. 1795
8500 . . . 3995
6500 . . .. 2495
2200..
1295
4800 .... 2495
5000 .... 2995
1500
695
6000 .... 3995
3500 ... . 1795
5500 .... 3995
750
00
0 .... 5495
12
395
45000... 19995
5000.... 1495
11800 .. . 8500
850
595
10000.... 4495
4000.... 2995
9500 . ... 4495
3500.... 1495
8500 ... 5495
4000 .. .. 2795
3100 .... 1995
2800.... 1795
180
95
2500 ... . 1595
25000 .... 6995
3500
795
6000 . . .. 1795
22000 ... . 4995
N/A .... 1495
12000 .... 5995
4000 .... 2595
3700.... 1295
3000 ... . 1995
5000 ... . 2295
6000 .... 2495
1145
495
4000 ... . 1995
2600 . . . . 1295
5325 .... 3495
3250. 2495
2925 .. .. 1995
3075 .... 1995
3000.... 1995
725
495
700
395
800
450
550
395
850
495
N/A
295
1000
495
5000 ... . 2995
50 0
00
0 .... 2995
12
595
1600
895
N/A
295
3800 ... . 895
600
1000
245
1000
595
395
12000 .... 6995
4750 . . 2995
4750 .... 2995
800
495
1500
895
1375
795
1230
795

Was
lIrt're
5
es
'392
,sIASR' 1:71:4 d
oC
dS
e '
2'.2"g
P
a nc 1e
'd S.
5:Nile ended S/44

4
'

3 ViSt
5
' ;AP P.
ICD: CPIrC 85113
0CS Verd, Encore Transport 8518
</CS Verd, laScalo SACO/CO TransportIupsampler SIN
,,, CD Plop,.
d omo
,„;
L

,
a
‘r

O.
Nas
, ek

Now

1500
2999
9500
6300
9500
9000
2600
1999
1500
NIA
7230
NIA
N/A
NIA
4600
600
6290
2990

dado $Snthesrs DAX Decode 22 S.

•I
s
h,,m
D Ak
C ,i5 1
,14
/n

Novo DAC s-demo
Ne. dud', CD3 SIN
Norm Audoo CD) Sers.ced SIN
Nokammho 99810 5 play CD 5114
Orpheus labs Zero CO player a demo
Shonryng CD. TAO Valve CD Player SIN
Theta Generatoon V Balanced SIN
theta Pro flezm II DAC yeah Oscomieolanced SIN

Aud.o Techrnma
S ShopeArm wand for ATI100
dude. Technoca AT1010 S Snap. Arm Used
Pad,. Technma AT1100
Stra,ght Arm 50.00 Boxed
dud's* Technoca 471120 Strarghr Arm New& (
foxed
Heed Audeo Orbot 1 TT ISU New & boxed
',demo Stab./Ssog. S Turntable Newt Boxed

N.A
NIA
NIA
NIA
22$
N/A
DIA
650
650
650
270
2500
9250

49
279
119
199
179
1399
179
399
399
399
179
699
6999

625
2249
1799
NIA
1000
6000
1000
1799
899
5450
7250
)200
2299
2699
7600
2300

399
1749
1749
399
1999
2299
799
599
499
2999
49,9
1999
995
1299
4499
1599

9000
2499
6100
199$
NIA
2500
8000
0800
1800
1800
2498
10130
NIA
NIA
2993
1495
6600

7499
1699
3999
195
599
1895
5,99
99,
999
999
2199
7999
199
299
1799
599
4999

1699
1750
2130
1700
2800
N/A
3189
330
993
/995
2800
NIA
NIA
830
998
149
599

1099
799
1299
3750
1699
419
2300
249
6,9
99,
2199
199
399
149
599
229
379

NIA
120
220
150
710
3950
NIA
1100
459
190
/99
650

99
249
173
229
399
299$
40
799
229

Preamplifiers
dud., Analogue Bell,no Remote Preamplifoer X- d....,
dud,. Research SPI 6 wroth Phono Stage e- demo
Rush° eeeeee ch SPI 61
Beard CA33 Preamp MCry4
AM SI H
Conrad Johnson Premoer 181.5 0- demo
SL1
g
Black SIN
Co are. g7io
n,tpA Tf,e,
o
E1ect•ocomponret EC411 Preampryfoer 5114
Nos's& Fodeloty X 1100 Preamplober Slh
Negro PLI. woth remote st•derno
Nova PEP battery Phone, stage x-derno
Orpheus Two Preamplefmte x•derno
Rokson II / ream', ( requires PIPI SIN
Robson 1.1 5 Prearnplobee frequeres PSUI SIN
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamplofoer a-derno
Sugden rnestercloss Preampl.frer •- demo

Amplifiers
Aodro eeeeee ch 0A1220 Vols. mono Ampl,foers a-derno
dud,.
ch V535 Stereo Power Amplofter SIN
lathe research VT 100MK111 Vol.. Power Arnpltfrer
Aud/o eeeeee ch 0760 Seeeee Power Ampler:et SIN
Seas, P35 MICH Power Ampltf,er 5114
Conrad Johnson M060 SE Val.. Arnplefeer SIN
Conrad Johnson Prenuer 35054 • demo
Densen Seat 300es o-d.rno
Dense, Seat 320 S.
D
beat 340 s•demo
Krell KAV400e, Black a-demo
Nara MIA ACM1 X - demo
No. 32.51,40 Pre Power
No. 42 5,110 Pre Pewee SIN
Orpheus Three power ampl,fger •- derno
Rokson SI 5 stereo power ompryryer 0,1eer SIM
Sugden
eeeee cless menes
d•mo

Loudspeakers
dud. Physm Spark 3 maple X-docto
SES 107MK11 Supreme hybrod Robbons S.
propose, Adarnantes 111 rryth ssonds S/H
1/4 lab Micro Wept, Clossm s-demo
IM lab U.010 927 be Anntrersory SIN
KEE Reference 104 2 SIN
Marry, Logan Aeon 1 000.- demo
Monotor dad,a Rados, 160 Subwoofer Cherry S,H
Pen *ludo., Rebel 2 re -demo
Pen Audlo Charm Actor. Subwoofer •- doms
7,030 Response 023 Maple •• demo
Rogers L7
Teak SIN
Aokson Cryan) Rosewood SIN
Rego ELA 2000 S.
Somas Faber Concerto Walnut S/H
Sonars faber Ironwood Stands SIN
Spender Si Cherry SIN

Cables and A

les

Cogan Nall Intermezzo EMD O 75m RCA SIN
Modrogol MDC2 lm RCA/RCA 7309m Pogo., Cable new boeed
Nordost Sh ,ves 2m mo,ns coble e-demo
Shun Moak Ipr Spotral Controll•r o-domo
Shun Mook U1sro Doornand eeeeee tors sec of 3 o•demo
Satech LS188 Classic 2,3m Seise. & Gold Speaker cable 8N113
Sound Organosatron Record Rack woth CO eeeee
5144
Spectral M1-350 20ft In eeeeeeee ct ACA- ACA +- demo
Transparent PAusoc Ltalt Plus 10ft RCA -RCA SIN
Transparent the Ltnit 1.3m RCA- RCA SIN
Vdh COI 52 MUD 2m SIN
Western Electrre 3006 Valves 1Poor NEW '

99
549

Tuners & Tap• decks, power supplies
Creek T40 FM Tuner SIN
Dense, fleet 800 ANIffst Tuner e demo
isotek Substesoon spec.ol sersoon SIN
LuI010,1 30A FM/AM Tuner SIN
Magnum Dynelob PTA remotelTbner for Etude
Nakom.ch , 802 2 Head toscos., deck SIN
Nakamocho 003 2 head colle ct. deck SIN
Sony MSS J0920 QS Mono D.sc recorder SIN

Midland

69
59,
195
99
9,
59
15
99

830
1600
I••

395
ry

Audio X- change are looking for Audio Research,
Mark Levinson , Maim Audio, SME, Wadia.

Krell ,

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

14
40
°0
3
°
0

295
295
995
550
395
315 ... . 195

12
5(
61
15
0
6000
7000 .
9000 ...
18000 ...
4000 .. .

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

.
.
.
.

2
59
95
5
995
2995
4995
4995
1795

449
/ 799
1.99
6149
4999
6449
1050
1499
499
199
329
3999
299
375
149
2999
399
1299
695

Analogue

Logo ° MICH rare wood brush SME CutPN
Me Cormack Micro Drove Phono Stage 5,44
Phenomena BPS !
lottery supply for phone SINS
Ph0000,00 Phono stage MM/MC BINS
Rego P2 18,os 7'
le SIN
CrosShoPPer CIA III MC Cartrodge x•demo
VPI HA- X Turntable •- derno

AMPLIFICATION

Tel:

SPEAKERS

E-mail:

CABLES & TABLES

www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

Digital
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

ÍI

)LAND

t.01562 731100

AUDIO

XCHANGE

f.01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

elease tke Magic
After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

DiNo
MOViNq Coil
MOViNfi MAqNEI
SWiTC[IAME GAiN
SWiltliAb[E LOAdiNq

BEST BUY

SUPER RECIUIATORS

HI•FICHOICE
magazine

DiSCREIE Ourpur STAGE
UpCIRAdEAblE POWER Supply

Lamm

Rd ThE REViEWS ON OUR WEbSiTE:

Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amolificction
Verbatim Cables
SRA

V.A.M.TRiChORdRESEARCh.COM

Never- Connected

'Never Cornected' - unique noise
reduction technolcgy
for this product further enhances
sound qua!ity.

TRiChORd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
salesOtrIchordresearch.com

RESEARCI-I

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trchordresearch.com

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room

•Turntable Workshop

•Home Cinema

•Custom Installation

•System Set-up

4alik
.S.c1 boss so,nd

ern

PING.

ARCAM

LOEWE.

CT
7

epos

kudos
cleareudio

...and others

visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 4QD
tel: 01362 820800
email: enguiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

urtio Flair
Loncrie NW I
0208 201 928E

BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

OFT

www.addlofra.rco.uI

AMPLIFICATIONI

-EMINENT AUDIO. Trinity Cottage. Worfield. Brtclgnorth. VVV I
55NT. Tel + 44 0I
746 71688 '
ernaI audiagnosi@rrninentaudio.co.uk Mob + 44 07792 420266 web. www.eminentaLdLo

Corn

aluminata

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

cables

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

JPSIabs Cables
Prices shown in E

a
E

Digital ( 51.01F or AESI

995

Reference Interconnect

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

V—

E

.t

E

CARTRIDGE SECTION

1095

1895

2095

3995

Set of 4 Hi- wiring

4895

-1

t

299

Jumpers
Reference Power Cord
1.0 metre minimum

digital

rIF

2499

Prices shown In £

CO
•
au

o

E
c!

7
2
1

Ultra

cc
cp
w x
—
'I E

E
o

u,
• d x

LLI
<

55
155

195

205

SC- 3

345

375

345

Alinimliiiii

1195

1295

1195

225

1295

in

NEW! 5C-3 Interconnect

595

in E
SD

E

ui

ro

795

11399

2099

SE. ( Hi- Wire)

599

799

SC- 2 Petite ( Single run)

449

499

Set of 4 01- wiring Jumpers

superconductor

2.

E

219

259

299

349

SC fe Bi wire cable

DO 2

ro

399

439

The Analog AC Power Cord

279

The Digital AC Power Cord

279

Power AC. for amplifiers

379

entrij

level

SR 80

£90

1012 GX

£95

£76

GE))

£67

SR 125

£140

1022 GX

£126

£104

GE))

£86

SR- 225

£175

1042

£ 144

£117

GE))

£108

SR 325i

£260

Eroica LX/H £ 135

£113

GE))

N/A

Elite

RS 1

£635

£194

GE))

N/A

RS 2

£450

0850

£30

DR100

£40

08150

£70

HD415

£29

£238

Prestige Series

Reference Series

£ 25

AT 110E

£16

£ 30

AT 0C9 MLII £ 330

New Goldring Headphones

£18
£295

EX

£ 105

£95

EX

N/A

DL 1038

£ 190

£170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

£83

EX

N/A

HD465

£45

DL 304

£ 210

£190

EX

N/A

HD485

£54

Denon
DL 103

Sennheiser Headphones
HD435

Prestige Black £ 40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

Dorian

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Argo

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zeros(s) Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headsheil

£15

M 97 XE

£98

£58

Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235

£200

EX

Blackbird £585

£500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

e•r
I !

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO (
HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 550

High End Cable

cables

Abbey Road Cable
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Hovland
Nordost
Oehlbach
Stereovox
Purist Audio Design
Tannoy
Townshend
van den Hul
Wyrewizard
IsoTek - Power Conditioning
Cable Tower
Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
Accessories
STAX headphones
Echo Busters
Arpe CD - IsoTek CD
Oehlbach Phono PreAmp
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil
Second hand

AUDK7
JPSIabs Cables - why compromise?
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

Sub woofer cables
Media cables
Pod cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HDMI cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
S video
ONLINE SHOP

NEYRDOST

CHORD

r

l

(,/ CIEHLBACH.

www.audiosalon.co.uk

TOWN1111040 AUDIO
rommorm.
-

eet

AND

ABBEY ROAD CABE»

Ate Hui

•

Iseirek

>0111Id L011114 .4

PRO•SERIES

Cable

Owe,

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk

£38

Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

E

(RCA)
(fully balanced)

£54

www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

E

eco.TJ
LDL

D
The SC fe Interconnect

GE))

cables

a
E

£62

Y'"

85
995

Prices shown in E

£75

£76

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX
Exchange price same make moving coll cartridge

The Kaptovator AC Power
Enril

IP5labs Cables

SR-60

1006

Shure

..

(RCA or XLR)
NEW! SC- 3 Speaker wire

£24

Lyra

IPSIabs Cables

E
o

GE))

Grado

cables

Prices shown in £

£28

AT 95 E

JPSIabs Cables

premium

£33

Audio Technica

cables

SuperConductor EX

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

(RCA or XLRI
Reference Speaker Cable

STYLUS

Goldring

Cable Burn In

Seismic Sink

www.ipslabs.com
Reference cables include free Burn In.

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk

We support you in many ways

I
iedà.
_At r.•

r
41
,116i,

Analogue

.

nary

Xenon. exceilent

£249

• ,s13080 amid finch ex condition
1149
R080. black Me ex condbon .£149
RD1 Sole Infinity Back Widow excellent £249
'mu* Re! TOI amt Accurate can re(B880) ...........£3999
Solunon AMG BlaclaSatisty Carbon dined
•
waudio SolubonSatery Carbon deed vived (f1650)
E949
•Ater Start Smart Enehon. evsnaxlpkceo & paw.....1650
• . raucko Exact Stykis gauge
.£79
ciutio Smalphona as new
....£179
•
aaudioarenpion Level 1, Sate Carbon arm, ex boxed ..D399
SlateSeites3dérsion774 (meas.
MMO Phan° eve.
•
11312 otoca.

1349
1179

.£399

LP12, Veda, wane
itte 17. VERY VERY RARE nut REDUCED
Len LP12 100 arm. good order
.

1349
1999
£399

Lim LP12/111ok valhalla excellent
1799
1934-lera metier,tgroundbrealrgphono ate .........1799
Michel Temodec Rem &ardent boxed
1429
Michel Gyrate. R8250 vac
1779
Michel Tramait* Rekra‘c HydrauTionuid arm, AlM......£599
Meek Gyro SE. DC motor, ex baled
1549
Mcro Seto DOXI000, malchitg ant aboard* lovey! ......£999
Mean 774 original ann
£149

Il ibecurt Mk ADC arm. wr
£249
chcs SL1210ml2 light domestic Ise only excellent bowl 1249
sms SLIO, good working older
£199
-ens 17)124, ex serviced

.'ens TD1253ME3009,
.
,,orens TD160IyMaywaie wac.

VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine call for del*
1379
VPI Scout, cnv JMW arm, ex dern unit as raw..........................
lela famous hommeght arm. orient ...................................£549

Digital

• Manger Speakers

DCS Purcell - due In

Cyrus CD8X, nr mint boxed!
Cyrus CO?, ex cr.! remote

E699
£379

1349
£Call

...

£Call

Dectnacompand Ecml-upsupem Merle el boal- 11749
Esotere X-03SE. as rew the best E5k player there efor one..13249
Esoteric DV5OS new full warranty. LAST ONE!
.£2749
Esoteric LIX1 - the ultimate player? As new tub warranty Wall
Exposure 3010. as new boxed
£599
Heart Au*, CD6000. vaAe output, superb boxed £449
Linn Numenk DIC. ex
1299
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
£299
Meridian 203 Dac. excellent boxed
£179
Micromega Tdrive and T-lac nr mint boxed. £749
Meromega Stage 3. excellent

1299

Musical Fidelity DM25 transport and DAD, stunning ......12599
Musical Fidelity A3, as new boxed
£399
NVA Transparent Statement ex crated . 11499
Pink Triangle Ordinal DIC. 2chipsets, excellent.
299
Primate CD302. ex boxed cnv remote .,...,......................f749
Proceed PDT2, nr mint boxed
Shanhng CDT80 as new
...£499
Shanhng CO1300UK Omega Drive, as flew
Steno CDT200 superb transpr(
Slime Bnou CD Master, voc boxed
TEAC D70. as new Mega DAC

ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that

Cyrus PSXR silver excellent boxed
DCS Eiger - due in

I
call

it " revolutonary," and

this ir a field where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the Frocess

ve

had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Harry Pearson - The Absolute Souncl - Nov 05

info@manger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

.2899
£399

.£3499

FEAC VROS9. excellent, remote.
TEAC PROS IOSE vac. remote
Trichord Pulsar DAC. as new boxed..

£499
£599
1299

Wadia 861 standard (preamp) version, excellent . 13999

Radio and recorders
AVI S2000 Tuner vac boxed .

Musical Fidelity FM Tuner .......................................£
79
Musical Fidelity 1500 chv remote
£149
£299

Pure 70IES, new
£149
Rega Radio
£129
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
£249
Videologic 601 DAB in BLACK

iikem and pre, tarry sewed 2006

1799

Radford STA25 Rennessece Power inp. mien( . £999
Rartiont SC25 Preamp. excellent
1299
Ra/lo 122 Preamp
standalone Woodsde ..............£149
Rega Cursa 3and Mau * pax« combo
1799
Sox bUIltle5 Anthem Pre IL and Power 1, 6400494!...........10M
Seib DA200DAC.PRE. 24192 Upsampro WOW

.11199

Stela 44200Manoblocts. .£1399
Trash* DR3 if PSI. Mini 2bar per, Mena Pie boar
Tre 105M monoblœld, vnice edged . £499
Tube Technology Prophet and matching pS 100 Axe
Usher Auer RIB Mœster Ctrs Apoweramp

16E9
1919

Malec EnewAE.2. e black
Acoustic Energy Aegis 130 3n »please»!

1699
1249

Acoustic Energy AEI me wxy near marls ceB4R14001999
Accuse Energy Addle 3. m denaemd on000s in cheny........£499
Audiamtor A43 Sig active crossovers, new £4kx. arnazng...17699
AVI Duo, ex rem minor marling
1949
&SW 801S3 w;Lic super man« due e
ICi
Castle Richmond 3. excelled boxed
1149
Castle Kent« mahogany evalent Me rorstaider £159
Castle Howard. mahogany, excellent hoorstender bowed £393
Gelesbon SL6S, reagent rare olsemineslandinourt........£349
Dymplio 4
0 edeny. breed
£179
A41361027E* award yelp doorsta58 cal tor deter
fral
.1141Lab Micro Utopé Be ply sleds amazing monde £ 1999
Living Voice Auditorium 2, excellent boxed
Made Logan Aeon as new bard
Marten Lt»)IAO'wl bmad baguet..
Monde Arlo Wet tgc edeny

£1199
11749

n
.£699

Monitor Ape Rafus 270 mien(.£349
MontirAudia mil bated GS60 in Piano Black £1499
Monsoon Audio FPF1000 oven( ,t15anfltosNnt8tW
479
£
NAM Credo ndeny. vpc bared
1399
.£ 199
Nben DX5 Slarrnount ex dom. boxed NOW
Alten Ant6 StandmourK ised wel raffled Pandmount........ .1399
Nei Amuses Uldniun Af3 eamble fat œve ....£1499
Neat Acmes Pette3 SE chi! Carnal* bass drivms NOW £530
Pega P4XL mk2 stunning looter* ex dem saw now £1499
PMC 182 si deny
Revel WO. sae wet stands

£449
.13rters

Revoker R33 ex dem. wel armed bargain £249
Rogers LS35a need we say more
Moe n
Reate Talisman 2, earIert
.1259
Rum* Salem ace nice mid star stanlmount £199
Rae Emmet menial sandman( excel*
1749
Sane Faber Concert et, SF Sands
Tancrerg Studio Mori& Lahr!
Usher Audio 0737, ardent

1699
£399
£1199

Usher An* 897111*2 &Pee: for niasseal sang .£Gal
WAD 91319 ABprolessixwl CAC cabs
£179

Accessories/Systems
1249

Cambridge Audio DAB Azur 9401 as new boxed in black £119
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New
£199

Quad 66FM

Otal

Speakers

Arcam OW9 REDUCED AGAIN
.. 1599
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dern
ECall
Audiomeca Mephisto transport, et boxed reenote............£779
AVI 2000 Reference CD player ........................................£399
Bow Technologies ZI8, beautiful, nic boxed..£1999
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed
£799
Consonance Droplet, ex arm bargain - WOW! .£1499
Cyrus Ouattra. Mw tuner. UNDER HALF PRICE! ...£499

World's
Best
Amplifier?

wing

.1299

precision
in sound

The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

03 zerobox

1329

Torn Evans Mcrogroove ex dem

Stereophile Recommended components

Kral KS4100S eureka boxed Lust seed euse arhone!!!£Car
Leur Klout pcmer. on from
1749
Mara* Ffif7200 ex boxed
£199

Quad 99 Pere. as nee buy we 99PnaearEsareftllj.,7049
Our 99 Powerarna, as new Ibsen)..............................................

1179
£99

.7, ,
rndek

• HMS cables

ConsonanceRef 88. elv remote uses 6550s to great almt £1199
Odeon 44034 rnonubluct. tax
.
.
. 1429
Exposure 3010 as new trod eh £200 mm plum stage ...£649
TR MABOMA 100M4 100 PerP000re Otey combo AIM .
1299

.11099

3601 expellent
•
scidek IIX900

• ASR amplifiers

AVIS2000Pre superb We Maine
1449
Gem 6.63Mo/erode ecOsilier5OwebssA tedious .......£749
Can kw T2 Monoblocla mein trek
1499
Chord SEMI 2006, Maras nEWS1 btrk
. 11499
Conrad Johnson PVI2ePremerl 1
aas new cAv new bees ..£2249
Cereal Johnson PV141.141130SE, as new Ortega! ....... 12749
Consonance Signalise 10, vbvety 243 vale Megraled
1999

.£1799
5149

,ctRRV6 excellent ex dem
1299
P538700, as new "undue eblack
£499
Peer 3. Of advanced DC tat, RB300, excellent
1399
Planar 3 RB300, wr boxed
.1179
• -. in Xerxes, ex in stunning rosewood. SME cut NOW.......1449
• can Xerxes. Tabnz n. XPS3 5/DSU excellent .1549

At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

Audio Research LS7 Prtemp
£699
Audio Research 0130 Power ex
1999
Audio Research 070 Power en
Au* Research SP12 Pre ex .
Audio Vey Frare Preramp, ex boxed ..£1249
Aude Vate Bade 200 Mond** - incredibe if 10k new) .£4499

Mr Vexcellent boxed

1129

•
s Lne Ultna deck kWh off board* SME cut NOW ..........£179
!range LPT/RB250. the best I've seen
1379
•ert RPM6, excellent
1299

www.manger-audio.co.uk

AC Megnum MF125 MOOODN
/
le
Arcam A32 ex sae, cetv rem*
£749
Arram Alpha 10 male« bard kst salved
1359
AudroM 89537900157, as new processor/7 dun* ape.....£1249

Slat 10 turntable. ex bated ne arm)
SW 30.99 excellent bated

Fdekty XL PS, excellent boxed
• - .Men Margie Spacedeck ex dern

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 865 212

‘MII.
Amplifiers

Mendiah 556 superb pckver ant0
1749
Musrl Fide 8200 relent
1249
Musical Rdelky43081relegiated ....£899
Musica Ropily AB metro( bard
Musica! Rdelh A3CR *tramp. as new boxed ......£ 199
Musical Edell)! The Prune
£149
NAM 9290 pre/power combo, ex hoed
£379
NAIM Heap Dine
£499
NAM AL4P140011e. boxed.
1719
Pallen. Classe One fle ex demo
!Gal
Pathce Logos, excellent toed ciW remote sate £1000 .........£1799
Our 909 Power escelent boxed
1749
add 66 Preama rely &Innate
£399
Otar150 Manche*
£149
add 44 Parma 4053,04052 Power amps NOW trom.......£199
Quad 33301 ne for yew besmear
1299

MRM Source, cAv large frs. REDUCED
Musical Retry XLPSY3 as new boxed

the new online shop from

...what are you up for?

C9 3

Cam Fog v2 Cd player and 48013 Integrated am er
Chord OoYssez. cuter .

Mal

HKeen AVR635 - was f999
el* See ex dem eblack

1448
1399

Linn Class* Kwrth onboard Aker, as new boxed .. .1399
Myer FA494. ape Cal94 5751 ix:1[d the bocci YUAL_IGit
Muscat Fdelny X-Gen v3 ecePerd

.£179

Tam Labs Ref 8Spe cable
faxe
TEAC R3 FkliDAB neat portable radio evAde knifed quantity £75
74('!11i, ,
,
M ,;
,
.r.,-., ,,.1,1(;.'P 61amp ed saw £150 £329

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday In Saturday 10 til 5, or email newse2ndhandhiti.co.uk
Quality PM equipment always required for cash
Call us before you trade
Commission Sales too

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing asophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.

Sale of part exchanged and ex dom items

Sale

Clearaudlo Goldfinger cartridge. Brand new, still in sealed box
Croft Charisma X phono/line pre-amp
Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CD transport .) DAC - boxed, brand new
(still has protective film on plugs and 8 display)
Canary 301 300B Stereo power amp with LV upgrade - excellent
Mactone MA300B 20 watts 3008 power amp - 30 hours use

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tel:' 01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
gize Off Chapel282 Skipton Road
9-farrogate, N Yorks
Hgl 351E

Estk,

£3500
£2500
£2500
£5500
£850
£1400

£900 £ 1600

Canary 903 4box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charnier
Sugden Bijou mm/mc phono stage - 100 ohms - virtually new
Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple
Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp - 30 hours use
Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Rega RB300 tonearm. Reson Rece
cartridge and Living Voice mat.
Unison Research Smart 300B class Apower amp - 1year old
JPS Kaptivator power cables - very nearly new
JPS SC3 interconnect - very nearly new
Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands
Beard integrated amp - beefy boy - needs some help
Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed
Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed
Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable - 4m - revision 2 - boxed
Michell Is° / Hera phono stage
Tovmshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DHD ( 100 kilos) 48x48
Townshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DSS ( 12 kilos) 48x48
Tel:

0115 973 3222

Fax:

£6500
£ 6500
£ 8000
£9600
£ 1800
£ 1800

please

Raga Jupiter CD player - professionally clocked + rebuilt with Black Gates
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard
Transfiguration Esprit - 10 hours use - perfect ex-review bargain

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Atac.ind
Award
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ AcouStt
Monitor Au dio,
.
Mordaunt-Shórt
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hui
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more

£2900 £4000

Mactone XX330 line pre- amp - 10 hours use
Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed - 10 months old
SME V tonearm - standard wire - 10 years old
SME V tonearm - 1month - standard wire
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem. part-ex, seconds, from very
young to very old
Tom Evans Groove Plus

New

£3500 £ 5640
£1500
f3000

0115 973

£1900
£600
£700
£600
£2850
f2500
£300
£1750

call
£3000

£6500
£5000
f650
£ 3500

£2500 £4500
£3500 £ 7000
£1250 £2500
£1250 £2500
£1000
£2000
£600
£400
£850
£350
£400
£700
£500
£200
£300
£250

£ 1633
£4500
£ 1200
f795
£2000
£ 1000
£ 1800

3666

email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk

Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available. with up to 3yrs 0% finance

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers-HiFi co uk
- Since 1967
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ISM
ISM
ISM
ISHI
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(OBI 49/02
(AHI 39/06
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(PMI 68/06
IPIM 80/01
(PM( 40/08
(PMI 50/04
(PM) 50/05
(PM) 84/03
IKH, TFI 62/03
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Cambridge Audio
Denon
Harman Kardon
Pioneer
Yamaha

Azur 5400
AV- 3806
AVR340
VSX-AX4AVi
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(PHI
(PM)
(PM
(PHI

85/01
82/02
82/03
82/02
86/05

PROJECTORS
ProjectionDesign
ProjectionDesign
Mitsubishi
SIM2
InFocus

Actiont model one Mk III
Actionl model three 1080
HC3000 OLP
C30 Lite
Screenplay 777

(PHI 90/01
(PM) 28HFG/12
(PM) 90/02
(PM( 88/03
(PM) 88/03

P5OXHA58E
421,09700
42PC10
TH- 421,0600
42PF961
POP- 50600E
POP- 50700E
PDP 5000E0
P550071-10

IPM) 141106/12
IPM) 15HOG/12
(PHI 17110G/12
(PHI 18HOG/12
(PM) 19H06/12
IPM) 86/02
(PM) 21110G/12
IPM( 26004/12
(PHI 22HDG/12

DISPLAY SCREENS
Fujitsu
Hitachi
LG
Panasonic
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Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Samsung

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE
Isol-8
Isotek
Isotek
Musical Fidelity
Naim Audio
Primare
Sky
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Mains Filter
Orion mains filter
Sigmas mains filter
kW250S one- box
n-Vi one- box AV
C0110 CD/FM/DAB/amp
HO PVR

(KHI 49/05
(DAI 39/07
MAI 50/12
IKKI 32/08
(PHI 34/06
(PHI 66/07
(PMI 061106/12
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

The recent launch of the anniversary issue
of Jazz at the Pawnshop in alimited edition
SACD set has rekindled memories of a
number of Proprius titles that were widely
used as reference and demonstration discs
throughout the ' 80s and ' 90s by virtually the
whole of the audio community.
Jazz at the Pawnshop - the Complete
Sessions is proof that good music never gets
old - it matures like fine wine!
This definitive three- album set comes
complete with 20 minutes of previously
unreleased music, plus aOVO of an
interview that took place with George Riedel
and Lars Erstrand in 2006.
For those of you not familiar with the
disc that has been billed as ' the finest Jazz
recording of the 20th Century', Jazz at the
Pawnshop was recorded in the simplest
way by Gert Palmcrantz in the Stampen
restaurant ( yes, Swedish for pawnshop!)
in Sweden in 1976 using two Nagra
two- channel tape recorders set up in the
restaurant kitchen, one pair of microphones
at 20cm spacing for the main pick-up, with

in acrowded, smoky bar! For those not

awonderful piece with stunning organ

acouple of others placed to register the

convinced by the benefits of the digital

introduction, followed by pieces from

'live' atmosphere of the Pawnshop Jazz

format, we have managed to track down

Handel, Otto Olsson, Adam and a

club. It sounds simple, but the results are

alimited quantity of the original double

selection of Swedish Folk songs with a

downright remarkable!

album LP, pressed on 180g premium vinyl

Christmas flavour.

The line-up included Arne Domnerus
(alto sax), Bengt Hallberg ( piano),

in Germany - finest quality recording on
finest quality vinyl!

George Riedel ( bass) and Egil Johansen

To complete the Proprius picture, we

(drums), with guest soloist Lars Erstrand

have included Cantate Domino and Antiphone

(vibraphone), swinging through limehouse

Blues both in SACD and vinyl format.

Blues', ' Mood Indigo', ' Take Five', ' Lady

Antiphone Blues, awonderful mix of jazz
and folk music including Ellington titles,

Cantate Domino is famous for its

again features Arne Domnerus, this time
with Gustaf Sjokvist at the organ in the
Spanga Church, recorded by Hakan Sjogren.
As well as 'Antiphone Blue', tracks include

Be Good' and awhole string of other

incredible sound quality. It starts with

favourites, all recorded with the most

Enrico Bossi's ' Cantate Domino' for

'Sometimes IFeet Like A Motherless Child'

startling ambience - you really are there

choir, organ, trumpets and trombones,

and ' Largo'.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Address

Telephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Post Code

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

'Nobody Knows The Trouble I've Seen',

Item

Prices

Jazz at the Pawnshop three album
Anniversary SACD

£24.00

Jazz at the Pawnshop two- album
180gm LP

£29.00

Cantate Domino SACD

£13.00

Cantate Domino LP

£16.00

Antiphone Blues SACD

£16.00

Antiphone Blues LP

£16.00

Quantity

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN
.Accessories Club 8. CD Service. PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 15H, UK OR Fax your completed

II
Expiry (date)

order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiliaccessoriesclubscom UK SALES All

CV

Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tan), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E8,0E.

eachestee
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LC - 01634 880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAI INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a, TANNOY
PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
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Some fast, furious fusion to
knock your system's socks off
as PR Keith Haddock brings you
Billy Cobham's Spectrum

414 LObnain
Spectrum
Atlantic 5D-7768 1973

B

illy Cobham's Spectrum album
marked aseminal moment of focus
in the evolution of an inspirational
new musical genre. Blending the

full-blooded power of rock music with the
more sophisticated free-form rhythms and

the same festival bill as Cobham's), and Lee
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1
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Strat. The opening track ' Quadrant 4'

Sklar, whose muscular bass playing would
strengthen Phil Collins' solo recordings of the

deserves its own Mission Control countdown,
beginning with aferociously unremitting

musical structures of jazz, it spliced together

early 1980s. Cobham's idea for the ensemble

drum volley that simultaneously pins you

the prodigious talents of the Czechoslovakian
keyboard virtuoso Ian Hammer, with those

was to transfer the flamboyant harmonic
intricacies of the MO to amusical form that

to your seat while propelling you forward.
Breathtaking, high-octane stuff!

of arelatively unknown guitar wizard called
Tommy Bolin. Supported by the percussive

was more redolent of soul and blues.

The groove continues with ' Stratus',
dominated by an utterly beguiling yet searing

mastery of Cobham's supremely technical
and sensationally volatile drumming,
and aluminous cast of journeymen, the

LIVE 'N' LOUD

funk riff, later to be sampled by Massive Attack
for ' Safe From Harm' on their 1991 debut

combination added an explosive accent to
the burgeoning jazz-rock fusion movement.
This first found expression on Miles Davis'

Studios in New York on May 14-16, 1973.
Engineered by Englishman Ken Scott,

For ' Red Baron' the band adopts asoulful
contemplative style that showcases Bolin's

Spectrum is recorded ' live' with very few

shape-shifting versatility, punctuated by

1969 album Bitches Brew, and developed in
the early ' 70s through the baroque musical

overdubs. The quality is quite sensational,
characterised by awarmth and depth which

Cobham's explosive drumming.
Looking back, much of the music of that

tapestry of the Mahavishnu Orchestra.
With the break-up of the Orchestra in

is overwhelmingly ' analogue' in nature and
utterly dynamic in effect. Play the album loud

period has akitsch flavour, but Spectrum still

early 1973, Cobham joined with fellow

to enjoy the sheer resonance of Cobham's

Mahavishnu departee Jan Hammer ( latterly
of Miami Vice fame), and added, among
others. Bolin (whose band Zephyr had shared

bass drum and snare work, the fabulously
reedy 'valve' texture of Hammer's Moog, the

smoulders with an edgy vitality. Even now,
34 years after it was made, there are tracks
that sound as if they sprang from the muse
yesterday: fresh, spontaneous, unpredictable

sweet and sour tang of Bolin's richly distorted

and free. O
D

The tracks for Spectrum, all composed by
Cobham, were recorded at Electric Lady

ON TEST:
•Meridian G68 processor
•leema Acoustics Antila CD player
•EMM Lobs CDSA SE SACD player
•QUAD Twenty Four Pphono stage
•Harman Korman AVR745 AV receiver
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album Blue Lines.

Inside Story: Jim lesurf chronicles
the history of Sugden's Class Aamps
and the part Hi Fi News played in it!
PLUS:
Audio Exposed: Isolationism Pt 2
Scrapbook: Vintage Audio
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Sacrifice nothing
For over adecade, all of Ayre's products have featured zero-feedback,
fully- balanced circuitry to deliver anatural musical presentation.
Now, new technologies extend this performance envelope even further.
Ayres EquiLock circuit stabilises the operating point of the active gain
devices for an unprecedented level of clarity and resolution.
Newly developed ThermalTrak transistors ensure that the output stage
is optimally biased in real time, delivering realistic sound quality
regardless of playback levels.
This advanced technology is implemented using the finest materials
available, including ultra-low loss circuit board material, custom
developed audio-grade resistors, and proprietary polystyrene
capacitors. Featuring amassive linear power supply with twin power
transformers for exceptional dynamic authority, this high-current
amplifier will easily drive the most demanding loudspeakers. Each
Ayre MX-Rchassis is machined from asingle seventy-five pound block
of aluminium alloy to create arigid mechanical foundation that
optimally shield's the circuitry from any external electrical influences.

For the ultimate in luxury, the AyreLink communication system
provides integrated control functions for your Ayre system.
Linked components will turn on automatically with the touch of

osymmetry

asingle button. This convenience is provided while maintaining
signal purity with optoisolators. Incorporating the most
advanced technologies and design principles in the indwstry,
the MX-Rwill literally change the way you listen to music.

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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"THE SOUND WAS SO MAGICAL
MERLIN HIMSELF WOULD SURELY BUY ONE"

SOUND OF THE PH7 IS WHAT COUNTS AND

IT'S A STUNNER"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE PH7 VACUUM TUBE PRE. PRE AMPLIFIER

INNIEN
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JUST SOUNDS LIKE YOU ALWAYS HOPED
CD COULD SOUND, IF CD WAS DONE RIGHT"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE CD 7VACUUM TUBE CO PLAYER

Audio Research has always used the knowledge gained through designing their Reference series components to benefit every model in their
range. Phono stages, pre- amplifiers, power amps - Audio Research believes, like Formula 1car designers, that the benefits gained at the cutting
edge should be shared.
A new entry-level pre- amp delivers ataste of Reference sonics to awider audience: the LS17. Fully- featured and supremely functional, it is a
dream match for the VS55 stereo power amplifier - an astonishingly affordable introduction to Bill Johnson's wizardry. And we remain dazzled by
the LS26, which we suspect will find itself driving more than afew Reference 110s.
Reference 110 is the first ever single- chassis, stereo power amplifier in the Reference range: the 2x1 10W Reference 110 - aperfect match for the
LS26 or the Ref 3, the finest pre- amp ever issued by Audio Research. But there's more.
So fine is the CD3 Mk II that Audio Research was inspired to develop it further. The resultant CD7 is so good - its internals include a
Ref 3- derived output stage - that this player has earned the honour of becoming the first- ever Reference series digital source component. For
analogue supporters, the all- tube Ref PH7 phono stage is probably the best phono section available today. Completed with either the flagship Ref
610T or 210 monoblocks, the Reference models reign supreme.
The bloodline strengthens.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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